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(It's easy-we show you how.) 
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Tony Hawk's Video Modernize Make Fine Art ~~~ 
Editing Secrets Mac OS 9 in Photoshop 
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Disturb the peace. Tranquility is highly overrated. Earsplitting high

SoundSticks speaker system, is most definitely not. For more seismic details, 

H A Harman International Company. ©2000 Harman Multimedia. Harman Kardon and SoundSticks are trademarks of Harman International. Toll-free 877-266-6202. 



fidelity sound, like the kind you'll get from our new 40-watt, USB-enabled 

check out www.harman-multimedia.com. harman/ kardon 



Announcing WriteCD-RW!™ for Apple™ PowerMac and iMac systems. 

Now you can reliably mount, drag & drop files to, and exchange disks 
with PC's using CD-RW disks ... fast and easy, every time! 

• Easy to use: Simply "drag & drop" files to the WriteCD-RW! icon. No time consuming mastering 
applications needed! 

• Fast file copies: Our RhinoCache™ hard disk cache speeds file copies and frees up your Mac 
fast. Files are written to disk in the background, so you don 't have to wait. RhinoCache™ eliminates 
"hot spots" on your disk to extend media life too. 

• Compatible with the rest of the world: using our exclusive "Red Rhino" UDF file system 
technology, WriteCD-RW! formatted disks are readable on MS Windows systems running Win Me or 
2000, as well as any Apple system running Mac OS 8 & 9, without any additional software required! 
Disk interchange was never easier! 

• Supports old legacy disks: WriteCD-RW! even reads & 
writes to disks formatted with Adaptec's Direct CD™, Toast™ 
and Easy CD Creator™. Unlike competitive offerings, WriteCD
RW! reliably supports disk interchange between Mac OS and 
Windows systems using UDF file system readers. No more 
hassles. It just works! . 

• Affordable: WriteCD-RW! costs only $49.95. To order, 
contact us at: www.softarch.com, or call 1-800-863-9297~ 

Software Architects Inc. 
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24 Build Your 
OwnApps 
If you' re tired of paying for 
software you don't even 
like, then get off the couch 
and do something about it. 
We teach you how to create 
your own applications so 
they look and function the 
way you want them to. 

how to 
68 Paint a Photo 

in Photoshop 
It may sound hard to believe, but the 
pros still have secrets-even after our 
roundup last August! We rounded up 
a pro we missed last time, and got the 
inside scoop on turning photographs 
into painting-like art. by Ian Sammis, Day 35. I have lost all hope 
art and technique by Judy Mandolf of ever leaving my prison. 

by Ian Sammis Darned coffee stains ... 72 Turn an Internal IDE 
Hard Drive into an 
External FireWire Dril 

36 The Dirty Dozen 
We love the Mac OS, but 
parts of it make us want to 
take a steak knife to our 
computer screen . Finally fed 
up, we 've marked 12 parts 
of the Mac OS for death
and we'll tell you how to 
dispose of them without 
getting your hands bloody. 

If you 've got a spare IDE drive sitting 
around, it's about $140 away from 
transformation into a great external 
FireWire drive. Here's how to do the 
conversion. by Ian Sammis 

Jonathan lves's job is safe 
from us ... 

by David Reynolds Which one of you is the 74 Get MP3s from 
Usenet Groups 

42 Xtreme Mac 
Tony Hawk. You probably 
know him as that Xtreme 
skateboarding dude or the 
subject of the game that's 
hooked all your PC and 
PlayStation friends. But what 
you probably don't know is 
thatTony Hawk is a super Mac 
freak and an expert digital 
videographer. Learn Hawk's 
secrets to making hot action 
videos (of the skateboarding 
variety, of course!) 
by Narasu Rebbapragada 
and Cathy Lu 

Another sizzling cover 
by Creative Director 

Wayne Allen! 
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Applesauce baron? 
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While the world waits with baited breath 
to find out if Napster will become a 
pawn of the recording industry or plain 
old-fashioned roadkill, we reach back to 
the early nineties for another way-plain 
old-fashioned Usenet groups. Ouch! I've got an 
by Joseph 0. Holmes ingrown quarter note! 

78 Light Up Your 
FireWire 
We finally broke the sanity barrier-now 
we're just soldering stuff for the sake of 
the fumes. Here's how we made a neat 
little flashlight, powered right off the 

Standard beali.ng or extra large? FireWire bus. by Ian Sammis so that's how Rudolf did ii! 
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ever month 
8 Editor's Note 
What's a bygone, and why are we all so content to just let them 
be themselves? 

10 Letters 
We swear we don't make these up. 

14 Get Info 

T H E T E A M 

EDITOR IN CHIEF Robert Capps 

EDITORIAL 
EXECUTIVE EDITOR David Reynolds (lechnology) 

MANAGING EDITOR Jenifer Morgan 

SENIOR EDITOR Cathy Lu (fealures) 

ASSOCIATE EDITORS Narasu Rebbapragada (reviews), 

Ian Sammis 

DIGITAL MEDIA EDITOR Andrew Tokuda 
WEBMONSTER Niko Coucouvanis 

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS Raf Anzovin, Steven Anzovin, 

Joseph 0. Holmes, Buz Zoller 

ART 
ART DIRECTOR David Ross 

ASSOCIATE ART DIRECTOR Christopher Imlay 

CREATIVE DIRECTOR Wayne Allen 

PRODUCTION 
PRODUCTION DIRECTOR Richard Lesovoy 

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR Hans Hunt 

PRODUCTION MANAGER Warren Baskin 

We've got our yearly valentines to dole out, 
and sneak peeks at Premiere 6, USB 2, and 
the future of compact storage. Toss in some 
freaky peripherals, a Maclib, and the usual 
cast of columns, and it's like a Mac banana 
split. You'll be the top banana, of course. 

I would have guessed boxers ... are 
those Underoos? 

ADVERTISING 
ASSOCIATE PUBLISHER Don Kimenker 

REGIONAL AD MANAGER Michelle Paredes 

22 Scrapbook 
The AOLization of Netscape seems to be complete with the 
release of Netscape 6. With its cookie management, fancy 
new interface, and swappable themes (some of questionable 
taste), it's really a new take on an old browser. 

46 Reviews 
Starring in this month's Reviews are Media 1oo's Cleaner 5, 
Apple's iMovie 2, and Sony's DCR-TRV520 DV cam. In the 
game department, we check out Macsoft's Links LS 2000 and 
Beachhead 2000. We've also got the Handspring Visor Prism 
(ooh, color), the Olympus Camedia C-2100 Ultra Zoom digital 
camera, Eudora 5.0, Aladdin Systems' Stufflt Deluxe 6.o, the 
Formac Pro TV, Kidz Stuff, and much more. 

66 Powerplay 
All right, Tom Clancy wannabes, listen up. It's the all
antiterrorist edition, in which we preview Rogue Spear and the 
upcoming Rainbow Six sequel, then dig into Tactical Ops-an 
Unreal Tournament mod that turns the game into a hostage
rescuing shootout. 

80 Ask Us 
Have you been dying to find out how to make your email 
messages more annoying? Hit 'em with both barrels blazing
send HTML emails and VCF enclosures. 

112 Shut Down 
Get a hold of yourself-or at least your iBook-before you 
read this. Otherwise, you might spew your beverage of 
choice when you guffaw. 

Spare a dime for homeless Rob? 
Sick of this Issue yet, Ian? Glenllvet the 

agony away. 
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Wow, that'd be so stylish-if it 
were 1976. 

Drew Carey- the early years. 

Imagine Media Inc. is part of The 
Future Network pie. 

SR. ACCOUNTS MANAGER. DIRECT SALES Ana Epslein 

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING Mary Lachapelle 

MARKETING MANAGER Balin Brandl 

AD COORDINATOR Matt Wheeland 

BUSINESS MANAGER Doug Haynie 

CIRCULATION 
GROUP CIRCULATION DIRECTOR Kale Bailey 

CIRCULATION MANAGER Jerry Murphy 

NEWSSTAND DIRECTOR Eric Alekman 

NEWSSTAND SALES MANAGER Jonathan Vernier 

ONLINE MARKETNG MANAGER Mayuml Stroy 

FULFILLMENT MANAGER Peggy Mores 

SALES AND MARKETNG COORDINATOR Christopher Boily 

DIRECT MARKETING ASSISTANT Alex Guzman 

Imagine Media, Inc. 
150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005 

(415) 468-4684, http://www.imaginemedla.com 

Executive Chairman • Chris Anderson 
President • Nancy W. O"Neill 

Vice President/CFO • Tom Valentino 
VK:e PresidenVCin:lllation • Holly Klingel 

Vice President/HR • Steve Leibman 
General Counsel • Charfes Schug 

IMAGINE BUSINESS DIVISION 
President • Michela O'Connor 

• (Business 2.0) 

IMAGINE COMPUTING DIVISION 

(MacAddict, Maximum~i~~:n!~t~~cAddict Network, 
Maximum PC Network, dlgltalFOTO, T3) 

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT DIVISION 
President • Jonathan SimpsorrBlnt 

(PC Gamer, PSM, Daily Radar, Next Generation, 
Gemes Business, Total Movie, Revolution, Dreamcast Magazine) 

Imagine Media is aimed at people who have a passion. A passion for 
games. For business. For computers. Or for the lntemet. These are 
passions we share. Our goal ls to feed your passion with the greatest 
magazines, Web sites, and CO-ROMs Imaginable. We love to Innovate, 
we love to have fun, and we have a cast-Iron rule always to deliver 
spectacular editorlal value. That means doing whatever It takes to give 
you the Information you need. With any luck, we'll even make you 
smite sometlmes ..• Thanks for joining us. 

The Future Network pie serves the Infor
mation needs of groups of people who 
share a passion, We alm to satisfy their 
passion by creating magazines and Web 
sites that offer superb value for money, 
trustworthy Information, multlple ways to 
save time and money, and are a pleasure 
to read or visit. This slmple strategy has 
helped create one of the fastest-growing 
media companies in the world: we publish 
more than 100 magazines, 20 magazine 

Chainnan Chris Anderson 

PiiiiiW.,.il ~e~i~4;;~~~~i:;;: Ingham 

www.thefuturenetwork.plc.uk 

Media with Passion 

Bath London Milan Munich New York Paris San Francisco 

Web sites, and a number of Web networks from offices In five countries. The company also licenses 42 magazines In 
30 countries. The Future Network ls a public company quoted on the London Stock Exchange {symbol: FNET). 



You want it all? This is the place. Our 
broad range of solutions includes 
everything from shared hosting to 
dedicated and high-availability hosting 
to Web site design, all at an unbeat
able value . That's why we're rated #1 

December 1, 1999 September, 1999 

Copyright 2000 lnterland• , Inc. All rights reserved. 
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by PC Magazine and Windows NT 
Magazine. So whether you're already 
on the Web or ready to get started, 
call us to learn how we can make the 
Web work for you today, and grow 
with you well into the future. 

Call Today Toll Free 
877.887.4913 

www. i nterland .com 
NASDAQ: ILND 

The Inter/and Standard 
• 30-day, money-back guarantee 
• 99.9% uptime 
• 24/7 toll-free support 
• 150 MB starting at $19.95 
• E-mail accounts for your Web site 

interland® 
We make the Web work for you::' 
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h's the Next Best Thing to 
a Valentine Gin-The Disc! 

The Game Gods 
Smiled U~n Usl 
Heavy Metal FAKK 2 Demo 
Getting a little tired of Lara? From the pages of Heavy 
Metal magazine comes a demo of Heavy Metal FAKK 2. In 
this game, you take on the role of Julie Strain, the new star 
of third-person shoot-'em-ups. Battle a horde of nasties 
with a powerful arsenal of weapons and shields as you 
progress through a twisted but brilliant story that could only have been 
derived from the visions of the cult seventies comic magazine . 

Yeah, it's all pretty and peaceful now-but terror awaits! ~ 4x4 EVO Demo 
....,.,,,,.,.,.-----------~------.J ~ Maybe you're spending a little too much time on your Mac-a whole world of 

It's a five-car pileup! Woo-hoo! 

The best shareware 
graphics application 

just got better-again. 
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adventure awaits you outside! Not quite ready to peel yourself out of that office 
chair yet? It's all good, because we bring the joy ofoutdoorthrill-riding right to 
your computer. 4X4 EVO is an immensely popular, dynamic simulation-racing 
game designed to pump your adrenaline whether you're in single-player mode 
or competing head-to-head against network players. Here's yet another reason 
to put off what others call the important things in life. 

~ Cro-Mag Rally Demo 
It's like LucasArts' Pod Racer, only more down-to-earth. Learn about the 
evolution of man (and woman) as you take on the role of a speed-crazy 
cave person racing through the Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ages. Discover 
historical weapons such as Bone Bombs and Heat-Seeking Homing Pigeons. 
Hopefully, you've read all this with a grain of salt, because learning is the last 
thing you'll be doing in this addictive and strangely charming racing game. 

~ Graphic Converter 4.0 
Life isn't all games-once in a while we have to hunker down and do some 
work. When it comes to graphics, this new version of Graphic Converter 
makes the shareware image-editing giant even better! This powerhouse 
program covers just about every graphic format out there. Don't go throwing 
away those Zo4, Z32, and CUR files just yet! 

In this month's staff video, 
Cathy and Narasu interview 
the star of skateboarding, 
Tony Hawk, who talks about 
his early experiences with 
Macs and his killer DV setup. 
He also gives us some lips for 
shooting adrenaline-pumping 
skate videos. 



The Simple Way to 
Access PC Ne orks 

DoubleTalk from Connectix revolutionizes Mac-PC networking by enabling Power Mac users to connect to PC networks and 
printers from within the familiar Mac interface. DoubleTalk sets up quickly and easily in the Mac environment. It automatically 
configures its network settings, then lets you access network resources and services through the Chooser or Network Browser. 
DoubleTalk works automatically and transparently in the background, requiring little or no user intervention. 

Access file servers, transfer files from shared Windows workstations, print to networked Windows Postscript printers, and create 
a peer-to-peer network with Macs and PCs with little or no help from your IT department. Purchase Connectix DoubleTalk 
online from the Connectix eStore or from your favorite software retailer. For more information, go to www.connectix.com. 

Come Visit us at Booth #1407 during Macworld SF. 

© Copyright Connectix Corporation. Connectix and Connectix Double Talk are trademarks of Connectix Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their respective holders. 
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Dot-Gone. 

I 'm as happy as anyone to watch bloated 
Internet-based companies gasp their 
last breaths of venture capital, roll over, 

and die. Many of these businesses set up 
shop with truckloads of cash and hundreds 
of employees, and their only plan for making 
money was to hope some act of God or 
technology would create a cash windfall for 
them. They deserve to fail. In fact, I'm a little 
disappointed that such companies as Red 
Hat and Napster aren't having a harder time. 

I am a bit irritated, however, that so many 
people seem ready to declare the Internet 
boom over. Investors, industry leaders, and 
the media rushed into the dot-com business 
like crack fiends, saturating every idea with 
cash and pillaging every trend until nothing 
remained but a stripped carcass-the husk of 
a potentially cool idea. Overzealous Internet 
gold rushers ruined the browser; the original 
.com, .net, and .org naming structure; and 
the notion of high-quality content-and they 
ruined my hometown of San Francisco by 
transforming it into a wasteland, 
oversaturated with technology workers. Now 
these same industry insiders are shocked 
and dismayed that their approach didn't 
work. They're crawling all over each other not 
to be the last one to condemn Internet 
business, maintaining the ability to say "I 
told you so" while they sack their remaining 
offspring. Sure, I'm happy to see dot-corns 
put in check, but there's still plenty of 
innovation, revolution, and, yes, even profit 
left in the Internet. 

Internet gold rushers ruined the 
browser, the original .com 
naming structure, the notion of 
high-quality content, and my 
hometown of San Francisco. 

One old saying got tossed around so 
much during the Internet gold rush that I 
think of it as the startup mantra: There is no 
force so powerful as an idea whose time has 
come. Of course, the same people who 
hammered that phrase into my head are 
now considering whether the time for their 
ideas has passed. They're not going to get 
millions from the IPO or the immediate sale 
of their powerful force, so what's the point? 
That was a terrible approach to take to 
Internet business in 1999, and I think it's 
still a terrible approach. No matter what the 
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pundits say, some ideas uncovered in the 
past few years truly have that profound 
combination of genius and timing that 
makes them unstoppable. 

You cannot convince me that a service 
offering urban customers the ability to hop 
on line and order groceries for delivery to 
their door will become obsolete. I believe 
there will always be some sort of Internet 
business that allows you to order books 
and gifts online. Amazon and Webvan 
may not end up running such operations, 
but these business models will succeed. 

Dynamic delivery of information is 
another idea that will never die. People want 
to know everything from why the sky is blue 
to how the Lakers did last night, and as long 
as they want easy access to this knowledge, 
the Internet will provide it. Spoiled million
dollars-for-the-asking type of businesses, so 
popular in the last few years, may not deliver 
that information, but in my opinion that's a 
good thing. Going forward, perhaps we can 
look for online ideas that, instead of killing 
traditional businesses, attempt to expand 
them-ideas capable of progressing at a rate 
that keeps them from imploding. 

I implore the venture capitalists, the 
seasoned Internet developers, and the 
dreamers of tomorrow's on line world not to 
give up on the Web as hastily as they took it 
up in the first place. There are still plenty of 
Next Great Web Ideas waiting for discovery. 
lfwe look for ideas based on functionality, 
practicality, and societal benefit, we can 
create a steady, evolutionary on line 
existence in place of the binge-and-purge 
system we're currently facing. I believe in 
ideas, not in making or losing money for 
money's sake. 

Q. If you started an on line 
business, what service would 
it provide? 
A. I'd start a bridesmaid

dress auction site. Bridesmaids who 
are done fulfilling their duties could sell their 
shiny, ruffly peach dresses and matching 
peach-dyed shoes to future bridesmaids who 
are looking to save a couple of bucks. 
Q. What traditional company would you like 
to see go under? 
A. Cellular One. The world would be a less 
obnoxious place without cell phones. 

to-Be-on-The-Disc Editor 
Q. If you started an online 
business, what service would 
it provide? 

A. Something where I can sit and watch 
lYwhile my system automatically 
processes and distributes products I don't 
make and takes care of customer complaints 
in the dulcet voice of Victoria, the Mac's 
speech babe. 
Q. What traditional company would you like 
to see go under? 
A. I'd like to see the old company I worked 
for go under. That job really sucked_ 

Just-Glad-to-Be-Here Editor 
Q. If you started an on line 
business, what service would 
it provide? 
A. Put an end to spam once 

and for all. Don't ask me how, but it would. 
And it'd make me bags of cash, too. 
Q. What traditional company would you like 
to see go under? 
A. That'd be Regis Philbin. He's 
incorporated, isn't he? 





letters 
A smorgasbord of opinion. 

WRITE TO US: MacAddict, 150 North 
Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005, 
or email to letters@macaddict.com. 
FOR CD PROBLEMS: Go to http:// 
support. imaginemedia.com. 
FOR SUBSCRIPTION QUERIES: 
Call (toll-free) 888-771 -6222. 

ASK SHERLOCK 
In the toolbar in Sherlock 2, the button to 

search for people is a picture of a woman. 

She is located between the Internet button 

[represented by a globe] and the shopping 

button [represented by a shopping cart]. 

Who is she?-A/ Puttsky 

NO SEXY PLATFORMS 
IN THE CITY We have no idea. 

While watching my wife's favorite show on 

HBO last night, Sex in the City, I noticed that 

the lead character's PowerBook (Wall Street 

edition) had the white Apple logo on the 

cover concealed with a circular, black piece 

of tape. It wasn't always th is way. The inside 

of the laptop and screen also used to show 

a Mac environment, but now the camera 

tends to zoom in on the part of the screen 

she's typing so no Apple logos or icons are 

visible. Why spend all the money on a 

PowerBook and do that?-Ken Canestraro 

EGG-CELLE NT 
Just wanted to pass this on : I found an 

Easter egg in Mac OS X! In the Public Beta 

software developer kit, you ' ll find an app 

called Hack 1V. If you go to the About Hack 

1V command (in the Applicat ion menu), 

you'll see an Easter egg (or at least a 

humorous message): "Brought to a 

shambling mockery of life by nobody," with 

an exit button reading "So What." Guess 

Captain Steve let one slip through his 

fingers ... unless Apple didn't make Hack 1V, 

in which case I look like an id iot. D'oh in 

advance.- Eric Schmitt 

That message appears in earlier versions of 

Hack 7Y, not just the OS X version. Hack 7V 

does carry an Apple Computer copyright, so 

you're not a complete idiot, anyway.-Ed . 

WE'LL FACT-CHECK MORE 
CAREFULLY NEXT TIME 
There is an error in your review of Microsoft 

Office 2001 Macintosh Edition (Reviews, 

Dec/oo, p58). The caption likens the hinged 

plastic box to "a very geeky makeup case." ln 

fact, it more closely (and more appropriately) 
resembles a toilet lid.-Robert Bass 

YES, AND IT'S CONTAGIOUS 
I was watching the staff video on the 

November Disc, and man, was I surprised. 

Does Ian laugh that much on a daily 
basis?-Simon Shim 

WE COMPLETE ALL OUR TASKS 
EXACTLY WHEN THEY'RE DUE
DON'T YOU? 
I purchased MS Office 2 001 on the strength 

of your review; however, I think th is product 

is fatally flawed. In the Calendar window, 

you can only display the tasks due today. 

This is also true if you print out the daily 

calendar as I do every day. 

You also can't show overdue or 

incomplete tasks. Microsoft Outlook can 

do this, and so can the Palm desktop 

application. Yes, you can display all these 

tasks in the Task window, but it is 

inconvenient to switch back and forth 
between the two views. I think your 

reviewer missed a sign ificant problem. 

- Jeff Young 
We were able to view and print tasks due 
today and tomorrow (complete and 

incomplete), but we couldn't view 

or print any other day's tasks.-Ed. 

OUR MANUAL IS 
VERY UNOFFICIAL 
I recently pu rchased Microsoft Office 
2 001, and I'm very fru strated to discover 

that it doesn ' t have a manual. Th en I read 

" Microsoft Office 2001: The Abridged 

Manuals" (Dec/oo, p44) and was 
delighted to reali ze that I'm not alone and 

that you have published a manual. 

-Verna Harvey 



WHO DOESN'T LIKE PEARLS? 
"Microsoft Office 2001: The Abridged 

Manuals" in your December 2000 issue was 

one of the most useful articles I have read in 

any of the several Mac magazines I receive. 

The tips were relevant to the everyday user 

and got right to the point. Who needs a 

manual when your article reveals the hidden 

pearls? Thank you very much from a now 

lifelong subscriber.-Don Levick 

EUSSI EGASSEM 
LANIMILBUS LAICEPS EHT 
l just opened up my December 2000 issue 

of MacAddict and got through page 16. 

Then things got weird (even more so than is 

usual with you folks). It turned out that 

pages 17 through 32 were printed upside

down and placed backward in my copy. 

Page 16 was followed by page 32, followed 

by page 31, page 30, and so on. Do I have a 

collector's item? Should I check out The 

Disc and see if the staff video plays 

backward?-AI Courduff 

Thanks for the heads-up. There appears to 

have been a printing glitch on a batch of 

issues. Our production department is looking 

into it.-Ed. 

REMEMBER WHAT 
CURIOSITY DID TO THE CAT? 
You should tell people not to mess with the 

ROM file on new iMacs, no matter how 

tempting it may seem . It's not a good idea, 

trust me.-zoodog 

VIEWS ON REVIEWS 
C'mon, guys, get real. In the December issue, 

you reviewed two pieces of software: Office 

2001 Macintosh Edition and Quicken 2001 

Deluxe (Reviews, Dec/oo, p62). 

I know Microsoft is a good advertiser, but 

to give Microsoft Office a Freakin' Awesome 

rating is really silly. There was no mention of 

the cost. Just because it isn't coming out of 
your personal pocket doesn't mean $300 for 

an upgrade is OK. 

Then there is Quicken 2001 Deluxe. 

Admittedly, it is competent home finance 

software. However, even a Spiffl rating is a 
little much for the latest version, which adds 
nothing but advertising for an upgrade price 

of $40.-Bill Eppick 

We should have pointed out the price as "Bad 

News" in the Office review, but it wouldn't 
have changed our rating. At any price, there's 

no comparable package as full-featured as 
Officewo1. We evaluated Quicken 2001 

Deluxe from both the new user and upgrade 

points of view. We pointed out that it's a 

lackluster upgrade, but for new users, it's 

worthy of a Spiffy. -Ed. 

This is no cheap Photoshop trick. 
He's the real deal. 

DION' I, DION' I, DION' I 
SEE ME IN THE MAGAZINE? 
Whilst on an airplane reading my favorite 

mag (MacAddict), I noticed a review for a 

product I happen to use-Unity DS-1 2.0.1 

by BitHeadz (Reviews, Nov/oo, p68) . At the 

bottom of the page, I read, "Remember that 

guy from Cheap Trick whose guitar had five 

necks?". Well, not only do I remember, I am 

that guy! Keep up the good work. 

-Apple addict Rick Nielsen 

SEE THE MOVIE, 
STOP THE RUMORS 
OK, you have my attention. What is the 

meaning of the bottom line on your December 

issue's front cover ("This issue goes to 11!")? 

Are you leading us to believe OS 11 is 

on the way already, even before OS X has 

matriculated?-G. Allen 

We were referring to a frequently quoted line . 

from the 1984 film This Is Spinal Tap. We have 

no knowledge of plans for Mac OS 11. -Ed. 

JUST STOP SEEING THE MOVIE 
I just received the December 2000 issue of 

MacAddict. In this issue alone, I noticed 

several Spinal Tap references during my initial 
flip-through. Can I expect the next issue's 

cover to be entirely black?-Jeff Hunsel 

YOU SAY TOMAYTO, 
WE SAY TOMAHTO 
In the "Let's Go Cupertino!" article (Dec/oo, 

p55), you mistakenly captioned a photo of the 

City Center Towers at the intersection of 

Stevens Creek and DeAnza Boulevard as the 

Cupertino Civic Center.-Bob Wambaugh 

We stand corrected.-Ed. 

UNJAMMING THE I-JAM 
I liked your review of the I-Jam MP3 and CD 
player (Reviews, Dec/oo, p65) and agreed 

with most of it. However, here's a little advice 

for those who find themselves stuck with this 

dog of a product. If you want the player to 

continue playing the second song in a 

directory, you must go into the ISO 9660 
settings and deselect the "append version 

numbers (;1)" check box. The other important 

thing is that the tracks must all end with an 

.mp3 file extension and the name preceding 

must conform to the Joliet standard for 

Windows.-/oe }il/ette 

GLAD YOU FOUND 
SOME BALLS 
I'm a middle-school computer teacher in the 

Bronx and I need help. The kids seem to 

really love mouse balls, so I'm missing quite 

a few now. I was wondering if anyone at 

MacAddict knows of a place where I could 

find balls for iMacs, as well as the caps or 

covers that hold them in. I found a place to 

buy balls (www.mouseballz.com), but can't 

find a place where I can buy caps. 

-Jose R. Casado 

We can't find one, either. We suggest you post 

a note on our forums page on the MacAddict 

Web site (www.macaddict.com/community 

/forums), and see if other Mac addicts can 

point you in the rightdirection.-Ed. 

MONEY CAN BE EVERYTHING 
You are right about the I-Jam's shortcomings. 

If you consider that a 32MB memory card for a 

$250 to $soo MP3 player costs around $100, 

however, the I-Jam might be the only logical 

choice for listening to MP3s on the road and 

still having some cash in your pocket. I also 

have yet to hear it skip. But hey, don't let me 
stop you from spending over $1,ooo for the 
latest Rio-brand portable MP3 player and 

equivalent storage in 

memory cards, plus a 

portable CD Player-all to get 

the same functionality the 
I-Jam offers.-Michael Dexter 

Have Prison Guy make 
somebody finish you 

Sympathy for 
the devil. 
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Not just ANY 
ordinary 

software ... 

Q_U~~ft~ is) 
~_the)~ 

• Catch your conflicts! 

• Manage your startup files! 

• Learn what those startup 
files do for you! 

• Encode, convert, 
and play! 

• Stream music 
from the Net! 

• Beome your 
own DJ! 

Available at your 
favorite retail stores, 
online resellers and 
mail order catalogs! 

UPGRADE THE EDITORS 
I've updated my UT software to 436. 

I just tried to tog on to MacAddict.com 

for Frag the Editors Friday, and I got an 

error message that says the server 

software version is outdated. Do you 

think you could update soon? I would 

realty appreciate it.-Brian Bartle 

That error has been fixed. -Ed. 

THIS IS WHAT IT SOUNDS LIKE 
WHEN MICE FLY 
I hit your site almost every day and I buy 

your magazine. Life is good. But I have 

to say, the Apple Pro Mouse that 

arrogantly swings through the screen at 

its I-own-this-site pace is the most 

fingernails-across-the-chalkboard, 

irritating thing I have ever seen. Please 

get rid of it before my heart explodes 

and my eyes burst from my head from 

straining to read through it. 

-Jason Hilton 
The bank vault-style wall between 
MacAddict's editorial and advertising 

departments works both ways. In the 
same way that advertising has 

absolutely no influence on editorial 
content, editorial opinion cannot 

influence what an advertiser chooses 
to place in paid space. Sorry about 
your eyes, though. It sounds quite 

painful.-Ed. 

MORE OBLIQUE ANGLES 
In your December 2000 issue's "Hack 

It ln" article, you mention that the 

Commodore 64 "has less RAM than a 

modern digital camera" (Get Info, p20) . 

I'm not sure why you chose this oblique 

comparison, but I thought you might 

like some more specific ones. At 64K, 

or 65,536 bytes, let's see how the 

Commodore stacks up to a few devices: 

•A Palm Pilot llle-2,097,152 bytes (32 
times the memory) 
•A Hewlett Packard graphing 

calculator-524,288 bytes (8 times 
the memory) 

• My American Express "Blue" card-

262,144 bytes (4 times the memory) 

Just thought you might be curious. 
-Brett James 

QUESTIONABLE DISC 
ETIQUETTE 
I am writing to communicate my 

displeasure at the inclusion of the 

Sindler's List shareware product on The 

Disc. The combination of the program's 

name and its stated purpose to "keep a 

list of people who make you sick" and 

"get your vengeance to your enemies 

with style" are very offensive, for 

reasons I hope are obvious. I know this 

is primarily the developer's problem 

and not yours, but by distributing the 

software, you are effectively complicit in 

the offense. In my opinion, your 

decision to include Sindler's List among 

the shareware apps on The Disc is 

evidence of both poor judgment and 

poor taste.-Adam Shyevitch 
We appreciate your pointing this out. 
We apologize for our failure to notice the 

tasteless humor of this title.-Ed. 

MISPLACED TESTOSTERONE? 
I have a beef with those fancy, sissy 

mouse pads with gel and spandex. 
They are all gimmicks. I have a very nice 

WWF mouse pad that could stomp a 

hole in those weenie pads. Wrestling 

mouse pads or no mouse pads ... or one 

of those cool Wacom tablets. Yeah! 

-Ian "lannihalator" Corbin 

READ THE INVISIBLE INK 
I don't know if you guys are testing us 

or just checking to see if we actually 

keep our back issues. Ask Us in the 

December 2000 issue (p96) had a 

reference to "How to Turn Your Vinyl 

Records into Audio CDs," Jul/oo, p8o. 

I immediately pulled out my archived 

July issue, and hey-page 80 has no 

stinking article on burning vinyl. Where 

the heck is it?-Andrew T. Lenz, Jr. 
The vinyl article is actually in tile July 
1999 issue on page 80.-Ed. 

NO, GET INFO STAYS 
With the upcoming release of OS X, are 

you going to change the name of your 

Get Info section to Inspector? It just 
doesn't have the same ring. 

-Brannon Klopfer 

SNL MAIL 
Hey, was that a copy of MacAddict I saw 
on a recent episode of Saturday Night 
Live (November 11, 2000)? It was 

behind Calista Flockhart on a bulletin 

board during the "Nick Burns: Your 
Company's Computer Guy" skit. 

Thought you might want to check it out! 

Keep up the great 'zine. 

-Lysander Samoht 



Now, up to twice as fast! 

Virtual PC 4 puts a fast, powerful PC inside your G3 or G4 Mac, enabling you to run PC applications, access PC networks, share 
files with PC-based colleagues, and use PC-only services and applications. The latest version of this award-winning software 
from Connectix runs PC operating systems up to twice as fast as previous versions, so it's easier than ever for Mac users to stay 
compatible with the PC world. 

What's new in Virtual PC 4? Improved features in Virtual PC 4 include faster performance, larger disk images, easier to use 
interface and help system, and the ability to run multiple PC operating systems simultaneously. Run PC software faster and bet
ter than ever with Virtual PC from Connectix. Go to www.connectix.com for more information or to purchase Virtual PC. 

Come Visit us at Booth #1407 during Macworld SF. 

©Copyright Connectix Corporation. Connectix and Connectix Virtual PC are trademarks of Connectix Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their respective holders. 



2001 Valentines 
Worthy of Adoration 

T raditions play an important role in any society. They help 

people celebrate and remember events that shaped or 
contributed to the social construction of their 

communities, plus they provide a common foundation for 

members of each community to share. In the case of Valentine's 

Day, the Roman king Claudius II, a martyr named Valentine, and 

the desire of the Christian church to remove the paganism from a 
festival called Lupercalia conspired to give our society the grand 
celebration of love- and greeting-card sale.s- we now honor every 

February 14. 
That being the case, who is MacAddict to risk social upheaval 

and go against tradition? This is why every February issue, we take 
time to honor our valentines-those members of the Mac 

community who in the past year have proven themselves worthy 
of special adoration. We have added a special twist for 2001, 
however. In previous years, all our valentines were people. This 

year we've mostly chosen companies. While faceless corporations 
are often heartless moneymaking machines, a few contribute to 
the betterment of the community they serve. Included here are the 
ones we felt upheld the social fabric of our Macintosh 
subculture-romantic, aren't we? 

Creative Labs 
Creative Labs is one of a handful of large, formerly PC-only 

companies, who finally decided th is year the Mac game was worth 
getting into. We are slightly disappointed at the delay in the Mac 

release of the company's SoundBlaster Live sound card, but 
Creative Labs more than made up for this by offering us its line of 
Nomad MP3 players, including the badass 6GB Nomad Jukebox. It 
always makes us swoon when companies finally see the light. 

Apple's 05 X Team 
Like a lover who refuses to commit, Apple has teased, promised, 
lied, apologized, and stalled us on the topic of a modern 

operating system for years. Finally the OS X team shipped a beta 
and proved that it was ready to make honest users out of us. 
There are still a few details to work out, but it's nice to know the 

_ relationship has a future. 

If Max gives you chocolates, 
you must be something special. 

Microsoft Mac Business Unit 
If, like us, you've caught a PC user gazing enviously over your 
shoulder at the slick new interface in Internet Explorer for the Mac, 
you know why we're honoring the company we hate to love. 
Microsoft's Mac team has come through with a string of solid Mac 

products that function and look as we want them to. And let's not 
forget the abrasive attitudes Mic.rosoft has to deal with in the Mac 

community. For giving us great products and putting up with us 
(either that, or the company's high-powered brain-wave control 
satellites are finally working), we award Microsoft a valentine. 

Alan Deutschman 
OK, our last valentine isn't a company, but Deutsch man's book The 
Second Coming of Steve Jobs managed to bring the excitement and 

intrigue of being an avid Apple follower back up to 1997 levels. 
Backdoor meetings at Conde Nast, pressure applied to executives 
of Random House-even we got called for comment on rumors that 
Steve Jobs was waging an ongoing campaign to hamper the book's 
publication. Whether fact or fiction, it made good reading and 
added further to the legend of Jobs.-RC 

A ti I I
• I N ot everybody treats the Mac and its users with the respect they deserve. As it is 

n Va en Ines tradition to honor those who did right by us on Valentine's Day, it is also tradition to 
poke those who did wrong with a sharp stick. Here are those we'd like to impale in 2001. 

Netscape/AOL/Time Warner 
Quit merging and buying companies 
and recognize that your browser has 
turned to crap. 
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MetaCreations 
Thanks for buying every existing cool 

graphics app that didn't come from Adobe 
or Macromedia, then sending them all to 
nonexistence. We appreciate that. 

Motorola 
Fighting with IBM and locking up the 
PowerPC at 500MHz- DEC never looked 
so good. 



Listen to Me! I Mikes tor your Mac 

A pple's introduction of the iBook in July 1999 officially put the 
standard audio-in jack on the endangered-input list. Taking 

matters a step further, Apple also forewent an audio-in jack on the G4 

Cube-a signal that the 1/8-inch plug may one day join SCSI and ADB 

in obsolescence. Don't fret too much, though-peripheral 

manufacturers have been hard at work coming up with USB and 
FireWire alternatives. Here a few of the audio-in options already 
available.-OR 

iVoice (MacAlly) 

$69.95 

(626-338-8787, 

www.macally.com) 
This USB microphone 

has a few bonuses, 

including external 

Jamaica (VXI) 

$69.95 

(800-7 42-8588, 

www.vxicorp.com) 

Despite the colorful 

name, this headset 

mike is gray, but the 

microphone jacks and a built-in volume control. 

RolandED UA-30 AudioCanvas (Edirol) 

$248 NC-7100 Apple

Compatible Headsets 

(Andrea Electronics) 
(800-380-2580, www.edirol.com) 

It's overkill for recording 

system beeps, but digital 

audio enthusiasts who long 

for the styling of the G4 Cube will 

let out a cheer for the UA-30. This handy 

device sports some serious USB audio capabilities, 

$79.95 

(800-442-7787, www.andreaelectronics.com) 

This is the Andrea USB headset model 

recommended by IBM for use with its ViaVoice 

voice recognition software. 

including several audio input and output options and mix 

controls for adjusting input and monitoring levels as you go. 

iMic (Griffin Technology) 

$25 

(615-255-0990, 

www.griffintechnology.com) 

The iMic adapter is not a 

microphone, but ii offers 

audiophiles a choice of 

channeling audio through 

a 1/8-inch jack or via left 

and light RCA stereo inputs. 

Studio (Formac) 

Under$500 

(877-436-7622, www.formac.com) 

device uses 

FireWire instead 

of USB, butit 
can gracefully 

handle stereo audio 

and almost any kind of 

video you throw at ii. 

Size Matters I Balancing MP3 Size with Quality 

SONG AND ARTIST GENRE WHAT IT SOUNDS LIKE SUGGESTED BIT RATE FINAL SIZE WHY? 

Black Dog by Led Zeppelin '70s Early '70s hair-rock. Early '70s equipment with 128 Kbps stereo 4.5MB Classic rockers love this song. They tend to ignore the sloppy 
(time 4:56) hard rock limited fidelity and editing functionality. It sounds like (.9 MB/minute) playing and "old-sounding" audio quality. 128 Kbps won't 

music some of your parents might have listened to. make an old recording sound older. 

Caravan by Wynton Smooth Trumpet, drums, bass, piano. Put 'em together, and 192 Kbps stereo 11.4MB Well-recorded jazz sounds best on good speakers. But if 
Marsalis Quartet jazz cat you can kind of guess what it sounds like. (1.3 MB/minute) carrying a hi-hi system while jogging isn't an option, 192-Kbps 
(time 8:20) encoding will retain the nuances of the instruments. 

Mr. Roboto by Styx Arena rock Pretentious, melodramatic, synth rock-and-roll for 64 Kbps mono 2.5MBfor tt you have to keep to this song on your MP3 player for 
(time 5:30) on Broadway the "modem" man. You either hate ii or worship ii. (480 KB/minute); 64 Kbps, whatever reason, 64-Kbps encoding will sound so bad you'll 

256 Kbps stereo 10.1MBfor have an excuse to skip to the next song before going mad. For 
(1.8 MB/minute) 256 Kbps Styx disciples, though, 256 Kbps is a must. 

Push It by Static X Rivet-head Loud, gravelly, "shouty" vocals atop a loud, grungy, 160 Kbps stereo 2.9MB Punchy bass and transient high frequencies can induce 
(time 2:34) industrial heart-palpitating industlial bed of noise. Induces (1.1 MB/minute) biochemical changes in the listener. We want to keep that 

metal reckless driving habits. effect. 64 Kbps mono lessens the tendency to defy authority. 

Dmbra cara di mia sposa Opera A beautiful aria by George Frideric Handel, sung by 160 Kbps stereo 11MB Classical music requires higher bit rates to reproduce the 
sung by Nathalie Stutzmann Nathalie Stutzmann, the French contralto whose (1 .1 MB/minute) subtleties of the instruments, and in this case the voice. 160-
(time 9:37) early ... ah, forget ii, it's opera. Kbps encoding is adequate for this particular piece. 

Remember by BT Pretty techno Four-on-the-floor electronic music, awash with lush 128 Kbps stereo 7.3MB Ambient electronic music is by nature very rich in audio 
(time 8:00) synthesizers and unintelligible lyrics sung by a (.9 MB/minute) texture. It is also prone to extended 7 4-plus minutes mixes. To 

faceless but presumably gorgeous diva. frt them all on an MP3 player, don't go higher than 128 Kbps. 

The South by Chris Rock Sociopolitical Angry yet lighthearted standup comedy about the 64 Kbps mono 368K Stand-up comedy is all about the subject matter. You don't 
(time 0:46) spoken word weather and conditions of living in "the South." (480 KB/minute) need high fidelity when listening to rants about the drawbacks 

of minimum wage and social concerns raised by hair weaves. 

Highly Illogical by Leonard '70s cheese There are traditional Trekkies, and there are Trekkies 64 Kbps mono 1.1MB Why, exactly. 
Nimoy (time 2:23) who listen to classic recordings of their idols. This (480 KB/minute) 

song is high up in the cheese category. 
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Small Stora e Madness Until We Get the CompactSmartStick, 
It's Name That Disk! 

T hanks to the rapid growth of the "small gizmos that cost you 

about a grand when you inadvertently step on them" category 
(which includes MP3 players, digital cameras, and robotic dogs), 
the market for t iny storage devices has exploded. These storage 

mechanisms have some exacting requirements: They must be small 

enough to fit into these gizmos and cheap enough so they don't 

create unfortunate cardiac incidents in electronics stores. So far, the 
industry has managed to avoid standardization with a vengeance

at least five competing technologies will soon vie for the market. 
Here's a qu ick look at the field.-/5 

Pocketzip {formerly Clik!) 

PUSHED BY: Iomega (www.iomega.com) 

TECHNOLOGY: Magnetic (like a full-size Zip disk, only smaller) 

SIZE AND WEIGHT: 54.9mm by 50.1mm by 1.95mm, 10g 

STORES: 40MB 

SmartMedia 

Memory Stick 

PUSHED BY: Sony 

(www.sony.com) 

TECHNOLOGY: Flash 

memory chips 

SIZE AND WEIGHT: 50mm by 

21.45mm by 2.Bmm, 4g 

STORES: Up to 64MB 
CompactFlash 

iD PHDTD (coming 

early next year) 

PUSHED BY: Sanyo 

(www.sanyodigital.com) 

TECHNOLOGY: Magneto-optical 

SIZE AND WEIGHT: 59.5mm by 

56.5mm by 4.Bmm, 13g 

STORES: 730MB 

PUSHED BY: CompactFlash Association (www.compactflash.org) 

TECHNOLOGY: Flash memory chips (different types, 

depending upon manufacturer). A newer CF+ specification 

allows magnetic storage (miniature hard drtves). 

SIZE AND WEIGHT: 43mm by 36mm by 3.3mm, 11 g 

(16g for CF+ hard drtves) 

PUSHED BY: Toshiba (www.toshiba.com); 

SSFDC Forum (www.ssfdc.or.jp/english) 

TECHNOLOGY: NANO-type flash memory chip 

SIZE AND WEIGHT: 37mm by 45mm by 

0.76mm, 2g 

STORES: Up to 128MB 
STORES: Up to 128MB (up to 1 GB for CF+) 

A Morning in the Life of Steve Jobs 

ver wish you could control Steve Jobs for a day? Well, writing a 
Maclib about him may not be as fun as actually operating his 

brain via a remote-control joystick, but it's as close as you're going to 

get with our help. Here's how it works: Grab a friend who's ready to 
rattle off a list of words to replace the red, underlined descriptions 

throughout the story (don't let him or her see it), then read it back using 
the words your friend chose_ If the result is especially funny, send it in to 

Maclibs c/o MacAddict Editorial, 150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA, 

94005-who knows, maybe we'll print it. Let's just hope major 
corporation that owns copyright on Mad libs doesn't sue us first. 

On a adjective morning in month, Steve 

Jobs woke up, turned on his electronic device, 
and checked the traffic report, which was very 
adjective_ "Oh, expletive," he said, " Looks 
like I won't be driving my wheeled vehicle to 
work today. I'll have to take my pick exact 
aircraft model." He action verb out of bed, 

opened his closet, and picked out his favorite 
color turtleneck, and a pair of type of jeans. 

Jobs had a few minutes to wait while the 
above aircraft model warmed up, so he went 
to his study, turned on his fruit flavor iMac DV, 
and launched iMovie to do a little editing on 
his family event video before eating a hearty 
breakfast of lowfat vegan food. 

Once at Apple headquarters in Cupertino, 
Jobs parked his above aircraft model and 
entered his adjective office. Before getting 
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down to work, he decided to play a quick 
game of first-person shooter with his trusty 
noun, Phil Schiller. 

The first meeting of the day, scheduled 
with the advertising firm Chiat Day, was about 
creating a television commercial forthe 

brand-new nonfruit color iMac DV SE. With the 
same price tag as the current iMac DV SE just 
bought by thousands of emotion people, this 
new iMac DV SE contained a Gnumber 
between 1 and 10 processor, number 
between 200 and 8ooMB of RAM, and a 

number between 50 and 100GB hard disk. 
Of course, Apple would bundle it with 
iMovie any number and AppleWorks number 
less than z. Jobs insisted that the song for 
the commercial be song associated with 
nonfruit color. 

Next, it was time for lunch_ Jobs went 
down to the Apple cafeteria and ordered 
the vegetable with starch-based food 

sauteed in ~Pkg. 

Jobs devoted the afternoon to meetings 
with OS X developers regarding the new level 

of readiness for OS X applications: type of 
coffee. While same type of coffee is not quite 
a Cocoa app, it's beyond a Classic app. At the 
end of the meeting, he assured developers 
that the final version of OS X would be 
available no later than a date at ~1:c.<;,t three 
months away. 

At time, Jobs was ready to go home for the 
day_ After playing a quick game of third

person shooter with his trusted noun, Phil 
Schiller, he boarded his above aircraft and 
flew on home.-NR 



drool worthy 
PV290 OSK 
Panoram Technologies www.panoramtech.com/pv290dsk.htm $22,750 

W e thought the Apple Cinema Display was the ultimate flat-panel 
monitor, but we were wrong. Oh, so wrong. Terribly, horribly 

wrong. The PV290 DSK beats up on the Apple Cinema Display like the 
latter was a scrawny nine-year-old with lunch money behind a 7-Eleven. 
The PV290 DSK boasts three flat-panel displays (and yes, it requires 
three video cards) in a single enclosure, with a separation of mere 
millimeters between the panels, making for a near-continuous 
panorama. The display area measures 43.5 by 11.5 inches (for a total 
resolution of3,840by1,024 pixels, or 1,280by1,024 per panel), and it 
has 12 video inputs, so you can display other things besides your Mac's video. 
Although the USB calibration software is Windows 98 only, the monitor has a 
set of manual controls at the base for those of us who have better sense than 
to run a Wintel machine. Better start bench-pressing now, though-this 
Ubermonitor weighs in at 80 pounds.-OR 

Rock 'n' Ride Personal 
Motion Simulator 
Cyberspace www.cybermind.de/ cyberspace $1,300 

Ever had a chair throw you around? The Rock 'n' Ride gaming chair can. It 
physically moves you according to how your game controller moves while 

you play, using a combination of great balance points and a small air 
compressor. The chair boasts 55 degrees of motion, enough to make veteran 
gamers a bit sick. Although originally built forthe PS/2 port on a PC, the 
company says the chair will work with your Mac, provided you use the proper 
adapter. The chair's manufacturer is a German company, but it has a U.S. 
distributor. Check the Web site for more details.-OR 

Shareware Pick of the Month 
(Cj ( • l •] E •] e\42@ j@ EI 1 I PRICE: $35 URL: www.lemkesoft.com 

I fyou haven't had a chance to try out the venerable graphics shareware program 
GraphicConverter, you really need to get out more. GraphicConverter can open almost 

any graphics file format known to humankind, many of which are so obscure that no one 
has ever heard of them except the program's author. Remember the TRS-80 graphics file 
format? GraphicConverter can handle it. l.n addition to acting as the Rosetta stone of 
pixel pushers, GraphicConverter can batch-process files, create slide shows, edit photos 
or perform photo-editing tasks, and run effects filters on images. Plus, it's 
AppleScriptable and it can even grab images from a scanner through its lWAIN plug-in. 

The application has finally been promoted to version 4.0, and the latest version 
boasts hundreds of new features, import formats, and bug fixes. The list is truly 
staggeri ng, but it's too long to print, and some of the new features are obscure. For Mac 
OS X fans, GraphicConverter 4.0 is the first step toward a Carbonized version.-OR 

GraphicConverter can make even Yosemite look better, and ii uses floating palettes 
to give close-up views and overviews as well as position and file information. 
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Input Device Freak Show 
Mice and Keyboards That Stray from the Norm 

T he world of keyboards and mice can be a bizarre and eerie place, 
should you venture too far from the familiar. Here we've assembled 

some of the stranger-looking specimens you' ll find on the market-CL 

~..,----- EXPERT MOUSE PRO 

$1 00 (ESP) 

Kensington (www.kensington.com) 

Although tt could pass for a model of a space-age 

Kinesis (www.kinesis-ergo.com) 

Ergonomically correct takes on new 

meaning wtth this ADB keyboard (a USB 

version should be available in early 2001) that 

promises to right just about every typing faux pas, 

including bent wrists, tense forearms, and slouchy palms. 

CORDLESS TRACKMAN FX 

$79.95 (SRP) 
Logttech (www.logttech.com) 

The Cordless TrackMan FX, wtth a giant eyeball-like trackball 
and a detachable wrist pad in tow, loses the cord in favor 

of a small receiver that plugs into your USB port and 

takes in signals from the mouse. 

WHALE MOUSE-------------

$69.95 (SRP) 

The Startield Group (www.ergostar.com/whale.shtml) 

Although to us rt resembles a stingray more than a whale, this 
ADB mouse is unique for one reason: You can stretch and shorten 
the mouse lengthwise by up to 1.5 inches so that rt frts any hand. 
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3M (www.3m.com/cws/renmouse.html) 
This USB ergonomic stick.mouse from 3M comes 

in two different sizes and colors and 

challenges you to "feel the difference." 

Oh yeah, baby ... 

The Fix Is In 
Version 6 Once Again Makes Premiere 
a Contender 

, few months after the release of the completely 
redesigned Adobe Premiere 5 in May of 1998, the 

original QuickTime editing app experienced a swift and 
severe beating at the hands of rookie upstart Final Cut 

Pro. Though Final Cut costs about $loo more than 
Premiere 5, its easy-to-use interface, efficient setup, and 
built-in compositing tools make Final Cut a bit more 
dynamic overall. After over a year and a half of nursing its 
wounds, however, Adobe is finally fixing for a comeback in 

the prosumervideo-ed it ing arena. With a refined interface 

and setup, as well as a battery of completely new talents, 
Premiere 6 is poised to take back its video editor title. 

Like every other company in the desktop video field, 
Adobe took notice of the large swing to digital video during 

the past several years. Now it aims to capitalize on the DV 
format's advantages. For starters, Premiere 6 offers a wide 
range of DV presets for setting up projects and thoroughly 
incorporates DV into its device control setup. Additionally, 

the program now offers support for DV's wide-aspect ratio. 
One of Premiere 6's most appealing promises lies in its 

revamped audio interface, which resembles a tradit ional 
mixing board. This interface promises unparalleled control 

over a project's audio tracks, enabling users to adjust the 
gain and balance of tracks easily, as well as mute or solo 
tracks. Premiere 6 also features a record function that 
allows users to record real-time changes to the audio 
settings, then play them back along with the video. 

One of the advantages Premiere previously had over 
Final Cut Pro for Web and CD-ROM makers was its ability to 
to export directly to Media Cleaner. Adobe has improved 

this relationship- Premiere now comes intertwined with its 
own special version of Cleaner 5, allowing fine-tuning of 
compression settings. Premiere 6 is also set up to export 
directly to RealMedia or Microsoft Media formats, if you're 

into that kind of thing. 
Other highlights include Web Markers, which tell a 

movie to launch a Web page when it reaches a specific 
frame, and the addition of Adobe's popular History palette. 

The new Storyboard window and Automate To Timeline 
function work together; users can organize clips in the 
Storyboard window and then have the clips placed 
sequentially in the Timeline. Not to be outdone by Final 
Cut's compositing capabilities, Premiere 6 will support 
Adobe AfterEffects plug-ins, lending the program a massive 
range of filters and effects. 

Premiere 6 is scheduled to ship in the first quarter of 
2001 and will require a PowerPC (3ooMHz for DV) , 32MB of 
RAM (128MB recommended), QuickTime 4.i.2 or higher, 
and modern Apple FireWire for DV. At the reduced price of 
$549 new and $149 upgrade, Premiere 6 just might 
become the best choice for post-iMovie video jockeys.-RC 



THURSBY SOFTWARE has the 
perfect file share solution to 

meet your needs. 

The ideal solution for the small 
office where Macs & PCs need 

to share files. 

The fast, easy way to share 
files and printers between 

PCs and Macintosh systems. 

Achieve true NFS connectivity 
between your Mac and 

UNIX systems. 

Windows users can access 
files on any Mac workstation 

or AppleShare server. 



gef info 

USB 2.0 Charges In 
USB Jumps to FireWire-like Speeds 

T he peripheral landscape Mac users have become 
familiar with over the last year and a half-USS for low

speed peripherals, FireWire for high speed-is about to be 
shaken up. The second generation of USS (named, with 
Intel's usual imaginative flair, USS 2 .0) has begun to arrive. 
The new standard leaps ahead of the po key 12 Mbps for the 
original USS we've become accustomed to. In fact, it blasts 
all the way up to 480 Mbps, edging out FireWire's current 
400 Mbps speed limit. These two interfaces will come into 
direct competition next year. 

Apple is thoroughly committed to FireWire and has yet to 
announce any support for USS 2 .0. OrangeMicro (www 
.orangemicro.com) isn't waiting around for Apple's 
blessings, though, and has decided to go it alone and ship 
its own USS 2.0 card for the Macintosh. Doing so 
necessarily puts them in a daunting position-for the card to 
be useful, other USS 2.0 device vendors must provide 
Macintosh drivers for their products. To get the ball rolling, 
OrangeMicro is making its generic USS 2.0 drivers available 
for licensing, so peripheral makers can include them with 
any USS 2.0 peripherals they want to sell to Mac users. 

FireWire fanatics shouldn't sweat too much, though- the 
standard also known as 1394 or i.Link · 
is slated to leap to 800 Mbps, 

-: although no one will commit to an 
'actual date, and there are plans on the 
board to push it as high as 3.2 Gbps. 
With such high speeds on the horizon 
and growing inclusion in consum.er 
electronics (camcorders, game 
consoles, digital cameras, and so on), 
FireWire will be around for a while.-/5 

If there were only a few USB 2.0-based peripherals to 
plug into it, you'd be set! 
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Theres alvvays room 
for Belkin. 

Go ahead. Wit h USB hubs and accessories from Belkin, you can have everything yo u w ant
deliciously fast transfer speeds, delectable connectivity options, savory styles, and the sweetest colors. 

We've got a range of USB treats for every computing environment and appetite. 
Try the petite Pocket Hub or go all the way with the tall stack of the BusStation™. 

You'll keep you r connections handy without bursting your desk space at the seams. 
In fact, you may end up with more. So indulge without guilt-t here's room . 

<+=smut 
belkin .com 

Belkin Components• 310.898.1 100 • Fax 310.898. 11 11 • Compton, CA • Atlanta, GA• United Kingdom • Holland 
All rights reserved. All trade names are registered trademarks of respective manufacturers listed. © 2000 Belkin Components. 20AD339 
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Netscape 6 
by David Reynolds 

I t seems like forever since Netscape released a new browser. 
Wait-that's because it has been forever. Still, after many, 

many months of hanging out at version 4.7 (released in 
September 1999), Netscape released the Java-based version 6 of 
the once-dominant Web browser. (Version 5 is an open-source 
project, which, like all other open-source projects, will never be 
finished.) Here's how it looks under the microscope. 
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Shiny, Rounded Interlace 
Like just about every other bit of software out there , Netscape 6 has 
succumbed to skin mania. You can now swap out the browser's 
appearance, or what Netscape calls Themes. You can switch your Theme 
by selecting a new one from the Apply Theme submenu in the View menu, 
and you can download new Themes by choosing Get New Themes from 
the Apply Theme submenu in the View menu. 
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Netscape lets you import 
any number of shiny

and ugly- Themes to 
use with your browser. 
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Remind You 
of Another 
Browser's 
Interlace? 
Netscape 6 includes a 
slide-out sidebar with a 
series of tabs you can 
rearrange, remove, 
and customize. 
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Ha h! Your Job? Fhld a new one 
In o u r Carur Cantrrr 

The other Netscape 
components-Mail, 
Instant Messenger, 
Composer, and Address 
Book-are just a click 
away. Another sign that 
AOL has further digested 
Netscape-AOL Instant 
Messenger is now an 
impossible-to-remove 
part of the browser. 
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Built-in 
Boolonarks 
It's like having 
categorized 
Netscape-supplied 
bookmarks built 
right into your 
window! Exactly 
like that. 
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Filled-in Forms 
Netscape 6 includes a 
feature that Internet Explorer 
has had for a long time-the 
ability to fill in form fields 
automatically. Netscape's 
version goes much deeper, 
though, asking for such 
information as credit card 
numbers, billing details, 
shipping addresses, and 
spouse information. 

If a more standard look and feel appeals 
to you, choose Classic from the Apply 
Theme submenu in the View menu to 
return to yesterday. 

Cookie-yum yum yum 
These ads probably have cookies behind 
them, and you can use Netscape's new 
Cookie Manager to examine and remove 
cookies from your browser. 
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1oform11tlon ebout the selec:tedCookie 

~nf~~etion: ~~:~~"40GMcCrHiQUK51 
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Peth: tlinlc/9300569<1 
ServerSecure:No 
Expires : et end of session 

1 Remove Cookie ) I Remove All CaokJes ) 

Qoon'tellowremov•dc:ookiestobere eeeeptedleter 

The cookie-crazy out there will appreciate 
Netscape's new cookie manager. 







T he three~detelopment envfronments we describe serve 
entir~ly different purpose~. · 

'/ .. 
REALbasic, by Real Software (www.realbasic.com), is a 
Rapid Application Development tool. While it's not quite as 
vers~tile as a traditional compiler such as Metrowerks' 
CodeWarrior, REALbasic makes it tremendously easy to create 

,custom applications in a fracti~n of the time hand-coding 
• fakes. REALbasic is also the ideal tool for someone who's 

learning how to build an application-it automates the grunt 
work of programming by relying on its own prema<le libraries 

. o code. This gets you right into making full-fledge Mac OS 
'applic~tions, skipping the interminable seventies,era line 
apps most ~ro~mming introdu_ctions require y9u to learn 
first. Unfortunately, EALbasic'Slautomation features also 
limit the scope of what you can make. 

Cocoa, by Apple (www.apple.com), is a pqwerful 
application-development system Apple acquired from NeXT. 
If you're playing with Mac OS X Public Beta and have geekish 
inclinations, you should really take the time to fiddle with 
Cocoa-it makes creating solid, full-featured apps almost 
ludicrously simple. It also gives you a good excuse to learn a 
new programmii:ig language. 

PowerPlant, by Metrowerks (www.metrowerks.com), 
isn't a beginner's tool-using it requires a fair understanding 
of the C++ programming language and willingness to wade 
through an intricate system. Still, once you learn it, 
PowerPlant eliminates the most irritating part of Mac OS 

-' - development. Writing "pure" Mac OS Toolbox code can feel~ 
like trying to whittle with your teeth-processing a simple 

"--'"'"-._· click action for a radio button requires writing one piece of 
code to notice the dick, another to observe that the click 
happened in a particular application window, another to 
figure out which control the user clicked, another to follow the 
mouse while the button is down-you get the idea. 
PowerPlant eliminates all that tedious coding. 



S uppose you don't need complicated personal finance 
software-as long as you can balance your checkbook, you ' re 

pretty happy. Also suppose you don't want to buy the obvious 
candidate (you know, the one that sounds like kickin'), because 
you've had a grudge against that particular software vendor ever 
since it canceled the Mac version of a piece of business accounting 
software (sounds like kick hooks) you depended upon. What do you 

The Interlace 
D esign ing the interface for your program is simultaneously the 

easiest and the hardest part of the job . Putting the pieces 
together is simple-in REALbasic you just drag the various controls, 
edit fields, and other elements from the Tools palette into the window 
you' re designing. At the same time, making the pieces work together 
elegantly is difficult to do right-if you build a confusing, hard-to-use 

interface, no one (including you) will want to use your program. 

Names and Properties 

do? Write a checkbook program-a task perfectly suited to 
REALbasic (what a coincidence!) . 

Of course, personal finance programs can get enormously 
complex, so we'll build a bare-bones checkbook app to start with. This 

is usually a good idea when you' re writing programs-it's much easier 
and more rewarding to add features to a program that already works 
than to attempt to build the ultimate application on the first try. 

When you start designing the interface, take a look at a real 
checkbook's register. Your checkbook program has to do at least as 
good a job of tracking a checking account, or why would anyone want 

to use it? The program must keep track of check numbers, amounts, 
payees, and memos (those lines that add a bit of extra information to 
each transaction-for example, "Merry Xmas," "Illegal bribe," or 

"Maybe now they'll quit with the friggin' renewal notices"). 

When you create user interface elements in REALbasic, the 

program gives them default names like StaticTexts and 
EditField3 that say nothing about their purposes. If you leave 
those names intact, your code will be very hard to read 

because it refers to generic fields and buttons. 
To name the various parts of your user interface, first click 

to select them. Then go to the Properties palette at the right 

side of the screen. This palette lists all the properties 
associated with the currently selected item, including its 

name. Just select the name in the palette and type a new one. 
Here are the names we used. 

Name 
Index 
Super 

PayTofield 

Editfield .,... 

By changing the 
names of the user 
interface elements in 
the Properties palette, 
you'll make your code 
a lot more readable. 

AccountWindow 

transUst 

nTransText 

checkNoTitle 

payToTiUe 

checkButton 

depositButton 
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Number ofTransactions: 

Check No 000 

Position 
Left 

Untitled 

Current Balance: 

1 01 

balance Text 

checkNoField 

amountfield 
Payable To ;===========-;;--Ttit- paylofield 
Memo 

memofield 
Check 

L.:._o_e~p-os_it~~~~-;;;e~....,,.-~~~E=n=te=r~T=ra=n=s;ac~t~io~n~~~::;Jh:r-enterTransButton 



Deposits and Withdrawals 
T o start, let's clean up the interface so it displays the appropriate 

information at the appropriate times. Right now, it always displays 
checkNoReld and payToField, even when you're trying to enter a 
deposit. You want the program to hide both of these fields when you 
select the Deposit radio button. 

To hide these fields when you've selected the Deposit button and 
show them when you've selected the Check button, you'll need to 
create Action Events (see "Objects, Properties, and Methods," below) 
for each button. REALbasic preassigns a Boolean property called Visible 
to most user interface objects (in this case, our payToField and 
checkNoField titles); this determines whether they actually appear 
(remember, Boolean properties are either true or false) . To hide 
checkNoField and payToField when you select the Deposit button, you 
create an Action Event that sets their Visible property to false. To show 
these fields when you select the Check button, you create an Action 
Event that sets their Visible property to true. 

Double-click the Deposit button to bring up the Code Editor window, 
where you can add code to create methods (such as Action Events). 
REALbasic is moderately clever about which method it brings forward 
first-if you double-click a button, for example, it gives you that button's 
Action Event. If you want this Event to alter another object, you must 
write your first line of code. Click between the Sub Action and the End 
Sub lines in the pane on the right. Type the name of the object, followed 
by a dot, followed by the name of the property you want to change (the 
object's visibility, for example). Finish the command with an equal sign 
(=)and the value you want the property to have. For example, 
paytoReld.visible=false tells payToField to disappear. 

While making these fields turn invisible, you should also set the 
editable text fields associated with the checkNoField and payToField 
objects to values that will let you know exactly what the transaction was 
when you enter it into translist. To put text automatically in these 
editable text fields (which REALbasic calls EditRelds) when you check 
the Deposit button, type what you want the fields to say in quotation 
marks as the value for the EditField's text property. 

Feeling a little lost? Take a look at the scripts to the right. 

fJ Code Editor (Accountwlndow) IQ'.I E! 

Qi MouseEnter Sub Action() 

Qi MouseExlt 
payToFie\d. text= ,, .. .. DEPOSIT**" Q}. Open := 

Qi Close 
pay to Field. v isible=f alse 
checkNoField . tex t="" 

Qi DropObject ilii checkNoFie Id. visible=f a\se 
ll> rr:::J checkNofield PayToTitle.visible= fa \se 

ll> Qi checkNoTltle checkNoTitle.visible= fa\se 

® DepositButton .. 1111 End Sub v 

Qi !lm!l!I 
~ MouseMove 

IE.l, Mouse Enter 

~ MouseExit 
Qi Open -. 
81 Close 

-... 
· !WEJ ~ ~ I ~ I~ 

Here you hide the fields that aren't appropriate for a deposit. You also set 
their text to values so that when these transactions show up in a final list, 
they'll say **DEPOSIT**. 

~ 
... 
q; 

D Code Editor (Accountwindow) E!JEI 
v l!tl Controls Sub Action() 

ll> n::J Amountfield 

I> mi balanceText 
pay ToField. tex t= "" 

~ pay toFie Id. visible= true 
v ® CheclcButton checkNoField. tex t="O" 

mi~ chec kNoF iel d. vis lb le= tru.e 
~ MouseMove payToTitle. visible= true 

~ MouseEnter - chec kNoTI tie.visible= true 

~ MouseExit Ill End Sub 

~ Open 

~ C.lose 

ml DropObject I' 

I> n::J ctieckNoF\eld 
~ 

ll> ~ checkNoTitle . . ~ - . - ... 
f!JCJ [B~ I ~ I~ 

Here's how to get everything set up for entering a check. Aren't you glad 
you gave those fields sensible names? 

-. 
~ 

~ 

Objects, Properties, and Methods 

R EALbasic treats each of the user interface elements 
you've created as an object, a programming-language 

construct that has two basic components-properties 
and methods. 

You've seen properties-they store information the object 
needs to function. There are four basic types of properties: 
integers (whole numbers like 23, 54, or -23), doubles (numbers 
with a fractional component like 3.4, -2.5, or 15.0), strings (groups 
of characters like "Hello," "Goodbye," or "I'm sorry to hear that, 
Dave"), and Booleans (either true or false) . Properties can also be 
objects themselves, with their own properties and methods. 

Methods are the actual bits of code REALbasic runs. Some 
speC\a'\ methods, called Events, execute automatically when 
something specific happens to the object containing them. Buttons, 
for example, have an Action Event that executes when 
a user clicks them. Most of this REALbasic tutorial will 'consist of 

Object 

Properties Methods 

Name "trans list" AddRow 

Left 13 DeleteAllRows 

Top 13 Cell 

Width 420 CellBold 

Height 222 Cell Italic 

writing Action Event scripts for the various buttons in our interface. An object like translist has both properties and methods. 
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Adding Your Own Properties 
I t would be tough to make your application do much if you were 

stuck with built-in object properties. Fortunately, you can add your 

own properties to handle information you need to store outside the 

user interface (the accumulating balance, for example). 

To create a property, first bring up the Code Editor window by 

double-clicking anywhere in AccountWindow. Then choose New 

Property from the Edit menu. This is where you can tell REALbasic what 

sort of property you want. 

New Property 

Declaration: 

D Private 

OVisible 

[ Cancel I [""'[ ==O=K=::!.I 

All you have to do now is tell REALbasic what the new property should store. 

It's easy to create properties of the simple types we've discussed 

so far-integers, doubles, strings, and Booleans. Just type the name 

you want to give your new property, followed by as , followed by the 

type of property. To create a property named balance that will store the 

current amount of money in the account, type balance as 

double-making balance a number with a decimal point (double 

stands for double-precision real number)-and click OK. Balance will 

then appear under Properties in the left panel of the Code Editor. 

Properties 
....... 

loO balance as double 

And there it is

our first property . 

Next, make a new integer property titled ntransactions to keep 

track of the total number of transactions you've entered. To store the 

rest of the transaction information-who the checks went to, how 

much they were for, and so on-you'll need to store not just one value 

but entire lists of values, one for each of your fields (checkNoField, 

pay To Field, and so on) in any given transaction. The easiest way to 

store lists in REALbasic is with an array. Arrays are just numbered lists 

Starting on Right 
W hen the application first starts, all of those properties you've 

defined don't mean much. The program hasn't set them to 
anything, so they don't have any particular value. It's up to you to give 

them values that make sense. 
Fortunately, that's not hard to do. At startup, the program opens 

the AccountWindow (showing the entire interface), triggering that 

window's Open Event. All you have to do is add your startup code to 
the Open Event, and you're all set! Technically, all the properties in this 

app belong to the main AccountWindow (you've built everything from 
that). Since you're setting this window's own properties, you don't 

need to type the whole name, AccountWindow.ntransactions; you can 

just type ntransactions. 
As long as you' re getting the program into its correct startup state, 

you might as well set the value property of the Check button to true

exactly one button of any bank of radio buttons should always be 

of properties-instead of having a single property called payTo, for 

example, you could have payTo(o), payT0(1), payT0(2), and so on, and 

each one could sto re different values. 
To create an array, you simply put a number-one less than the 

number of list items-in parentheses right after the name of the 

property. For example, to create a list of amounts with just one item in 

it, you'd type in the declaration shown in the window below. 

New Property 

Declaration: lamount(O) as double 

D Private 

0Visible 

This creates a list with one item in it. 

Cancel J ~.!::::! ===O=K ===!.)JJ 

The zero denotes the number of the last item in the list, amount(o). 

Of course, it might seem silly to create a list of one, but as you don't 

know how many transactions a person is going to enter, you'll 

lengthen the existing list later on in the program. 

Create a series of arrays to store all the other information (one for 

each editable text field) . Also create an array called isdeposit to hold a 

field indicating whether each transaction was a deposit or a check. 

When you're done, your properties list should look something like the 

one shown below. 

~ (l, Properties 

l!fJ amount( 0) as double 

~ balance as double 

ijJ checknos( 0) as integer 

@iJ isdeposit(O) as boolean 

l!f3 memo( 0) as string 

ijJ nt ra nsact ions as i ntege r 

r!fa payTos( 0) as string 

And there it is-the 

final list of the properties 

you should add to the 

program. 

D Code Editor (Accountwlndow) E1l8 
~~Control• Sub Open() 

v f)) Events checkbutton.value=true 

Iii.• balance=O.O 
ntransactlonS=O 

Iii, Close End Sub 
Iii, C.ncelClose 

Iii, KeyDown 

Iii, Mouse Move 

~ f1ouse Enter 
ru Iii, MouseExlt 

Iii, Paint 

Iii, MouseDo11n 
Iii, MouseDreg 

Iii, Mouse Up 

Iii, EnobleMenultem• ~ . 
Iii, Resized -; 4 .. 

~CJ l~H!l lei> ~ 

turned on, according to the Mac Human Interface Guidelines. Just set ntransactions and balance to zero and checkbutton.value to true. 
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Adding Transactions 
N ow you're ready to add tran sactions by implementing the Enter 

Transaction button's Action Event. You add a transaction in two 

separate steps: Fi rst add a row to the transaction list (the main 

Local Variables 
At the start of the method, you should declare local variables that you can use for 
temporary storage. To declare a local variable, type dim, followed by a declaration 
just like the ones we used earlier for properties. Here, you should define d, which 
will store today's date, and transString, which will hold the line that will get added 
to translist. 

Increment 
nTransactions 

v ~Contro ls Sub Action() 
t> [] Amountfle ld i-.i.-1- _J dim t r ansStr1ng as string 

l> ~ belenceText I dim d as date 

window) describing the t ransaction, then add the various parts of 

the transaction to your arrays. Take a look at the Code Editor window 

below, which shows th.e code that makes all this work. 

Build the Transaction String 
To build the string that the routine will add lo the transaction 
list, you combine a number of other strings. Combine strings 
with the + operator-for example "Hello"+ "World" is 
"Hello World". We've broken the statement into two lines to 
make the program easier to read. 

--Ml-"' '--'"""'-JJU!""···wu···w·•••..,._- -1--1-1- nTrnnsactlons-nTransactions+ l Remember that the = 
(equal sign) here means set 
to, not equal to; this line 

Add the Row 
To add a row to translist, 
you'll have to call one of its 
prebuilt methods- AddRow. 
Telling a method like AddRow 
to execute is very similar to 
setting a property; you type 
the object's name, a dot, then 
the name of the method. You 
follow that with parentheses, 
in which you put the 
information that the method 
requires to run (in this case, 
the string that you want to add 
to translist). 

l> [J checkNoFleld 

l> ~ checkNoTlt le If checkBut t on.value then 

t> ® Depos ltButton 

v ~ enterTrHs Bu nto- --
sel f .balance-self .balance-val(amoun tFle ld. text) 

else 
sel r .balance- self .balance+val( amountFleld. text) 

end it sets nTransactions to one 
more than its current value. 
(We were a little sloppy with 
case here, but it doesn't 
matter-REALbasic doesn't 
care whether you use 
uppercase or lowercase). 

Update the 
Balance 

~ ll!lll!!!l . 
~ Mou,eMove 
~ Mo1.13eEnter 
~ Mou,eExit 

1 
si 

~Open 
~ CI03e 
~ DropObject 

l> LJ GroupBox I 
t> {[] Memofield 

l> ~ memoTitle 
t> ~ nTren,Text 
l> ID Peylofle ld 

l> ~ peyToTIUe 

l> fl SteitlcText3 

t> ~ tn1 nsUst 

~ f;J Evento ' 

I> 'itGI Menu Handlen t-:;;: 

Here, you need to use an IF- ~ Ill Method• >-; 

nTransText.text- "Number or Transactions: •+str{nTransactlons) 
BalanceText.text-KCurrent Balance: s•+str(balance) 

· transStrfng-checkNoFJeld.text+• •+payToFleld.text 11-----' 
transStr1ng-transString+" s•+amountFleld.text+" " I 
t ransUst.addRow(transStr1ng) --------------+...+;-
amount.append val(amountFleld.text ) 
checknos.append val( checkNoFletd. text) 
lsdeposlt.append deposltSutton.vatue 1------. 
memo.append memoFleld.text 
payTos.append payToFleld.text 

End Sub 

THEN-ELSE block (see "IF, ...,m ... · -=CJ=-=fi1"-'dl=-----'4-------------+-------'-'-l<,__;. I •-'-'"'"-"' 

THEN, ELSE, END IF," below) to either 
increase the balance to reflect a deposit 
or reduce ii to reflect a check. The val 
function turns a string into a number, so 
you can add it to balance (to a 
computer, the character "4" followed by 
the character "5" has nothing 
whatsoever to do with the number 45. 
After all, the former is a string, but the 
latter is an integer.) 

Update the 
Status Line 
Now that you have the 
new balance and number 
of transactions, you can · 
update the two static text 
fields below translist. 

IF, THEN, ELSE, END IF 
W hen a program needs to make a decision, you use an IF-THEN 

statement. In REALbasic, here's what it looks like: 

if condition then 

statements 
else 

statements 
end if 

When REALbasic encounters an IF statement, it checks the condition 

that follows IF. If that condition is true, REALbasic executes all the 

statements that follow THEN but precede ELSE. If the condition is false, 

REALbasic executes the ones between ELSE and END IF. The ELSE part is 

Array Appending 
Arrays in REALbasic have some neat tricks that make them considerably 
more powerful that BASIC arrays traditionally are. One of the best is the 
append command, which you can use to add a new element to the end of 
the array (remember when we said you'd build the lists as you go?). To 
add an extra element, just type an array's name, follow it with .append, 
then type a space and the value you'd like to add to the array. 

optional, by the way-you can omit it if you don't want the program to do 

anything when the condition isn't true. 
The simplest condition is a Boolean variable, but often you'll want 

something more complicated. You can compare numbers to see if they're 

equal(=) or not equal(<>), if one is less than another(<) or greater than 

another(>). If you want to know if one number is less than or equal to 

another, you can combine two symbols(<=). You can even build more 

complicated tests using and, or, and not operators. All this looks 
intimidating, but is usually very simple in practice. For example, you 

should be able to find a use for this line: 

if amount > balance and depositButton.value then 

Used properly, it might keep you from inadvertently writing bad checks. 
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Menus and Files 
S o you have a functioning checkbook, but you're probably 

wondering how you're going to save and open your transaction 

records. At the moment, you'd have to leave your checkbook program 

running 24 hours per day, and heaven help you if you ever have a 

power failure. Let's add features to the program so you can save and 

open your transaction lists. 

Create the Menu Item 

Traditionally, you implement Open and Save as menu items. In 

REALbasic, building menu items is a three-step process: You first 

create the menu items, then enable them, then finally write menu 

handlers to implement them. That last step's the toughest-to save 

space, we'll just show you how to implement the Save menu item 

(Open is similar-look at our file on the Disc to see how it works) . 

Application Menu 
First of all, you should add Open and Save 

commands to the File menu. To add menu 

commands, open the Project window by typing 

Command-zero (o) and double-click the Menu 

row. A window will open, showing you the 

program's current menu bar. 

File Edit 
This window lets you 
create new menus and add 
items lo existing ones. 

Click the File menu to show its contents. 

Below Quit, you should see a blank space. 

Click the space to add a new item to the menu. 

Create Open and Save items. You' ll confuse 

people badly if you put Open and Save under 

Quit, so drag the items to rearrange them in 

the traditional order: Open, then Save, then 

finally Quit. Three properties in the Properties 

palette are worth paying attention to: Text (rhe 

actual name of the menu item), Name (the 

name by which the program will refer to the 

menu item) and CommandKey (the Command 

key equivalent for the menu item). Give Open 

and Save their traditional Command key 

equivalents: Command-0 for Open and 

Command-S for Save. 

Enable Menu Items 
There are two parts to implementing a menu item 

in REALbasic. First you have to tell REALbasic that it 
should enable the menu items-that is, that they 

shouldn't appear grayed out in the menu. Just set 

each menu item's enabled property to true in the 

window's EnableMenultem method. 
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Now the Menu bar looks 
the way you'd expect. 

Code Editor (Accountwindow) 

Mouse Exit 

Paint 

Mouse Down 

Mouse Drag 

Mouse Up 

EnableMenultems 

Resized 

Ill 

Sub EnableMenultems() 
fileopen.enabled= true 
f ilesave.enabled= true 

End Sub 

This simple method lets you use the Open and Save menu items. 



Menu Handlers 
Now you need to tell the menu items what to do by writing a special 
kind of method- a Menu Handler. Whenever a user chooses a menu 
item, its Menu Handler executes. To create a new Menu Handler, open 
the Code Editor and choose New Menu Handler from the Edit menu. 

More Local variables 

In the window that appears, choose the menu item for which you're 
writing a Handler. Let's start with the Save command. 

Choose FileSave from the menu on the left, then enterthe code 
shown below. 

Make Deposits 
These lines create local variables that behave like properties but that only exist while 
the current method is running. The first line contains an integer; the second contains 
the information REALbasic will need to find a place on the hard drive to store a file; 

This instruction tells REALbasic to use a D 
for the deposit number if the transaction is 
a deposit, and to write the check number if 

as1c a I WI soon e crea mg a ex I e. and the third line tells REALb · th I 't ·11 b !' I I fl I sac ec . '!' h k 

Display the Dialo g 0 t;:W%-P~.P ~~~.@Code Edltor (AccountWlndow)~~ ~08 

~ ® c1t1ctButto Funct ion Action As Boolean 

~ Albasic's 
the usual Save 
meters are the 

Ge!SaveFolderltem is RE 
command for pulling up 
dialog box. The two para 
type of file you want to c 
this case) and the defaul 
file (Checking, in this cas 

~ 

~ .., 

l[] checkNoFlold 

lactiecl:HoTltlo 1 dim I as lnteg" 
® OeposltOutto"';;'""" -

dlm f as fo1derttem 
dim outStream as text OutputStream 

® ent.,-Tnn.Buth 

"' t - Get SaveFolderl t em(•text•, "Checking" ) 

lh Moll34Movo reate (text, in 
~ Hou~Entor 

if (f<:>nll) then 

t name for the 
outS tream•t .createTextFlle 

~ Mouso~x lt 

e). 
fa Open ~ - for l • lto ntransactlons 
l?,lctoso I " isce po m111 then 

1

1 ml Orop(lhject outStream.Wr ltel lne("D,"+memo(l)+","+str (amount(t))) 

~ 0GroupBox 1 • else 

I ~ (CJ Memoflold i outS tream.Wrltellne{str{checknos(l))+•,•+payTos(l)+"."+memo(l}+•,•+st r(amount(I))) 
end if Check for Cance ~ l?.l momoTltlo next 

~ If the user clicked the Ca 
Save dialog box, f will b 
storing anything at all). 
program to check for Iha 

ncel button in the 
~ 

Ill nT roMTtxt 
[J PoyTof le1d ~utStream.close Close Up 

e nil (it won't be ~ ~ poyToTlt lo 

~ !ll stotlcText3 
You have to tell the ~ El tran'll't 

I value before ~~ huh 
v ?to H1nu Hendlen 

fa ffl .Opu 

~ llll!llml 
trying to save. 

b li1 Method' 

Create the File m~~ ,~ 

end if 
End function 

. . . . . ~ /,-;. 

Now that the 
program's done 
writing the file, use 
a close line to tell 
the Finder to close 
that file. This line actually creates the new text file you want 

to save. The f variable (folderllem) stores the file 's 
location on the hard drive; its createTex!Fite 
method creates a text file there. 

Loop the Loop 
This FOR loop executes the Writeline instructions 
below exactly once for each transaction. 

FOR-NEXT Loops 
I n the Save method, you have to write each transaction to 

disk. To execute the same statements repeatedly, use a FOR
NEXT loop. Here's a typical FOR-NEXT loop: 

for i = 1 to 10 
statements 

next 

Going Further with 
REALbasic 
T he program as it stands is functional but extremely simplistic. 

Here are some things you might consider to spice up your 
checkbook. 
•Add a third type of transaction to represent a withdrawal from 

an ATM. 
•See if you can actually cover a check before adding it. 
•Allow modification of transactions after you've entered them. 
• Have the program print the checks you create. 

Keep watching www.macadd ict.com/magazine/plugin to learn 
how to implement these features- we'll be adding them to the 
program. And these ideas are only a starting point, so go nuts! 
Make the program totally your own-that's the fun of building apps. 

The first line tells REALbasic to set i to 1, then start executing 
until it hits the next instruction. When REALbasic hits next , it 
checks to see if i has reached 10 yet. If not, it adds 1 to i, then 
goes back to the line after the for . This lets you easily run 
through a list and execute the same statement each time. (One 
and 10 are just examples; you can use any values you'd like.) 

Learning More about 
REALbasic 
I fyou really want to get into REALbasic, you' ll need more 

information than anyone can stuff into a magazine article. 
Here are some good sources: 
•The REALbasic Language Reference and The REALbasic 

Developer's Guide. We wish everyone wrote manuals this 
well. Both books are available from Real Software. 

•REALbasic: The Definitive Guide, by Matt Neuburg (O'Reilly & 
Associates, www.oreilly.com). 

•Check out a great source of links to on line tutorials at 
www.realbasic.com/support.html. 

•Get news and updates for the REALbasic community at 
www.swssoftware.com/realnews. 
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I fyou're a bit more familiar with programming (say, if you've 

done some simple (- language programming in the past), and if 

you're experimenting with Apple's Mac OS X Public Beta, you 

might enjoy learning Apple's Cocoa framework. Cocoa's extremely 

powerful and flexible tools come at the best price imaginable-if 

you go to www.apple.com/developer and sign up for a free online 

ProjectBuilder 
A pp le bases its development tools on two applications: 

ProjectBuilder and lnterfaceBuilder. ProjectBuilder is a fairly 

traditional Integrated Development Environment; it combines a text 

editor, graphical debugger interface, and project-management tools 

into a single application. lnterfaceBuilder is basically ResEdit on

steroids; it lets you lay out your application's user interface and even 

specify the relationships that compose your app. 

To get started, double-click ProjectBuilder. If you've never run it 

before, y9u'll have to answer a few questions about how you'd prefer 

it to behave (you can specify where you want compiled files to appear 

and ask that source code to appear in separate windows instead of in 

a pane of ProjectBuilder's main window) . Next, choose a type of 

application from ProjectBuilder's rather imposing list. For a Cocoa 

application, you have just two choices: a Cocoa app or a Document

based Cocoa app. In the former case, the program has a single 

window (like Disc Copy); in the latter, it opens documents, each in 

its own window (like Word). We're making a Document-based 

application, so choose that option from the list. You should now see 

your project window (see interface below). The panel on the left side 

shows the various files and bundles that make up your application, 

Classes 
w classes you've created for 

(see "What the Heck is -
These are the ne 

your application 

Objective C?'', p 33). 

l File Edit Format 

e ee 
~~~ ~t 
{Cl) MaxWP I: } 

l!J Groups & Flies 

membership, you can just download Cocoa directly from Apple. 

You can program Cocoa in either of two languages: Java or 

Objective C. At the moment, Apple recommends Objective C-)ava 

apps tend toward sluggishness. Fortunately, Objective C isn't too 

hard to learn. Let's use Cocoa and Objective C to build a simple 

word processor. 

while the bigger panel on the right lets you edit the selected file. The 

groups provide links to the files composing your program. 

n New Project 

1---·--~~~~~--~~~~ 

r-·-r.;.~-;;;,;.;~c1-------------------- - ------- --·-·---r;-i 

• Ac>tlliut lon 
C•rbonAppliuuon 
C&rbon Appilutlon {H ib b H d) 
coc-Applo<.&1lon 

CFl'l "C1ln l undl1 
Coc:OAlundlc 

A Cocoa word processor is a 

Document-based Cocoa app 

that presents users with 

independent documents. 

To start, click the disclosure triangle n!'!xt to Resources. You'll see 

four files: Credits.rtf, the credits page for the program; MainMenu.nib, 

which stores the menu bar; MyDocument.nib, which contains the 

layout of a single document window, and lnfoPlist.string, which stores 

the current version of the program for the automatically generated 

About box. To lay out the Document window's interface, double-click 

MyDocument.nib. lnterfaceBuilder will launch, showing you the default 

document window. 

Find Project Build Debug SCM Window Help ~ 
LI MaxWP.pbproj - - /MaxWP 

- -
\ ~ Find " · 'l.. Bulld " Run 

.i1 .. .. • lnfoPlist.strlngs ~ 
it /* Local tzed versions of Info.pltst keys */ 

Other Sour ces v ffi:!J MaxWP · ~ - - v tl Classes 
from the name, these consist of 

0 li!l MyDocun 
files that go into your 0 liDl MyDocun 

As you'd guess 

the other source 

applicalion-typ ically, the main function, main(). - - ~ !'.) Other Sourc 
- v Resources 

Resources 
These files desc 
interface, and it 

ribe your application, its 
s current version number. 

Framework s 
ader files that tell the compiler These are the he 

how Cocoa's inte rfaces work. 

Products 
This is the prog ram you 're building. 
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lnterfaceBuilder 
T he lnterfaceBuilder interface shows you three windows. At the 

upper left you see a generic-looking window with an 
uninformative "Window" title bar. At the upper right appears a palette 
full of the interface elements-buttons, scroll bars, and so on-that 
make up your interface. Near the bottom is a palette listing the objects 
described by the .nib file. 

To turn the document into a word processor, first click the Your 
Document Contents text, then press Delete. Now click the text box 
image in the Views palette to display the various text boxes provided 
by Cocoa. A large text box appears on the left side of the palette; drag 
this onto the document window, and resize the box so it fills most of 
the window. 

Save the changes you've made and go back to ProjectBuilder. 
Choose Build And Run from the Build menu to see how much of an app 
you've already created. You'll quickly see why people like Cocoa-your 
new word processor supports cut, copy, paste, spelling checks, and 
some simple font styles, all without requiring you to write a single line 
of code! 

To go much further, though, you'll need a working knowledge of 
Objective C. Once you know Objective C, you can finish the word 
processor-tell it how to save files, add a status line, and so forth (see 
the sidebar "What the Heck is Objective C?", below). Because of this 
programming language's complexity, we'll take you on an in-depth tour 
of Objective Con www.macaddict.com/magazine/plugin. For the 
moment, we'll push our new application as far as we can without 
delving into code. 

You're now much 
closer than you think 
to having a fully 
functional word 
processor. 

Activating the Font Panel 
A tthe moment, our word processor is missing some major features. 

One of the most obvious is that the Font Panel appears grayed out! 
That's very easy to fix. 

ln ProjectBuilder, double-click MainMenu.nib-your application's 
menu bar should open in lnterfaceBuilder. In the representation of the 
menu bar, click Format, then Font, then Font Panel. Choose Inspector 
from the Tools menu to bring forward the Inspector, which lets you adjust 
the properties of the selected interface element. Change State from 
Mixed to Off. Once you save your changes, return to ProjectBuilder and 
choose Build And Run again-now you can use the Font Panel to change 
fonts in your word processor. 

By changing State to 
Off, you tell Cocoa to 
always allow the Font 
Panel to appear. 

Program Window Views Palette 
The window you're actually building. Provides the elements you'll add to the 

program window. 

l' 
! 
/ 

;: 
! 

f 

Your document contents 

Objects Palette 
Lists the objects contained in 
the .nib file. 

What the Heck is Objective C? 
0 bjective C is a somewhat obscure language that once 

offered serious competition to C++ in the race to extend C 
support to object-oriented programming, way back in the 1980s. 
NeXT adopted the Objective C language as the basis for its 
application interface. For the most part, it's the same as the 
straight C you may have lea med back in college. The key 
difference is that Objective Callows a new construct: a class. If 
you're familiar with the standard C record type, think of a class 
as a record type with various functions attached-some to the 
class itself, others to individual instances of the class. This 
structure lets classes hide their data, making it easier for one 
person to change how a class works internally without breaking 
code that depends upon it. 

If you're used to C++, Objective C will seem familiar and 
bizarre by tu ms. All the familiar players are there-classes, class 
and instance methods, and so on-but they interact in unusual 
ways. Objective C does not support multiple inheritance, and 
it's dynamically typed, so the program only works out types at 
runtime. That has many advantages-you don't have to worry 
about the usual blizzard of virtual functions when you're 
creating base classes, for example, since method calls 
(messages in Objective C parlance) are resolved at runtime. 
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Printing 
T he Print command in the File menu doesn't work right now, 

and making it work will require some actual coding in 
Objective C. Instead, we' ll add a Print button to the program. Doing 

so will demonstrate another cool property of Cocoa: connections. 

To start, click the picture of an Aqua button above a text field in 
the top portion of the Views Palette. Drag a pu,shbutton into the 
blank region at the bottom of the window, and change its name to 

Print. You'll now create a connection between the button and the 
text view's print method. Cocoa uses connections to define what 

buttons do-each button has a connection called the target that 
points to another object's method. When a user clicks the button, 

that method executes. 

To create the connection, Control-drag from the button to the 
text field (a line should appear as you drag). When you let go, you'll 

see a window where you can choose a text view method. Scroll 
down to print:, then click Connect. A small indicator to the right of 

print: indicates you've established the connection. Save, go back 
to ProjectBuilder, and once again select Build And Run. Now when 

you click the button, your document should print. 

Learning More about Cocoa 
T o find out more about building your own apps, check out 

the following resources. 
•Apple's Web site (www.apple.com/developer). Click 

Documentation to get to Apple's latest OS X developer 

documentation. Unfortunately, a disturbing number of pages 
on Apple's site currently tell you only that they're "coming 
soon," while the rapid changes in Cocoa have left other 
pages out of date. 

• Rhapsody Developer's Guide by Jesse Feiler (Morgan 
Kaufmann Publishers, www.mkp.com). The title gives a hint 
as to the age of the book. Despite the book's somewhat 

dated nature and somewhat overwhelming enthusiasm for its 
subject, it's the best overview of Cocoa in print. 

•The www.stepwise.com site includes news and information 
for Cocoa developers. 

e e 
Drag the button to the bottom of the 
window from the Views Palette to 
create it. 

t~: 

6 c e 

.. 

Outlets 

Control-dragging in Interface 
Builder lets you establish a 
connection from one interface 
element to another. 

rormatter 
1menu 
Jne)l. tKeyVlrw 

Once you've established the 
connection, clicking the button 
causes the text view to print. 

I 
Connection s 

Going Further with Cocoa 
W e've obviously left quite a few stones unturned in this 

survey of Cocoa. Here's a quick list of other tricks you 

should probably teach your word processor to make it a serious 

Word competitor. 
• Saving and opening files. Apple provides somewhat confusing 

information about doing this in its NSDocument class. 
• Implementing a status bar. We intentionally left a space at the 

bottom of the window for this purpose. 
Again, you can learn how to code these features into your app by 

visiting www.macaddict.com/magazine/plugin. 

A Briel Look At PowerPlant 
I fyou're an experienced C++ programmer, you're probably looking 

for a way to avoid all the tedious work involved in using the 
somewhat antiquated Macintosh Toolbox. Fortunately, Metrowerks 
has created a solid C++ framework, PowerPlant, that you can use to 
build fully functional C++ Macintosh applications in a fraction of the 
time it would otherwise take (a framework is a body of code that 

provides the basis for an application; it's a sort of fill-in-the-blank 

form, in which you can use your own code.) 
Teaching you how to make a PowerPlant application lies well 

beyond the scope of this particular article. We'll introduce PowerPlant 
programming over the next few months in a series of articles on 
www.macaddict.com/magazine/plugin- keep your eyes peeled! 

Ian Sammis can't believe how big this feature tu rned out to be- his eyes were bigger than his typing fin gers. 
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Marked for Death 
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Why They Must Die: System Extensions are probab ly the 

single biggest cause of crashes in Mac OS 9.x and earlier. Extensions 

are pieces of software that exchange their own code for bits of the 

system software's code- for example, Kaleidoscope replaces parts of 

the Mac OS's window-drawing routine with its own flashier routines. 

This system creates a lot of problems, though-say two Extensions try 

to replace the same bit of the Mac OS, or some program won't work 

unless that bit of the Mac OS remains unchanged. The result is a tire

screeching crash, complete with broken glass. 

How To Carry Out the Contract: Apple's been trying 
to get rid of Extensions for years without success. But that doesn't 

mean you can't do something about the madness Extensions cause. 

Here are three ways. 

• Use only the Extensions you need. Because any Extension is the 

programming equivalent of a ticking time bomb of terror, the fewer 

you use, the less likely a life-ending system crash becomes. Enable 

only required Extensions (and yes, that includes Apple Extensions) . 

To figure out which Extensions you absolutely need, check out 

lnformlNIT ($15, http://mco4.equinox.net/informinit), which has 

information about almost every Extension out there. 

• Keep your Extensions current. Extension updates often fix bugs and 

reduce crashes. Of course, this rule of thumb doesn't necessarily 

apply to a whole new version (such as going from 2.51 to 3.0), which 

may introduce new bugs. To find the most recent version of an 

Extension, visit the developer's Web site or check out Version Tracker 

(www.versiontracker.com) . 

•When trouble strikes, suspect Extensions first. A quick test to see if 

an Extensions conflict is causing your headaches is to start up with 

only basic Extensions enabled. If your problem goes away, then an 
Extensions conflict is most likely your problem. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Mac OS x takes 

aim at Extensions with a high-power sniper rifle and completes the 

contract. OS X eliminates Extensions completely, except in the Classic 

layer-but there's not much you can do about that. At any rate, the 
Classic Extensions don't threaten the whole system. 

Marked for Death 

A long file name lff ill get cut o 
But in Mac OS X, you 
can type for a long, 

long, long time without 
hitting a file name 

length limit. In fact, it'~ 
ff in Mac OS 9 . l,,ir'1i nf ,.Jrl i r11ln11r: hnlo\J 

Mac OS X does the job Mac OS 9 could not-namely, allowing more than 
31 characters in a file name. 

Why They Must Die: Back when the best file name a PC could 

muster was 8 characters long (plus a 3-character file extension), our 31-

character file names were tops. Now, next to Windows' long file names 

(253 characters), ours look pretty puny. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: Although the HFS+ 

volume format that Mac OS uses to format disks supports long file 

names, Mac OS 9 and older versions can't utilize that ability. This 

means files to which you assign long names in Mac OS X, then look at 

through Mac OS 9, will remain at full length even though you'll only see 

31 characters of the name in Mac OS 9. Unfortunately, there's no easy 

way to make the current Mac OS do what it simply can't. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? With pleasure! Mac 

OS X uses long file names, so you can wax poetic when naming a folder. 

Marked for Death 

. D Calculator . Am I a clown? Do I amuse you? Probably not, 

because I haven't changed in 15 years. 

Why It Must Die: C'mon-the 

Calculator has remained essentially 

unchanged for how many years? It 

doesn't have any memory functions, 
it lacks a clear-error key, and it still 

retains the look and feel of the Mac OS 

circa 1984. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: You' ll find a ton of 
replacements out there, including iMalc, BetterCalc 3, PCalc 2.1, 
TopCalculette, iCount, and CalclT (find some of these on The Disc, or 

search for them at Version Tracker). Each of these shareware programs 

costs $15 or less and provides a lot of bang for the buck, including 
tapes, trig functions, memory, and programmability. To replace the 

Calculator, pull it out of the App le Menu Items folder and put one of 

these items in its place. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Mac OS x wimps 

out when it comes to pulling off this job, as its Calculator isn't much 

improved over Mac OS 9's. At least it looks better. 
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There is not enough memory to open "Adobe 
Photoshop® 5.0" (80,082 K needed, 61,670 K 
available). 

Closing windows or quitting desk 
accessories can make more memory 
available. 

[I OK I) 

If you're seeing this dialog box a lot, it's lime to add RAM-or upgrade 
to Mac OS X when it comes out. 

Why It Must Die: Mac OS was never meant to run more than 

one application at a time, so it has always had a hard time divvying up 

available memory for more than one program. Apple engineers grafted 

on a way to allocate memory to multiple apps, but the result is a hack 

at best. When launched, programs request a chunk of memory to call 

their own, but you have to set the size of that chunk via the Get Info 

window before launching the program. Unfortunately, this process 

keeps your Mac from using memory as efficiently as possible. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: Short of rewriting Mac 
OS (which Apple engineers are already doing, thankyouverymuch), 

there's no way to kill manual memory allocation in Mac OS 9 and 

earlier. There are, however, ways to minimize its effects. 

•Buy more RAM. This allows you to set memory partitions for your 

existing programs to their proper levels so you can run several apps 

and have plenty of RAM left over for the system software. 

•Fine-tune your memory allocations. Go through all of your 

applications and give them just enough memory to work well (and 

prevent system errors), but no more. That way, you can set and forget. 

To set a program's memory partition, select its icon in the Finder and 

choose Get Info from the File menu. You can adjust the memory 

partition size there. Start off by giving your apps a few thousand 

kilobytes more memory each (or approximately 110 percent of the 
preferred value). 

•Turn on Virtual Memory. For PowerPC-based Macs, this decreases the 

amount of RAM your programs require because it enables the Mac OS 
to use RAM more efficiently. To turn on Virtual Memory, open the 

Memory control panel and click the On button in the Virtual Memory 

section. If you're editing audio or video, you'll probably want to leave 

Virtual Memory off and buy lots more RAM. Video and audio work is 
notoriously intolerant of Virtual Memory. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Partially. Mac OS X 

has a thoroughly modern way of managing memory-invisible to the 

user, it makes changing memory partitions in the Get Info window a 
thing of the past. Except for Classic applications, that is-you'll still 
need to set their memory partitions manually. 
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Marked for Death 

Pall•n: rlolPM• llllPotll'/ 
128X128, I TI: 

JPulllonAutomotlcelty : : j 

l sr.lDu t:top f 

Head to the Appearance control 
panel to dispose of the orange 
Rorschach test of a desktop. 

Why They Must Die: 
It's a matter of taste, really. 

We've always associated the 

Mac OS with a fine sense of design, but the desktop patterns and 

pictures that come with Mac OS are enough to blind a Cubist painter. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: The solution's 

simple-download and install your own desktop pictures. You'll find 

a slew at the Apple Collection (www.theapplecollection.com/desktop 

/dtplinks.shtml) and MacDesktops (www.macdesktops.com). To 

install a new desktop picture, pop open the Appearance control 

panel and click the Desktop tab. Click the Place Picture button to 

locate a new desktop picture. If you want your desktop to switch 

between several different images on startup, drop a folder full of 

pictures on the left box of the Desktop window. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Not as far as we 

can tell . Mac OS X Public Beta ships with exactly one desktop 

picture, and while it's not obnoxious, it's up to the Mac OS X user to 

seek out and install better ones. 

D QUlckTime- setungs 

.-1 AutoPlay I • I 
Ea Eno.hie Audio CD Auto Play 

Pl¥•udloCt>s ln sequentlel tr«:lt order 
automatlu lly ,,..henl Mer\911 . 

O Enable ~FK>MAutoPlay 

Al l_, "°me CO· ROl"b to sl• M autom.l ict ll y 
Vhe!l\l'IHrled. 

8 

Uncheck the Enable CD-ROM 
AutoPlay box to protect yourself 
from Autostart worms. 

Why It Must Die: 
Virus writers can exploit the 

QuickTime AutoPlay 

mechanism, which launches 

programs on specially prepared 
CDs. QuickTime AutoPlay has the ability to launch a multimedia CD's 
main interface as soon as you drop the disc in your drive. Very few 

developers take advantage of this autorun function-yet it's on by 

default, leaving your Mac vulnerable to Autostart worms. These 

viruses, although uncommon, can do everything from corrupting files 
to damaging image files. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: Open the QuickTime 
Settings control panel, select Auto Play from the pop-up menu, and 

uncheck the Enable CD-ROM AutoPlay box. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Probably-Mac 

OS X Public Beta has AutoPlay turned off by default. 



Marked for Death 

D ~Me«J •A1e• 10. 129from GraphlcConvuter ~ E 

Fii'1 Selected Item: 9 Enabled 
New ~ 
Open- 111 0 J!! Text: fl I aose 
Open Recent ~ 
llrowse folder- 111 0 "' 0 - (separator llne) 

@!m!.!11 lllW Color 

D has Submenu Text llJ 
ll!Elil lllS 

Cmd-Key:~· ~ lllS 
Save as- 111 5 • 

Mark: I None .... S...a(opyas XS'"; 

Only for the truly 
rugged of heart, 
ResEdit can achieve 
the dream of every 
Mac customization 
aficionado: total 
control of most 
applications' key 
commands. 

Why They Must Die: The Mac OS is the most customizable 

operating system out there, but one feature stands out: locked-in Command

key combos. Wouldn't it be great if you could change the key combinations 

of any program (including the Rnder) to suit your personal needs? 

Marked tor Death 

o ~""""" · Chooser - - ~ 

~ Q 
Selec t a tile server: 

• MacAddtct Server 

ColorS'.' \ !500 

~ ~ . 
Color~~ Color SY Pro . 

AppleTalk Zanes: 

Administration 
AGT ZONE . 
Boot I . 
Game Players 

I Server lPAddress - llC:EJ IGN 
Macaddlct 
Magazines . «i Active 
Next Genera tion . AppleTalk 

Qlnactlve 7.6.2 

Apple has extended 
the Chooser far 
beyond its natural 
abilities. It's time to 
put it out of its misery 
and replace it with 
the Network Browser. 

Why It Must Die: The Chooser is a holdover from 1984, when 

its sole purpose was to choose your printer and a port for that printer. 

At some point fairly early on, Apple engineers thought it would be a 

good idea to stickAppleShare services into the Chooser. The resu lt was 

a confusing mishmash of protocols in an area not really designed to 

handle them. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: Fortunately, the folks at 

Apple have been working on this problem, and the fruit of their labor is 

the Network Browser, first introduced with Mac OS 8.5 in 1998. The 

Network Browser (located in your Apple Extras folder) lets you cruise 

through your network for various services, including AppleShare 
servers and LDAP servers (a way of looking up someone's name from 
an email address) . To subtract the Chooser from your day-to-day server 

needs, put an alias to the Network Browser in your Apple menu and 

use that instead of the Chooser. You can also make aliases to the 

AppleShare servers you frequent-double-clicking such an alias will 
connect you to that server and circumvent the Chooser. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Yes. Mac os x has 

no Chooser. Instead, it places the printer selection process into a 

program called Print Center, and the server access process into a 
Connect To Server menu item under the Go menu. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: While there's no 

surefire way to change all key combinations across the board, those 

who are fairly handy with ResEdit (you can download Res Edit via 

ftp ://ftp.apple.com) can muck about in the Menu resources to change 

some of these commands. Remember-always do this sort of hacking 
on a copy of the application, never on the origina l file. Messing around 

using ResEdit can result in dire consequences, so you want to have the 

option to undo your work. 

In ResEdit, open a copy of either the Finder or the application you 

want to alter. Locate its Menu resources, and open the individual 

menu for which you want to change the command key. (For more 

details, see " Hack Your Mac," Jan/97, p38, and "Hack Your Mac 2000," 

Apr/oo, p24.) Unfortunate ly, ifthe application's engineers chose to 

implement key combinations without using Menu resources, you're 

out of luck. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Nope. Worse still, 

Apple has changed a couple of key combinations (such as the one for 

creating a new folder in the Finder), so the familiar old shortcuts may 

not work-and currently OS X offers no easy way to change them back. 

Marked tor Death 

D ~TCP/IP (Home)~ E3 
COM.ct vi•: I Et~rn•t ·I ~ I 

- S•tup -----=======-------~ 
Confl;ure: (H• nuil llY I • I 

IP ;.ddrus : I 192.168.1.3 

Subnet muk : I 255.255..255.0 

1192.168.1.1 0 

1192.168. 1.1 

I 

Although streams in Open Transport disappear underneath the TCP/IP 
control panel, they can make Mac network programming a nightmare. 

Why They Must Die: Mac OS uses streams to initiate network 

connections-most notab ly TCP/IP. This poses a few problems: One, 

the technology has a bad reputation among networking geeks. Two, 

streams make obscure network programming (such as creating 

software-based IP routing) very easy, while they make basic functions 

(such as opening a plain-vanilla network connection) very difficult. 

Three, sockets-not streams-are the standard in the rest of the 
computing world. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: Unfortunately, this one 

will go unfulfilled until Mac OS X comes out. Open Transport, the home 

of streams, is an entrenched part of the Mac OS, so that's that. Of 
course, if you want to use your Mac without networking at all, that's 

your business. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? OS X uses sockets to 

establish its network connections, which should cheer up network 
administrators and programmers looking to write basic networking code. 
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Most commonly found as a screenshot 
file format, PICT files are slated to go the 
way of the dodo bird. 

Why It Must Die: PICT graphics are also a holdover from 1984, 

when Apple needed a file format to handle pictl!lre files. PICT files are 

essentially a bunch of QuickDraw commands that can handle both 

Marked for Death 

Play$0und effecbfor : 

Iii Men1JS (Gpenlno men'", cf'loosl119 Items) 

liJ Wll'ldo>.n(dnlQl';ll1191ndreslzil'l9} 

6!Controb ( buttons, chockboXe.$.ar rovs, xrollih)contnls) 

liJflnder (ellcti119,dr*J}lngend dropplno,etc.) 

If you want to kill 
the pops, grinds, 
and buzzes 
emanating from 
your Mac, don't rip 
out the speaker
jusl turn these 
sounds off. 

Why They Must Die: If you've ever had to work next to 

someone who has Finder sounds turned on in the Appearance control 

panel, you'll know why we have to kill th is one. All of those pops, 

clicks, and buzzes make a Mac sound as if it has eaten a questionable 

burrito-and they really squeeze your last nerve after a while. (Not that 

we're angry about it.) 

How to Carry Out the Contract: If you just can 't stand 

all of the noise coming from your Mac (or your coworker's Mac, for that 

matter), give it the digital equivalent of Maalox-turn off the Finder 

sounds. Open the Appearance control panel, click the Sound tab, and 

select None from the Sound Track pop-up menu. To really ensure that 

these sounds stay buried, open the Sound Sets folder (which lives in 

the Appearance folder inside the System Folder) and throw away the 

Platinum Sounds file . 

If things get a bit too quiet in the office, you can download a variety 

of sound sets from Mac OS Resources (www.macosr.com) . Just drop 

these in the Sound Sets folder and select a new set in the Sounds 

window of the Appearance control panel. 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Looks like it. So far, 

Mac OS X doesn't have any sort of soundtrack to go along with its 

Finder operations. 

bitmap and vector images. Unfortunately, doing anything with a PICT 

file is exceedingly difficult from a programmer's point of view. 

Besides that, no one outside the Mac community knows what a PICT 

file even is. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: With Mac os 9 and 

earlier, there's no graceful way to get rid of the PICT file format except 

to save every graphics file you use in a format other than PICT via a 

graphics app such as GraphicConverter ($30, www.lemkesoft.com). 

You can also use a utility such as Snapz Pro ($40, www.ambrosiasw 

.com) to take screenshots in another file format. (Screenshots taken 

with standard Mac OS key combinations come out as PICTs by default.) 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Mac os X 

uses standard graphics file formats such as TIFF and JPEG to do 

its graphics work-no need to rely on a confusing and little

known standard. 

Marked for Death 

(if Smart Scrolling 
Pieces both sc rol l e rrovsat t he bottom and right ends of the :scroll 
btlr;, and s lzM the scrol I box occonUnQ to the vlsl blt1 content of the 
'W' lndov. 

D Oouble-cllck titte bar to collapse windows 

In spite of its 
name, only half of 

~ : the Smart Scrolling 
team is actually 
smart-the other 
half is dumb as a 
post. Uncheck this 
box to restore 
scroll-bar sanity. 

Why It Must Die: You have two options here. You can kill only 

one member of the Smart Scrolling team-that annoying NeXT-ism 

that puts• both arrows together at the bottom of the scroll bar-or you 

cat:1. d0 away with the whole gang. The other half of the Smart 

Scrolling duo-consisting of proportional scroll thumbs that change 

size depending on how much of the window displays-is a nifty idea, 

so you might want to let it live. So why kill the poorly placed scroll 

arrows? Several reasons: For one, if you miss the intended arrow, 

you'll accidentally scroll in the wrong direction. Also, with both arrows 

located at one end of the scroll bar, you're potentially a mile away 

from the scroll boxes (say, if you' re at the top of the window) . Plus, 

having the scroll-up arrow at the bottom of the window is just daft. 

How to Carry Out the Contract: To kill all of Smart 

Scrolling, open the Appearance control panel, click the Options tab, 

and uncheck the Smart Scrolling box. If you want to keep proportional 

scroll thumbs while scrubbing the bottom-dwelling arrows, use a 

utility such as Scroll Bars (free, http://homepage.mac.com/TomDar2 

/software.html). 

Will Mac OS X Do the Dirty Work? Mac os x restores 

sanity to the situation by returning one scroll arrow to each end of the 

scroll bar while retaining proportional scroll thumbs. 

David Reynolds would li ke to thank the Academy as well as both The Simpsons and Mystery Men for great lines. 
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Capturing Air: Advice 
for High-Action Videos 
S kateboarding-with its unconventional venues, lightning-fast 

movements, big air, and even bigger wipeouts-can prove both 
exciting and frustrating for beginning videographers. Here Tony Hawk 

shares his hints for making effective skate videos, but you can apply 
Hawk's tips on shooting and editing to any high-adrenaline sport. 

Shooting Video 
1. Establish a Point of Reference 
When filming that death-defying trick, include a point of reference to 
prove exactly how high your subject is. Without it, the viewer will never 

know if the skater is 2 or 200 feet off the ground. Your point of 
reference can be the ground, a rail, or, as shown below, a deck

anything that provides some perspective. 

ln this shot, the deck in relation lo the ground shows just how much air Tony 
Hawk got. 

2. Anticipate the Direction of Movement 
Think through where your subject's going. "Assess it and say, 'If he 
takes off, he's going to be running this way, and I need to pan in the 

same direction,"' Hawk says. 

3. Light It Right 
Set your camera's exposure on manual. "If you're shooting on 
automatic exposure, and you follow someone up in the air and it's 

brighter up there, the whole thing gets washed out," says Hawk. 

Conversely, if the background gets too dark, you ' ll end up with too 
much shadow. He recommends setting the manual exposure so the 
subject is properly lit in a darker setting. While this may wash out the 
background, you'll get better overall image quality. 

Here the autoexposure 
makes Ha.wk look too 

dark while ii attempts to 
compensate for the 
bright background. 

W'ATCH OUT If you try to play video clips 
II I straight from a FireWire drive, 

they will pause and skip on playback. These drives are fine for 
storing videos, says Hawk, but to play them directly from your 
drive, go ttie SCSl-2 route. 

4. Mix It Up 
In an ideal world, you would have some friends with extra DV cameras 

and lenses to capture a variety of angles. In the real world, however, 
you're probably on your own, so it's important to mix up shots to give 
your video energy. Here are several different types of shots. 

Shooting from a Distance 

"Shooting from afar in a stationery 
position [lets you] zoom out and 
see it all," Hawk says. 

Zooming In 

"When someone's doing a really 
intri~ate move, you're not going to 
see that when you 're wide ... you 
want to zoom in closer," Hawk says. 

Fisheye Shots 

A fisheye lens can give you cool 
distortion that exaggerates how 
big the trick is. 

TI P on a close-up, Hawk suggests setting it up with an 
establishing shot-for instance, when someone's 

skating a set of stairs, pan up the stairs and then go in close on 
the skater so "you've seen him close up, but you also have seen 
the magnitude of what he's doing." 

Tony Hawk: Mac Guy 
T ony Hawk isn't what you would call a fair-weather Mac fan. He 

was using Macs long before they came in stylish 8-inch cubes 
and pretty translucent colors. In fact, Hawk's first computer was an 
Amiga, on which he ran a Mac emulator. After this setup became 

too cumbersome, Hawk acquired his first Mac-a Quadra-in 1994. 
(He's fuzzy on the exact model number-a testament to Apple's 
brilliant naming schemes.) 

These days, Hawk uses a PowerBook G3 (Wall Street edition), 
and his home setup includes a brand-new baby Cube and a 
400MHz G4, which he uses for most of his personal video work. 
The G4 is hooked up to a FireWire drive, a CD writer, a DV deck 
(for mastering video), and a 22-inch Cinema Display. 
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Editing Tips 
1. Add a Soundtrack 
When choosing music, Hawk 
evaluates both how good it 
sounds and what kind of mood 
it creates. Once he's chosen it, 
he converts audio CD tracks to 
AIFF files using Astarte CD 
Copy (www.astarte.de) or uses 
Casady & Greene's SoundJam 
(www.soundjam.com) to 
convert MP3 files to AIFF. From Don't worry ii you can't decipher the 
there, it's easy to import your beats visually in this waveform in the 
music to Final Cut Pro. Either Viewer window because you can mark 
drag it from the desktop onto the beats by ear. 

the timeline or use the Import 
command under the File menu. 

Edit the flow of your video to the beats in .your music by double
clicking your audio clip in the timeline and viewing the audio 
waveforms in the Viewer window. Find the beats (by sight or sound), 
and tap the M key to set markers. These markers appear in the 
timeline, where you can match them up to your video clips. 

2. Use Slow Motion to Show Off 
Spectacular Action 
If action's happening so fast 
that the viewer can't see 
what's going on, slow it 
down. In the Timeline, select 
the clip in question. Choose 
Speed from the Modify 
Menu. In the dialog box, you 
can either type in an exact 
duration for the clip or enter 
a percentage of the original 
speed. To create really 
detailed slow motion, Hawk 

Speed 

Speed: '= l = l=IOQ=i.ipercent 

Duration: I 88:82:49; 16;1 

0Reverse 

18ilFrame Blending 

For a glimpse of life in the slow lane, 
adjust the settings in this dialog box. 

slows video to about 30 percent of its original speed. If the detail is 
less important, he slows it to 50 percent. 

3. Use Stills 
Hawk uses stills, edited in Photoshop, to aid in explaining certain 
skills. For instance, when the subject reaches the peak of a movement, 
Hawk might use a still with circles and arrows to illustrate the 
technique, then import it into Fina l Cut Pro as a TIFF, PICT, or JPEG file. 

The Compression Game 
H awk exports most of his video to tape using standard 

NTSC-DV compression, but when creating video for the 
Web, he relies on the following tools and settings. 

Application: Media Cleaner 
Codec: Sorenson 
f rames per second: 15 
Image size: 240 by 180 
Data rate: 20 to 30 Kbps for video with a lot of motion 
(anything less will look blocky) 
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4.Keep 
Transitions and 
Titles Simple 
Hawk sticks to cross-fades 
for transitions. "With 
skating, everything's so 
quick that if you're sitting 
there dealing with fancy 
transitions, you're going to 
miss all the action ." To add 
a transition, open the Video 
Transitions folder within the Keep title text out of action's way using the 
Browser window. Choose Canvas window. 
the Disso lve fo lder and 
drag a transition to the 
timeline. Place titles in a 
clear space in the frame, not 
over someone's face or over 
the action. To create a title, 
double-click the Text button 
in the Video Generators 
folder in the Browser 
window. You can modify a 
title's look using the Controls 
tab in the Viewer window. 

Use the Controls tab in the 

Font 

s~. 

Sty It 

AHonment 

Font Co lor 

Viewer window to format and 0r;g~ 

Gtnen 

<"jj 

I Bo~ 

I Center 

·~ 

·~ @ 

•I 

• I 

l>-~~~-1-~~~~~~-+-~--t 

move your title text. 

Narasu Rebbapragada and Cathy Lu like to think of themselves as Xtreme

they're just not sure in what way. 

Tony Hawk: Pro Gamer 
F or more than a year, we Mac users have had to grit our 

collective teeth as we've watched Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 1 
and 2 come out for just about every platform except the Mac. But 
finally, Hawk tells us that Activision is planning to port Pro Skater 
2 to Mac (as of press time, the developer was not yet announced). 
In the meantime, Hawk keeps himself busy playing Pro Skater 2 
on his G3 PowerBook via Connectix's Virtual Game Station, a 
PlayStation emulator. 

As for Hawk's involvement in the development of his 
eponymous games (he's already working on Pro Skater 3), 
he plays them through every stage and consults on the real 
skaters, parks, and tricks that provide the basis for each game. He 
also acts as a model for motion capture although, admits Hawk, 
the physics aren't always completely true to life. For instance, 
some of the combos or, say, the sequence where a skateboarder 
grinds along an 
electrified rail in the 
New York subway may 
be slightly exaggerated. 

Coming attractions: 
Hopefully you can expect 

a Mac version of Tony 
Hawk Pro Skater 2 at a 
store near you shortly. 



Illustration never looked so good. 

D E N E 8 A 

Eye-catching 

illustration, isn't it? 

And yes, despite the glistening 

highlights, the realistic textures, the 

subtle shading, and the soft air-brushed 

effects, this is a completely vector illustration. 

And it's only possible with Canvas 7. 

Match pinpoint precision with painterly strokes 

through Canvas 7's exclusive Sprite technology. Blur 

vector lines, paint transparency effects, apply image 

filter plug-ins to vectors, text and images. It's hard to 

believe that you can draw like this- never mind in one, 

attractively priced program. When you're done, prepare 

your creative visions for print or web with an incredible 

array of over 40 file format filters .* 

Feast your eyes on Canvas 7 today, and get a whole new 

outlook on illustration software. 

Get Canvas 7 
today! °tANYA\' ~ {;: 

Professional Edition $375 
Competitive Upgrade $199·95 

Standard Edition $99·95 

www.deneba.com/macaddict 
800.7DENEBA 

No comparison. CANVA5 7 



re Views 
Products for the ones you love and the ones you don't. 

FREAKIN' 
AWESOME! 

The mosl valuable 
producls, lhe 

coolest gizmos. 

SPIFFY 
A solid ottering. 
Overall a good 

investment. 

YEAH, 
WHATEVER 

Neither 
recommended nor 
rejecled. Some 
might like thi s. 
but we weren't 

impiessed. 

BLECH! 
Give us back the 
time we spent 
testing this. 

Cleaner 5 
multimedia 
Company: Media 100 

Contact: 800-577-3443 or 508-460-1 600, 

www.media100.com 

Price: $599 (SRP), $179 (upgrade) 

Requirements: Mac OS 8.6.1 or later; Quicklime 4 

or later; 64MB of RAM; 1 OMB of free hard disk space; 

CO-ROM or DVD; 800 by 600, 16-bit display; DV 

camera or deck for DV video capture 

I fthere's a single must-have 

application for anyone working with 

professional video and audio on a 

Macintosh, it' s Terran lnteractive's Media 

Cleaner Pro. The company, now a 

subsidiary of Media 100, is the leader in 

video and audio compression tools. Its 

flagship product has adopted a new and 

simpler name, Cleaner, and the latest 

version covers greater ground, with DV 

capture, improved batch processing, and 

output to interactive streaming media. 

Cleaner 5 lives up to its promise to be 

"the camera-to-Web streaming solution ." 

It's the perfect tool for both video 

professionals and Web content creators. 

The first step in Web-based video 

authoring is importing video into the 

computer. In the past, you needed 

programs like Apple's iMovie or Final Cut 

Pro to bring digital video into the Mac. The 

Cleaner 5 package now includes Digital 

A simple and effective tool for creating interactive streaming content is built right into Cleaner 5. 

Origin's MotoDV, a simple application for 

capturing DV from FireWire-compatible DV 

cameras. Installing MotoDV was a simple 

plug-and-play process, and the application 

worked seamlessly with Cleaner 5. We 

simply connected our Sony DCR-TRV900 to 

the Mac with a FireWire cable and 

launched MotoDV, and we were ready for 

video capture. 

To capture video, you just click a single 

button. The first time we did it, MotoDV 

asked us to give the file a name. After that, 

Cleaner 5 automatically launched and 

placed that clip into the batch window, 

ready to take instructions for compression 

and output. 

What compression parameters you 

need depends on how you intend to 

distribute your video. Web content creators 

who use video on their sites want to give 

users as many viewing options as possible. 

With Cleaner 5, you can render a video in 

any size. The program handles all three 

major streaming standards-QuickTime, 

RealSystem, and Windows Media-as well 

as the MP3 format on the audio front. 

Setting up the video for streaming 

couldn't be simpler. The batch window 

gives you three options for choosing 

compression settings. First, control-click 

the settings column to bring up an 

extensive preset list of options. You can 

Digital Origin MotoDV 

Capture to cation-----, 

Ci Auclo 

i::l AVI 
i::l DV 
Cl lmaves 

Ci ""'' Ci MP<G 
Cl Qukkttme - Proqressive 

Rema in ing Space : 5.6 GB 

Remaining T ime : 00 :28 :02; 18 

Disk Performance : I S .8 MB/s 

I Path ... 1 
Video Only !!...r- S :MotoDV™ 

Preview 
@> 

I I 
Faster Sharper 

DD '-E3 '-El D I Cl Quicklime CD- ROM & Misc. 

ll!E)ijjim~mll!ll!il•lll• Cl Real.System - Download 
Cl Real.System - StreamlnQ 

«)Untitled 

CI) 

0J OIGITAL ORIGIN ~ Cl Windows Media - Downlood 
Windows M*<fla - StNCmlnO 

Settings, shmettings. Just use the contextual menu to find your compression 
choice, and you're off and running! 

Ii Start Capture 11 

This simple interface is all you need to begin the camera-to-Web 
streaming process. 
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apply similar settings to one or more files by 

selecting multiple files and using the 

contextual menu. You can even tweak 

parameters for one or more of the presets. 

Second, the Settings Wizard, essentially an 
interview process, can create compression 
settings based on your answers. This gives 
you a little more control over your settings 
than the preset options do. Third, for 

nitpickers, you can go even deeper into 

compression parameters and twiddle with 
such settings as Deinterlace, Telecine, 

Black/White Restore, and other obscure 
items. Save your choices, and they will 

appear as a preset the next time you use the 
contextual menu. 

The batch processor is one of the most 
important factors in video processing-it 

allows you to set all the parameters for your 
video files, then do other work while the 

computer chugs away. Cleaner s's ability to 

save files to remote servers makes it ideal 

for streaming files. You can set each file's 
destination to a local directory or to a 

remote streaming host server, so you don't 
need a separate FTP application to upload 

your files. And Cleaner's ability to process 
files to different streaming types allows you 
to save a full-size copy to a local hard drive, 

as well as save different sizes in streaming 
QuickTime, RealSystem, and Windows 
Media, if you dare, to a remote server. These 

almost endless options take Cleaner 5 to a 
higher level of productivity. 

The ability to encode any format of 
streaming media is very cool, but Cleaner 5 
goes one step further with its new 
EventStream authoring, giving you the ability 
to create interactive streaming content. 

Imagine watching a streaming Quick Time 
video in your Web browser 
that shows, say, a person 

holding a product. Then you 

click that product in the 

QuickTime window, triggering 
the Web browser to open a 
pop-up window with the 
product's description and 
price. Now that's pretty 

snazzy. Other products do 
have this kind of authoring 

ability, but Cleaner 5 makes 

the process so easy, even a 
beginner can do it. Simply set 
the time, the event, and-if 
appropriate-a hot spot in the 
video for triggering the event. 

Other EventStream examples 

For the user who wants it all, Cleaner comes with every settings 
parameter you'll ever need. Tweak to your delight. 

• include synchronized HTML to 

movie, Chapters, Jumping to 
different parts of a movie by 

Get More Info 

clicking, etc. You can export this information to 
an XML-based file and tweak it in an XML 

editor-or for code-heads, any text editor. 

Cleaner 5 isn't just about Web authoring. 
It's also a tool for CD and DVD authors. The 
program supports MPEG-1, a popular format 

for high-quality Internet and CD-ROM videos, 
and MPEG-2 compression-the DVD format. 
Cleaner also supports MP3 encoding of 

audio, with many optimization options. 
Along with its host of new features, 

Cleaner 5 offers some notable background 
improvements. It processes files faster than 
previous versions. It includes dual-processor 

support for increased processing speed. It 
also produces higher-quality video using an 
improved adaptive noise-reduction filter, 
and better audio with an improved dynamic
range audio filter. The XML-based settings 
allow sharing of files between Mac and 

Windows platforms. 
Along with this powerful tool comes a 

useful manual. The well-laid-out, easy-to

read contents offer in-depth information 

about video and formats. For instance, one 

chapter discusses tips on shooting video for 
faster streaming, another detailed section 
covers format architecture. Add to this a 22-
page glossary and a comprehensive index, 
and you have a great package. 

Overall, the extensive tools and new 

features in version 5 make this already killer 
product worthy of another Freakin' 
Awesomef-Andrew Tokuda 

good news: Complete, full-featured tool. 
Lives up to promise of camera-to-Web 
streaming solution. Easy EventStream 
authoring. Great manual. bad news: 
Can't yet clean your house, clothes, dog, 
or other miscellaneous items. 

M edia 100 has posted a truly useful set of tutorials and white papers o.n their Web sites to give you a taste of what's available. Check out 

www.terran.com/learn/index.html for the rest. 

• CodecCentral (www.terran.com/CodecCentral/index.html) A site devoted to the myriad of multimedia architectures and codecs. 

• iCanStream.com (http://icanstream.com) iCanStream.com instructs you on shooting, editing, encoding, and publishing DV. 
• Articles and resources (www.terran.com/leam/articles.html) Here you'll find downloadable articles and white papers on 

producing high-quality Web video (including QuickTime) and interactive streaming. 
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iMovie 2 
multimedia 
Company: Apple 

Contact: 800-795-1000 or 408-996-1010, www.apple.com 

Price: $49 (download) 

Requirements: 300MHz Power Macintosh G3 or faster, 

Mac OS 9.04, 64MB of RAM (1 28MB recommended), 

200MB of tree hard disk space (4GB recommended), 

Quicklime 4.1 .2 or later, RreWire 2.4 or later, 800 by 600 

display with thousands of colors, built-in RreWire port 

A year ago, Apple launched the 

consumer desktop movie 

revolution with iMovie, giving Mac 

owners the power to transform ho-hum 

home movies into digital video 

masterpieces. Now iMovie 2 is here, and

just like a gel cap-it's chock full of good 

stuff in a slick, easy-to-swallow coating. With 

a refined interface, new video effects, and 

improved audio handling, this is one sequel 

that's actually better than the original. 

The first thing we noticed when firing up 

iMovie 2 was the new Aqua-like interface; 

happily, the changes are more than skin 

deep. Playback controls are more logically 

organized, and editing tools now reside in 

familiar tabbed panels rather than awkward 

sliding drawers. The new Time line viewer 

displays thumbnail images, which helped 

us quickly identify clips. And we 

appreciated the ability to zoom in on the 

Timeline for precise edits. 

Getting DV into iMovie 2 is easier than 

ever. The scrolling Shelf now holds an 

unlimited number of clips, and you can still 

import DV streams created with Quick Time 
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Pro. Basic editing tasks 

are easier as well. You 

can crop or split clips in 
the Shelf before adding 

them to the Timeline, 
and restore footage to 

cropped clips (as long 

Increase the font size 
of titles so they're still 
readable even after you 
export them to a stamp
size Quicklime movie. 

Don't lick your 
computer screen, 

no matter how 
tempting the 

new Aquaesque 
interface makes it. 

as you haven't emptied the project's Trash). 

If you want to edit like the pros, use FireWire 

Preview Mode to see your movie on your DV 

camcorder- or an attached TV monitor

while you work. 

Version 2 has 

plenty of goodies 

for enhancing 

your movies. 

Video effects 

such as Sepia 

Tone, Black And 

White, and Water 

Ripple give 

footage a brand-

new look. The 

color, brightness, 

and contrast 

controls improve 

image quality. 

You can play clips 

backward or 

"'~"' ElrKI Out 

e--- ---00.00 10-00 10.00 00;00 

Get that retro look by 
applying the new Sepia 
Tone effect to your movie. 

adjust their speed, making it possible to zip 

through Junior's xylophone recital or watch 

that watermelon explode in glorious slow

mo. In addition, iMovie 2 offers more. 

options for creating transitions, and you can 

finally adjust the font size of titles to make 

them more legible. 

If we had a bone to pick with the 
original iMovie, it was that it handled 

audio far less nimbly than it did video. 

Movies, however, rely on sound as well as 

sight-a fact Apple seems to have 

remembered with iMovie 2. With this rev, 
we could split audio clips, and the new 
Ghost Playhead Marker helped us position 

audio clips precisely in the Timel ine. Even 

better, we locked audio clips to a specific 

Zoom in on the enhanced 

~
" I .. ""-c.< .,:'u"':', 

~~i~-;~·~~:·~~~,~~~-~~~,~·~· ~~!' ~~!!l!;;ll=~~J~i! limeline to position an 
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<;> ·:'!" - ·- - .,, audio clip precisely and 
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piece of video, assuring that audio and 

video always stayed in sync. 

One of iMovie 2's standout features is 

its ability to extract the audio track from 

video clips. Along the same lines, it allowed 

us to paste one video clip on top of another 

while retaining the original clip's audio. This 

let us create sophisticated cutaways and 

reaction shots in a single step. 

A lot of vendors claim their software is 

easy to use; iMovie 2 is easy and fun. It 

allows you to perform complex video

editing tasks with nearly magical ease, so 

you can focus on the result you want rather 

than how you're going to get it. With a 

subtly tweaked interface, more options for 

effects, titles, and transitions, and the 

ability to handle audio as deftly as video, 

iMovie 2 is well worth its modest price tag 

and helps ensure that desktop video is 

here to stay.-Mark Anthony 

good news: Sleek, Aquaesque Interface. 
Cool new video effects. Better control over 
titles and transitions. Improved audio
editing tools. Can export to Quicklime 
streaming format bad news: Has 

~ 

t~fj hefty system requirements. Can't 
import wide-aspect video. Applying 
effects and exporting movies can be 
lime consuming • 

........_..... 
freakin' 

awesome! 

Get iMovie 2 Freebies 
H ead over to www.apple.com 

/imovie to get the free iMovie 2 
Plug-in Pack, which adds ten new 

effects, transitions, and title styles to 

this version. While you're at the site, 

download some free sound effects, 

music loops, and backgrounds for use 
in your movies. 



Programming Doesn't Have 
To Be This Difficult. It's REALbasic ! 

REALbasic is the award-winning, visual, object
oriented BASIC development environment for 
the Macintosh. 

REALbasic is powerful and easy to use. You can build anything 
from prototypes to complete professional quality applications for 
both Mac OS and Windows. Whether you are a hobbyist, a 
professional programmer, or someone who needs to build a 
program for a specific task quickly and easily, REALbasic is the 
tool for you! 

Simply drag and drop user interface elements into your 
application's windows and dialog boxes to create anything from a 
small utility to a large application or the next great game-faster 

and easier than ever before. Experiment, explore, learn, and 
innovate as you build your applications step by step while 
REALbasic handles all the details for you so you can concentrate 
on what makes your software great-your ideas! With the 
Professional Edition you can even access most databases and 
create applications that run on Windows. 

Go to www.realbasic.com NOW to download a FREE 
trial version or call 512.263.1233. 

,. 

" 
REALbasic 

Apple 
Design 
Award • ' 

*Free update for all owners of REALbasic 2.0 and above. REALbasic and the REALbasic logo are trademarks of REAL Software, Inc. Apple and the Apple logo 
are trademarks of Apple Compute r, Inc., registered in the U.S., used with permission . All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 



Got enough 
Coasters? 

Wouldn't you rather use your discs for 
holding data? Yeah, we thought so. 
That's where Discribe 4.0 comes in. It's 
our goal to make sure you have fewer 
coasters and more productivity. Writing 
CDs shouldn't be a guessing game, 
unless you need a place for that drink. 

DI SCRIBE™ 4~0 
• New look and feel 
• Record vinyl, tape or voice to CD 
• Burn MP3 tracks to an Audio CD 
• Supports virtually all Firewire, USB, 

ATAPI and SCSI CD-R/CD-RW drives 
(over 200 mechanisms!) 

• Disc-At-Once (DAO) Audio Support 
• Burns most popular CD formats 

including Hybrid and Video CD 
•Burns CDs in the background 
• Supports Disc to Disc Copies 
• $39.95 Competitive Upgrade 

CHARISMAc ENGINEERING , !Ne. 

10000 Hill View Rd., Newcastle, CA 95658 
sales@charismac.com (800) 798-8726 

www.CharisMac.com 
© 2000 CharisMac Engineering, Inc. All other trademarks 

are the property of their respective owners. 

SonyDCR
TRV520 
hardware 
Company: Sony 

Contact: 800-352-7669, www.sony.com 

Price: $1,099 (SRP) 

Although the TRV520 is packed with features, 
some of them cater only to PC users. 

Requirements: Macintosh with built-in FireWire port 

S ony offers a rendition of just 

about every electronic gadget on 

the market today, and video 

cameras are no exception. The company 

is a leader when it comes to bringing 

home video to the consumer, as 

evidenced by the multitude of Sony 

models in electronics stores. So what 

makes the DCR-TRV520 stand apart? 

This Digitals camcorder, Sony's latest 

offering in its Handycam line, gives users 

of old Smm and HiS video something to 

crow about-connectivity via FireWire 
(cable not included), which allows you to 

capture and edit your footage on any 

FireWire-enabled Mac. This feature works 

great with iMovie, Final Cut Pro, and 

Adobe Premiere. The camera also sports 

AV, S-Video, and i.Link connections. 

With Digitals or HiS tape, you can 

record high-quality video and get CD

quality sound, thanks to the device's 16-bit 

PCM recorder. The viewfinder is black 

and white, but you' ll most likely use the 

3 1/2-inch color LCD swivel screen. The 

camera offered great recording quality, 

though sometimes rather soft-focused, 

and had no problem transitioning 

exposures between shadows and bright 

light. In low light, it retained good 
exposure, though we saw some expected 
loss in color and some digital noise. 

The NightShot feature lets you discreetly tape 
what goes on in pitch darkness-like naughty 
pets venturing where they're not supposed to go. 

Enabling the camera's NightShot feature 

in total darkness made us feel quite 

catlike as we slunk through the night 

with complete-albeit green-tinged

visibility. The rich sound quality offers a 

full spectrum of frequencies, as opposed 

to our old Sm m's tinny audio. The built-in 

microphone is a bit on the sensitive side. 

The camcorder doubles as a digital 

camera, allowing you to capture photos 

on the included 4MB Memory Stick (640 

by 4So resolution) or on tape. 

Unfortunately, unless you have a 

Memory Stick adapter fo r your Mac, you 

can't download your photos directly to 

it (the camera comes with just a PC 

serial cable) . The shots we took on tape 

came out decently. Sony also includes 

PictureGear, a nifty piece of software for 

viewing your digital images ... on a PC! 

In terms of features, this baby's 

packed. The effects- seven fader, six 

digital, and eight picture-are some of 

the best we've seen. You ' ll find all of the 

usual standbys (sepia, black and wh ite, 

mosaic, and so forth), but the chroma

key, old-movie, and luminance effects 

really impressed us-and sparked some 

pretty experimental footage. You also 

get image stabilization, 25X optical and 

450X digital zoom, seven auto exposure 

modes, overdub capability, and titling

with all this, you can pretty much edit 
video sans any editing software. 

We recommend this camcorder, 
especially for those who have archives 

of Smm or His tapes they want to 

upgrade to digital. However, the Sony 

DCR-TRV52o's lack of total Mac support 
means we can't give it the full ten-finger 
salute.-Kris Fong 

good news: Superb light 
sensitivity. Cool effects. FireWire 
support. ball news: Digital photo 
transfer not Mac-friendly. Software 
supports Windows only. 



Eudora 5.0 
productivity 
Company: Qualcomm 

Contact: 800-238-3672 or 858-587-1121 , www.qualcomm.com 

Price: $49.95 (SRP) 

Requirements: Powerl'C , Mac OS 8.1 or later, 2MB of RAM, 

7.9MB of free hard disk space, CO-ROM 

W
e've all met Eudora. A solid and 
full-featured email program, it 
works flawlessly with nearly every 

email standard in cyberspace. So now that 
Qualcomm has released Eudora 5.0, the real 
question becomes whether we should 
upgrade to version 5.0 or switch from another 
email client. Cult Eudora users will upgrade 
regardless of what we say, but others may not 
find the new features compelling enough. 

Installation was no sweat on our iMac DV. 
Upgrading from Eudora 4.2 was a seconds
long process, as you might guess. And now, 
you can easily import email from Microsoft 
Outlook Express 5.x. Still, whether you'll want 
to upgrade is another question. 

The reason? Eudora 5.0 sports only one 
major new feature: Eudora Sharing Protocol 
(ESP). ESP lets multiple Eudora 5 users share 
documents (MP3s, digital pictures, word 
documents, and other file formats you can 
attach to an email) without a server. Eudora 
creates a folder on each user's hard drive. 

We Can't All Have ESP 
E udora Sharing Protocol (ESP) is a 

pretty cool feature for an email 
program. Start your group with the ESP 
Groups command in the Special menu. The 
New ESP Share Group Wizard quickly walks 
you through the process of inviting your 
friends to join . You can add files to your 
shared folder via the ESP Groups window, 
and update your group members' folders 
with the Update Others button on the 
Eudora mailbox. ESP works wonderfully 
with minimal fuss- unless your friends and 
family don't all use Eudora 5.0. We sent 
invitations to people using Eudora 4.1, 
Microsoft Entourage, and Microsoft 
Outlook Express. While they received the 
invitation to join our group, they did not 
receive any of the files in our shared folder: 
Close, but no cigar. 

Statistics 013 
Show otetlotlco for : I Doy I ~ l D More otetiotlco 

Received Email 

48 messages today 
68 messages yastarday 
49 average i:iar day 

2,455 messages total 
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Apparently our peak email 
usage was at 6:00 p.m. PST. 
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Why we care, we're not sure. 

Users can then add documents to this folder 
for others to share. Eudora automatically 
syncs all users folders with the most updated 
contents. We liked ESP for syncing files 
between our work and home computers, and 
it's an efficient way to manage shared 
documents among small groups, whether 
you're sharing pictures with family or MP3s 
with friends-that is, unless all your group 
members don't use Eudora 5. (See "We can't 
all have ESP," below, for more.) 

Eudora 5.0 does offer other minor 
improvements. This version has opted for 
muted, charcoal-sketched icons with a 
barnyard theme. Black and white pigs 
announce that you have new mail and a 
melancholy bunny tells you if your box is 
empty. Cute icons aside, however, the clunky 
interface is largely the same. Opening multiple 
mailboxes still requires you to wade through a 
sea of windows. Another new feature, 
Moodwatch, rates high on amusement but low 
on usefulness. It monitors incoming and 
outgoing email messages for aggressive 
language and then rates the email with zero to 
three chili peppers (three being the most 
offensive). It's not hard to offend Moodwatch. 
Our email saying, "You suck!" earned us three 
chili peppers and a threat to wash our mouth 
out with soap. Yes, you can turn this off. 

Also new and improved: a Statistics 
window that shows your peak email usage 
time forthe day, week, month, and year. 
Qualcomm has updated Eudora's Address 
Book in version 5.0. You can store personal, 
home, work, and other contact information 
within Eudora. There's also a new notes field; 
the improved Address Book is handy, but it 
won't replace your personal information 
manager by any means. Eudora has 
made some improvements to its already 
strong Filter and Search features. One 

We can't tell you what we said, because 
Moodwatch made us wash our Mac's 

mouth out with soap. 

12 4 8 noon 4 

You have non- mail. 

~ 
~ 

You have non- malt. 

[c:::2K:]] 

Compared to Eudora 4.x's no mail icon (top) 
Eudora 5.0's icon (bottom) is a kinder, gentler way 
to say, "Ha, ha, you have no friends, you loser." 

feature noticeably missing is the Eudora 
Internet Suite for Palm OS handhelds. 
Windows users have the luxury of sending and 
receiving email via the Palm handheld. We, 
however, do not. 

So yes, Eudora is still a solid email 
program, but if faces a lot ofreally good 
competition. When many people have free, 
easy access to Microsoft Outlook Express, it's 
hard to justify Eudora 5.o's cost. For current 
Eudora users looking to upgrade, bad news
there's no discounted upgrade price. ESP is a 
great new feature, but if you're not interested, 
wait till the next version. The otherfeatures, 
while cute, aren't worth the purchase 
price.-Narasu Rebbapragada 

good news: Cute Icons. ESP Is 
useful. bad news: Same old 
interface. No Palm support. Minor 
upgrade for most users. 

Your message may cause offense. 
Your message to neresu_Rebbeprei;iada re9ardino .. ., is the 
sort of th/ ng th•t might get your keybo•rd weohed out with 
ooep, If you get my drift. 
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ML 6060 Laser Printer 
hardware 
Company: Samsung Electronics 
Contact: 800-726-7864 or 201-229-4000, 

www.samsungprinter.com 
Price: $399 (SRP) 
Requirements: USS-connected PowerMac, Mac OS 8.6 
or later, 32MB of RAM, 1.1 MB of free hard disk space 

I t's a tough market for personal laser 
printers these days, what with the 
abundance of cheap inkjets that nearly 

match lasers in print speed and quality and 
can print glossy color photos to boot. So 
who'd want the Samsung ML 6060 Laser 
Printer at twice the price? Folks who print 
text, nothing but text, and lots of it. 

Unfortunately, many of the ML 6o6o's 
nifty advertised features-poster and booklet 
printing, halftones, overlay, toner saving
don't work with the Mac driver. Still, once 
you get past that disappointment, you'll find 
a lot of room for hardware expansion-a 

The ML 6060 is a low-cost laser option for 
printing large amounts of black-and-white text. 

Postscript SIMM and at least 8MB more RAM 
(available for $199 from Samsung) will turn 
the 6060 into a full-on Postscript printer that 
you can use with Apple's LaserWriter 8 
driver. Add an Ethernet network interface 
card (we found one at Buy.com for $193), 
and you' ll transform the ML-6060 into a full
fledged network printer. 

For basic text printing, the ML 6060 
rocks. Our sample text pages came out crisp 
and readable all the way down to two-point 
type (magnifying glass not included). The 
printer's meager 4MB of RAM makes long 
work of big, multifont jobs, but our plain-text, 
single-font test pages flew out to the tune of 
12 ppm at a low-res setting (300 dpi), with 
background printing turned off. Under more 
typical cond itions-600 dpi with background 
printing on-text comes out at around 4 

ppm. (Samsung boasts that the printer can 
handle 1,200 dpi-but not with the Mac 
driver.) Simple graphics generally printed 
well, but the bundled RAM wasn't up to the 
more complicated pages we threw at it-the 
printer ran out of memory and refused to 
print the file. 

Bottom line: If you're looking for a 
no-frills laser printer that can grow with 
your needs, the ML 6060 is a solid 
offering. If you're looking for a laser 
printer that's network- and PostScript
ready out of the box, consider the 
6o6o's preupgraded sibling, the 
6o6oNL.-Niko Coucouvanis 

good news: Great text printing. 
Upgradable. 
bad news: Many features missing for 
the Mac. USB cable not Included. 

Sofrwate fot yol..1t peace of mitld. 
computer companions that run in the background while you use your computer for other tasks 

Bring the atmosphere of a garden 
into your workplace with 

MindChimes® 
virtual windchimes. 
Or, surround yourself with the 
healing sounds of 

ee anqs® 
virtual Surf Tones. 



Beachhead 2000 
fun & games 
Company: MacSott 

Contact: 800-229-2714 or 612-249-7600, 

www.wizworks.com 

Price: $19.99 (SRP) 

Requirements: 225MHz PowerPC or faster, Mac OS 8.1 or 

later, 32MB of RAM, 39MB of free hard disk space, CO-ROM 

W ar is hell, kid, but it's nothing 
compared to the deadly dull 
damnation of controlling a fixed 

gun battery in Beachhead 2000, a simple
minded blast-'em-up. This game's deep-as-a
dime arcade-st'fle gameplay lacks one 
important element: action. 

A would-be turret operator, you're in 
charge of a powerful gun that blasts away 
enemies attempting to storm a rather generic 
beach. Killing all onscreen enemies clears a 
level, but each level is more or less the same. 
The game ends when your gun is destroyed, 

In Beachhead 2000, fighter 
planes are no match for a fixed 
turret firing antiaircraft shells. 

when the bullets run dry, or-more likely
when absolute boredom sends you into a 
comatose stupor. 

Though you can't move the gun battery 
from its fixed position on _the beach, you can 
swivel it 360 degrees and modify its vertical 
alignment using your mouse. Tapping the 
mouse -sends a deadly stream offire across 
the beach or into the skies. Players have 
access to four types of armaments: 3omm 
antiaircraft shells, 76mm antitank projectiles, 
-45 caliber bullets, and missiles. Each 
weapon has a different effect on flesh and 
armor. You'll need to master the art of tapping 

snressa External 
1 ZX8X32 CD-RW 
hardware 
Company: Sony Electronics 

the spacebar, which selects the weapon, to 
find the right killing tool for the job. 

Sadly, playing war in Beachhead gets really 
old, really fast. The game offers only one 
blandly rendered environment, which will yield 
aboutten minutes of mild amusement as you 
chop up soldiers on the sandy shores. After 
the fun's over, the best thing you can do is 
raise the white flag of surrender 
and let the enemy have its silly 
beach.-Greg Orlando 

good news: Inexpensive. Great 
explosives. bad news: Monotonous. 

Contact: 800-352-7669, www.sony.com/spressa 

Price: $399.95 (SRP) 

Bye-bye, beige. Hello neutral, inoffensive gray. The Spressa External 
12XBX32 CD-RW makes great strides in performance, if not in color. 

Requirements: Macintosh with built-in FireWire port, 

Mac OS 8.6 or later, Apple FireWire 2. l or higher software 

S ony's Spressa External 12X8X32 
CD-RW is one of a growing number 
of FireWire-based drives. It's very 

close to a perfect purchase, apart from its 
weak CD-writing software. 

Safety first: The Spressa's ilink (FireWire) 
technology allows you to hot-swap (unplug) 
the drive while the computer is on. 
Performance next: This drive is fast. At 12X 
write speed for CD-Rs, a 650MB CD takes as 
little ass minutes to burn. 

You can duplicate CDs straight from a CD 
in the Mac's CD or DVD drive to the Spressa, 

but you get better speed and reliability if you 
copy data onto the hard drive first, then burn it 
onto the CD-R in the Spressa. Our direct disc
to-disc duplication of an audio CD seemed a 
bit flaky at recording speeds higher than Lf)(. 

But after extracting the audio tracks to the 
hard drive first, 12X speed was no problem. 

This great piece of hardware comes 
bundled with some not-so-great software. 
Sony's CD-burning software, Discribe, is a 
fancy-looking but unintuitive application. 
Clicking certain functions, such as the Disc 
Copy button, made the program quit 
unexpectedly. Continued frustration with 

Di scribe forced us to replace it with our trusty 
copy of Adaptec's Toast Deluxe 4.1.1. The 
Spressa also comes with Retrospect Express, 
a great program for backing up data, and 
Mixman Studio for weekend DJ wannabes. 
If Sony were to replace Discribe with an 
OEM version ofToast, this package 
would be freakin' awesome. 
-Andrew Tokuda 

good news: 12X speed is last. 
Comes with extra software. bad 
news: Requires built-In FireWlre. 
Mediocre CD-writing software. 
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Reverse Disasters and 
Mistakes ... Guaranteed! 

With one click, Rewind™ takes you 
back to happier times. Remember when 
everything worked and life was good -
before tragedy struck? By tracking every 
change you make, Rewind can take 
you back in time to previous systems, 
preferences, or any file versions. Better 
than backup, it's quicker, more current, 
continuous, and complete. Rewind even 
offers an emergency startup mode to 
get you up and running in seconds, 
even without a System CD. Best of all, 
you won't see any performance hit 
and Rewind needs as little as 5% of 
~~.~ your disk space. 

Remember: 
In a Bind? 
Click Rewind! 

Macwml.com 

BFoST 
SHitW 
WM'· mw• 

POWER ON 
SOFTWARE 
The ~of Productivity. 

Phone: 800-344-9160 or 614-413-4000 
email: sales@poweronsoftware.com 

http://www.poweronsoftware.com/macaddict 

hardware 
Company: Maxtor 

Contact: 408-432-1700, www.maxtor.com 

Price: $399 (street) 

Requirements: Mac with FireWire port, 

Mac OS 8.6 or later 

M axtor, a PC-centric hard 
drive manufacturer, has 
entered the Mac market 

with the ill-monikered Maxtor 1394 
External Storage hard drive, an 8oGB 
FireWire storage device. What the 
product lacks in a name, it more than 
makes up for in capacity, performance, 
and reliability. 

The out-of-the-box experience may be 
a bit daunting for Mac users-after all, 
the drive is formatted as a DOS volume, 
and much of the marketing lingo on the 
box targets the PC market. Once you've 
had a chance to plug it in and install the 
drivers, however, you'll quickly discover 
that you can transform the 1394 External 
Storage drive into a sterling member of 
your hardware family. 

The included software drivers don't 
feel like a PC port-instead, the software 
has a real Mac appearance, making it 
easy to format and set up your drive for 
use on your machine. The installer puts 
three FireWire programs on your hard 
drive: a utilities package for setting up 
and testing your new drive; a benchmark 
program to tell you how it performs; and 
a testing tool that checks the drive's 
connection. The interfaces of these 
programs are Ma·c-like and easy to use, 
but they also hold a lot of power. To give 
you a sense of just how much the 

Maxtor makes its entry into the Mac market 
with this high-capacity, low-cost FireWire 
drive in a stackable ice-and-graphite case. 

software folks thought about the Mac 
side of things, the software installation 
includes 30 3D icons to paste on your 
new volumes. 

The drive itself performs well (if not 
spectacularly), with data transfer rates of 
around 5 to 10 MBps and a peak 
performance of about 20 MBps on 
sequential reads. That's on par with the 
performance of other FireWire hard 
drives, and although these rates don't 
push FireWire's theoretical limits, they do 
make backing up a multigigabyte drive 
relatively painless. During our testing, 
the 1394 External Storage drive didn't 
hiccup once. Like a good neighbor, it was 
always there. 

Don't let the fact that the Maxtor 1394 
External Storage drive appeared first on 
the PC platform throw you off. Under that 
thin veneer lies a solid, reliable, fast, 
high-capacity FireWire device. And its 
great Mac software looks and feels like it 
was designed by someone who has used 
a Mac before-and liked the experience. 
-David Reynolds 

oooo news: Solid, reliable 
performance. Real Mac drivers. 
Good case design. Big storage. 
Good price. bad news: PC 
leanings may be a bit distasteful 
to some. Product name blows. 

76.33!5 08 M»:t0f"76G8HC> 

The driver and utility software that 
ships with the Maxtor 1394 External 
Storage drive actually looks and feels 
like Mac software, and it's plenty 
useful, too. II covers formatting, 
mounting, testing, benchmarking, 

HwdDlskOl""lv• ta94stClf'"• 

and a number of other technical
and probably useless-tidbits. 



Norton 
stemworks 1.0 

utilities 
Company: Symantec 

Contact: 800-441-7234 or 541-334-6054, www.symantec.com 

Price: $1 29.95 (SRP) 

Requirements: PowerPC or laster, Mac OS 8.1 or later, 24MB of 

RAM, 20MB of free hard disk space, CO-ROM, Internet connection 

for LiveUpdate functionality 

S ymantec's latest Mac product, 
Norton SystemWorks for Macintosh, 
is an Uber-bundle of essential 

utilities every Mac owner should have. The 
package includes Norton Utilities for 
Macintosh 6.o, Norton AntiVirus for 
Macintosh 7.0, LiveUpdate 1.6, Aladdin 
Systems' Spring Cleaning 3.5, and Dantz's 
Retrospect Express. While Utilities and 
AntiVirus are clearly the headliners, the 
whole set will keep Mac users' hard drives 
running without viruses, fully optimized, 
backed up, and free of broken aliases and 
bloated Internet cache folders. 

OiskDoctor fights the good light against disk 
trouble with new features and lull support for 
FireWire drives. 

If you've ever used either Norton Utilities 
or AntiVirus, you will feel at home the first 
time you fire up SystemWorks. You'll find old 
standbys such as Disk Doctor, Speed Disk, 
and FileSaver in their allotted slots. 
SystemWorks' main window also includes 
LiveUpdate, Norton's Internet updating 
software, as well as Norton AntiVirus. 

Early adopters of Mac OS X Public Beta 
will be happy to know that System Works 
supports Apple's new OS. You can use 
SystemWorks' drive and virus utilities by 
booting up directly from the CD or from a Mac 
OS 9 partition. 

Same bat lime, same bat 
interface. The superfriends of 

maintenance utilities have come 
together in a single box to offer 

Mac users one-stop shopping for 
disk repair, anlivirus protection, 

file purging, and file backup. 

Power users also have a new way to 
optimize their drives, thanks to Speed Disk's 
new optimization profiles, which support 
games, video capture, or any other function 
that uses the hard drive intensively. For 
example, we use an external VST 8GB. 
FireWire drive on our 450MHz G4 for both our 
archive and our working files. Before we 
optimized this heavily fragmented disk, it 
took almost 3 seconds to open the average 
Microsoft Word file. A General Use 
optimization cut that time to just over 2 

seconds, and a Recently Used Files 
optimization almost instantly opened the 
majority of new files and took just over 2 

seconds to open the archived work. 
Most of the other System Works tools 

resemble their version 5.0 counterparts, but 
you get a few new goodies. For your 
maintenance needs, Disk Doctor will let you 
force-rebuild your desktop by deleting the 
current one. You can now rebuild directories 
from Volume Recover and repair, optimize, 
recover, and wipe free space on volumes 
from a Norton contextual menu. 

Although there aren't a lot of Macintosh 
viruses, they are out there-and Symantec has 
done a good job of making AntiVirus the 
definitive inoculation. Not only will AntiVirus 
work on your OS X partition, but it will also 

luVeUpdate 
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Keep SystemWorks up to date by downloading the 
latest patches and virus definitions using LiveUpdate's 

on-demand or automated update functions. 

Norton SystemWorks 8 
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Norton Disk Doctor 
D~andrep>1i"'~ disks. 

Speed Disk 
Optimiz:. a dr tve·s pwfonNOCt '. 

FileSaver 
Protect your disks and track deltotl!d files. 

Un Erase 
Recover fi les that have bHn accict.nU lly deletPd. 

Volume Recover 
Resurr.ct irl initialtz:ed or cruhtd disk. 

live Update 
R.eeive notn.catKin cfpr"oOOct ~tn and :schedule 
downlo.W. 

Norton AntiVirus 
Protect disks from viruses and ~Ir m tctPCJ d isks. 

scan email attachments for viruses and repair 
these files for you. Also new to version 7.0 is a 
contextual menu for scanning or repairing a 
virus, and the ability to scan compressed files. 
One small but very convenient change allows 
you to install new virus definitions without 
restarting your Mac. As a preventative, a new 
AutoProtect feature can repair infected files as 
they open. 
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AnliVirus won't let harmful pests hide in your 
compressed files now that ii can scan all your 
archived BinHex or Zip files. 

• 

No Mac owner should be without a good 
disk-maintenance tool and virus protection. 
System Works offers an excellent combination 
of solid tools at a very competitive price. 
Norton AntiVirus and Utilities alone are 
worth the price of admission, but adding 
Dantz's Retrospect Express (for backing up 
your files) and Aladdin Systems' Spring 
Cleaning (to-trim the fat and cleanse the 
detritus from your drives) rounds out this 
one-stop box for your utility needs. If you 
don't have protection, .buy it. If you already 
have a copy of Norton Utilities 5 and AntiVirus 
6, you can probably skip this 
upgrade unless you are running 
OS X Beta.-Rick Sanchez 

good news: Lots of bang for the buck. 
Checks email for viruses. bad news: 
Minor feature Improvements. 
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Formac ProTV 
hardware 
Company: ProlV 

Contact: 925-251-0100, www.lormac.com 

Price: $139 (SRP) 

Requirements: Power Macintosh with available PCI slot, 

Mac O~ 8.6 or later, 32MB of RAM, 3MB of free hard disk 

space, QuickTime 4 or later 

I n a defiantly retro move, Formac has 
bypassed the now-cool Internet 
streaming technologies and gone 

completely old-school with its Pro1V1V 
tuner, FM tuner, and video-capture device 
for the Mac. The device works 
spectacularly well and-for a relatively 
inexpensive price-turns your Mac into a 
1V /VCR for the new millennium. 
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The software works well , but the initial setup 
Is still confusing. 

Installation of the Pro1V is painless
just slide it into an available PCI slot. 
(Remember, iMacs, Cubes, PowerBooks, 
and iBooks don't have PCI slots, so you 
can't use the Pro1V with them) . The Pro1V 
has undergone some changes since we 
last reviewed it (Reviews, Mar/oo, p57)
the biggest is that it now includes an FM
stereo radio tuner. While installation of the 
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Count 'em-six ports. 

actual card is easy, the array of plugs on 
the card might keep sending you back to 
the printed manual. Still, once we'd sorted 
out which antenna plug to use for radio 
and which for1V, we got the Pro1V up and 
running in no time. 

Once you've set up the Pro1V, you'll 
discover where its real power lies-in the 
software that controls it. The Pro1V lets you 
easily create and manage a list of preferred 
channels, which you can then access 
through a control strip module. The 
updated Pro1V software is much better than 
the previous version, but still has bugs. 
Fortunately, trashing the Pro1V preferences 
file and reconfiguring gets things back to 
normal. The Pro1V allows 1V viewing at a 
maximum resolution of 640 by 480, so at 
any but the lowest resolutions you'll be 
watching your1V in a window, not in full
screen mode. 

The new FM-stereo radio tuner may seem 
like an absurd addition (radios aren't terribly 
expensive or cutting-edge, after all), but it 
will put those speakers you bought for your 
Mac to good use. While you can record from 
the radio, you'll need another piece of 
software such as Casady and Greene's 
SoundJam (www.soundjam.com) to turn 
captured songs into MP3 files. The radio 
portion of the Pro1V software is apparently 
still in its infancy-you can't access the 
stations from the control strip module, and 
the software requires manual tuning. 
Nonetheless, the tuner is an impressive plus. 

To heck with 
streaming 
video- slick 
with good 
old analog 
cable TV. 

MP3 is trendy, but 
radio is still 
hanging in there. 
The ProTV lets 
you listen while 
you work. 

The Pro1V also functions as a video 
capture card. You can use your analog video , 
camera or VCR to send signals to the Pro1V 
for capture and editing with the included 
Adobe Premiere 5.1 LE. The driver software 
also makes the Pro1V available to just 
about any video capture or Webcam 
software package, except for iMovie. The 
Pro1V uses QuickTime 4 extensively, 
allowing for lots of compression options. 
Capturing video via the Pro1V works well for 
Webcam use or QuickTime movies, but 
don't expect full-screen 30-fps video 
capture. The capture function works best 
at a resolution of 320 by 240. 

The Pro1V is an amazing value-you'll 
get lots of bang for your buck. Besides, it's 
just plain cool to have a full-featured 1V or 
radio available at the click of the mouse. 
-Buzloller 

good news: Tremendous value. Supports 
16 by 9 (wide screen, DVD) video. An 
inexpensive video-in solution. Includes 
Adobe Premiere LE 5.1. bad news: 
Cumbersome and buggy software. 
Confusing number of plugs on the card. 
Takes up a valuable PCI slot. 

Through the Card 
0 ne of the biggest drawbacks of 

earlier Pro1V versions was their poor 
handling of1V audio. Previously, you had 
to either connect an internal cable and 
patch it into the CD-ROM's audio bus, or 
run an external wire into the microphone 
input jack. Luckily, this version has fixed all 
that with a truly plug-and-play solution
the card itself now handles 1V audio. 
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Links LS 
2000 
fun & games 
Company: MacSoft 

Contact: 800-229-2714 or 612-249-7600, 

www.wizworks.corntmacsoft 

Price: $49.95 (SRP) 

Requirements: 120MHz PowerPC or faster, Mac OS 8.5 

or later, 128MB physical RAM (or 64MB physical RAM 

with virtual memory), network connection for online play 

b._ N otonlydid the Scots invent 
~ radar, television, tarmac, and 

penicillin, but they also invented 
Find Links LS 
2000 demo on the game of golf. Alternately called the 

The Disc. ruination of a good walk and a giant waste 

of real estate, the latter invention is 
nevertheless one of the most relaxing and 

least taxing "sports" around . Links golf is 
perhaps the most Scottish kind of golf, 
given that the very word links is Scots for 
"relatively flat or undulating sandy turf
covered ground usually along a seashore." 

This is exactly the type of terrain you can 
expect in Links LS 2000. 

2000 is an update of Access's classic 
Links series and consists largely of new 
courses and an updated interface-if 
you're looking for a dramatic graphical 

improvement, then look elsewhere. Saint 
Andrews, the Royal and Ancient, golf course 

of legend and lore, is most prominent here. 

The detailed onscreen menus show just about every facet of the game in progress, including useful 
plan views of the course. 

Also included are two Hawaiian courses and 

the somewhat less exotic Covered Bridge in 
·Indiana-all fine venues, of course. 

. The game's strongest point is its 
intuitive and screen-friendly interface. 

The things you need, such as aim, stance, 
and club selection, only display when 
you need them, thanks to a cute 
rollover feature. This means the crisp 
representations of the golf courses and 
your chosen golfer fill most of the screen. 

Everything shown onscreen is digitized, so 

the graphics have a richly detailed but 
somewhat flat photo-realistic appearance . 

The game eschews the current trend of 
texture-mapped 3D real-time polygons for 
a simpler rendering system that calculates 
your position on the course and, almost as 

an afterthought, maps the graphics. 

Unfortunately, a byproduct of this system 
is that the draw times, even on a fast 
computer, are less than impressive. The 
upside is that Links 2000 will run on older, 

non-G3 computers. 
Like any modern golf game, Links 2000 

is packed with features and options
including adjustable weather, a built-in 
golf coach to improve your skills, and-

Sadly, Links courses, while challenging, tend to be on the flat and 
dreary side ... 

... unless they're in Hawaii, that is, in which case they're tropical 
and wonderful. 



Vlow Replay I Mulligan I [ Continue 

The elegant and 
detailed Post Shot 
Selection window 
shows everything 
from pin distance 
to remaining 
mulligans. 
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most important-a very distinctive difficulty 
setting. The latter feature comes \(llith one 
caveat- if you select the easy level, the 
game becomes absurdly simple, making 
almost every process from swinging to club 
selection largely automatic and far too 
forgiving. Anything above the lowest setting 
makes for a much more involved and 
enjoyable game. 

The actual gameplay varies little, if at all, 
from that of other games in the genre. You 
can select a club, adjust your aim for wind 
and strategy, change the angle of the club 
face, and even adjust your stance. After that, 
it's a simple timing challenge to stop the bar 
representing your golfer's swing at the correct 
moment. That will determine how much, if 
any, hook or slice you apply to the ball. Such 
play may sound repetitive, but it is in fact 
involving and relatively stress free. 

Add to this solid, satisfying fare simple 
on line play features (although finding a quick 
partner for a game of skins might be harder 

AmOIOUI SWlng 'd of 5 
Using Amo1eut SWlng 
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Don't select the lowest difficulty level ii you 
want anything more challenging than an. easy 
stroll around the course. 

Water hazards look very pretty, but soon become 
a pain in the butt- just like real life. 

than finding, say, a Quake deathmatch) and 
you have the steak-and- garlic-mashed
potatoes of video games. Setting up online 
matches is a wee bit convoluted, but once 
you save your settings, matches are quite 
straightforward. Luckily, multiplayer games 
are enjoyable even with your partner sitting in 
the next cube. 

Almost everyone can enjoy Links LS 2000, 
but it's hardly the most advanced form of 
entertainment on the planet. Maybe next year 
we'll get a fancy polygon engine for smooth 
flybys of the course and polygonal golfers 
rather than paper cutouts. Until 
then, it's hearty and fine, just not amazing. 
-Frank O'Connor 

good news: A sharp, detailed, well
implemented golf sim. Nice interlace. 
Plenty of courses. 
bad news: Lots of disk swapping. 
Ancient graphics engine will happily 
ignore your new 3D can!. 

In a little homage to Windows, a pop-up menu appears as you roll over the very bottom margin 
of the screen- usefully saving screen real estate. 

If It's Not Scottish, 
It's Shite! 

H ere's a list of other things those 
canny Scots invented. 

PNEUMATIC TIRES: John Boyd Dunlop 
patented his pneumatic tire in 1888-
literally saving your arse. 

CURE FOR SCURVY: The first person to 
publish the idea that consuming citrus 
fruits would prevent scurvy was Scottish
coincidentally causing, if not coining, the 
term limey. 

DECIMAL POINT: The decimal point notation 
we use today first appeared in a book 
published in 1616 called Oescriptio by 
Edinburgh mathematician John Napier, 
laird of Merchiston. America has yet to 
cotton on as far as weights and measures 
are concerned. 

FIRST CLONED MAMMAL: Dolly the sheep, 
Edinburgh, 1997. 

THE HISTORICAL NOVEL: This literary form 
was "invented" by Sir Walter Scott, author 
of Ivanhoe, Rob Roy, and many other 
historical novels. 

· LOGARITHMS: Edinburgh mathematician 
John Napier, laird of Merchiston, invented 
natural logarithms in the late 1500s. Yes, he 
was also the decimal point guy. 

MARMALADE: A Dundee businessman who 
imported a shiploc!d of oranges from Spain 
discovered they were too bitter to sell as 
fruit. He turned them into an orange 
preserve, which proved popular. 

RADAR DEFENSE SYSTEM: Physicist Sir Robert 
Watson-Watt was the mind behind the 
radar network on the coast of England that 
detected incoming German aircraft in World 
War II. 

THE STEREOTYPE: Although Matt Groening 
produced the definitive Scottish stereotype 
in groundskeeperWillie, a Scot invented 
the actual stereotype. Until the invention of 
the stereotype in 1727. printing houses had 
to reset printing type for every subsequent 
printing of a document, as it was not 
economical to keep the type standing for 
prolonged periods of time. William Ged, 
an Edinburgh goldsmith, took a plaster 
mold of the type and cast the whole page 
in metal. 
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Find a trial 
version of 
Adrenaline 

Charts Pro 1.5 
on The Disc. 

Visor Prism 
hardware You'll be doing handsprings over the 

Prism's fantastic color display. 
Company: Handspring 

Contact: 888-565-9393 or 650-230-5000, www.handspring.com 

Price: $449 (SRP) 

Requirements: PowerPC, Mac OS 8.1 or later, 8MB of RAM, 25MB of free hard disk space, CO-ROM 

I fyou want a PDA to collect alt your 

phone numbers and remind you of 

that looming dentist appointment, 
read no further-the Visor Prism is way 

more than you need. But if you're looking 

for a device on which you can play beautiful 

color games and store lovely color pictures 

of your baby, the Prism should be at the top 

of your list of things to buy (or, better yet, 

things to ask for). 

The Prism's main shtick is that it 

displays color-16-bit color, or 65,536 

colors, to be precise. That's 8 bits more than 

the Palm Ille, the Prism's main competitor, 

can offer. Of course, on the flip side, the 

Palm Ille costs over $100 less (as of press 

time, $329 SRP). But price issues aside, 

you'll love the Prism's svelte shape. Sure, 

it's no Palm V-the Kate Moss of PDA 

devices-but it's not too bulky either, 

weighing in at 6.9 ounces. It comes in dark 

blue and runs on a rechargeable battery, 

charging as it sits in its cradle. The Prism, 

which runs version 3.5.2 of the Palm OS, 
comes with version 2.6 of the Palm desktop 

software and hot-syncs to your Mac via USB. 

As of press time, a handful of color 

applications for the Prism were available for 

free download from the Handspring Web 

site. We liked Zap, an addictive space 

Adrenaline 
Charts Pro 1.5 

shooter; the ubiquitous Klondike game; 

Active Sky, a streaming media player; and 

Photo Album, which stores color photos on 

your handheld. 

All in all, the Prism is a fine specimen of 

a PDA. If you enjoy looking at the world in 

color-and you can afford to-there's no 

better choice for Mac users on the 

market today.-Cathy Lu 

good news: Beautiful color display. 
Great free color applications. 
bad news: Not for the budget
conscious. Few color apps available. 

design & graphics 
Company: Adrenaline Software 

If you're trying to knock people off their feet, Adrenaline 
Charts can provide the charts to support your efforts. 

Contact: 877-724-2787 or 418-658·9909, 

www.adrenaline.ca 

Price: $399.99 (SRP), $149.99 (upgrade) 

Requirements: Power Macintosh (G3 or faster 

recommended), Mac OS 8.5 or later (Mac OS 9 

recommended), 32MB of RAM (64MB recommended), 

5MB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM 

A drenaline Charts is the one 

surviving remnant of Open Doc, 

a system that replaced 
"components" (similar to today's applets) 

with applications. Reinvented as an app, 

this one-time OpenDoc component 

continues to produce graphically intensive 

3D charts, and it does so very well indeed. 

Adrenaline Charts Pro 1.5 is unusual in 
that it's a pure charting program; you can't 
enter data directly into the program. 

Rather, you must import a tab-delimited 

text file . Once you do that, however, the 

program rewards you with dimensional 

column charts-you can rotate these 
charts, create light sources for them, add 

textures, and so on. They look more like 

the products of a low-end 3D system such 

as Bryce than those of a chart program, 
particularly when rendered with 

Adrenaline's rendering engine. You can 

create line, column, and pie charts; surface 

plots; and impressive Web animations. 

Adrenaline's weakness is its narrow 

focus on 3D plotting. It lacks data analysis, 
technical and statistical charts, and scatter 

charts. Its two-dimensional charts are 

unimpressive compared to those generated 
by SPSS's DeltaGraph or Microsoft Excel. 

Still, if you're a graphic designer or 

business professional looking to jazz up 

presentations and brochures, 

Adrenaline Charts Pro is a 

worthy tool.-/an Sammis 

good news: Creates stunning charts. 
bad news: No technical or data
analysis charts. 
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For more information go to www.nab.org/conventions 

Launch your business at E· TOPIA. 
To become an exhibitor, call 1 ·800-NAB-EXPO. 
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Maclink Plus Deluxe 
ldor: TraMlatloM 

Quick me Info 
Recognized As: 

Word Mee 98 document 

utilities 
Company: DataViz 

Contact: 800-733-0030 or 203-268-0030, www.dataviz.com 

Price: $99.95 (SRP), $39.95 (upgrade) 

Requirements: PowerPC or faster, Mac OS 8.1 or later, 8MB 

of RAM, 25MB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM, QuickTime 3 

or higher for viewing GIF and JPEG files 

M aclink Plus Deluxe is a file
translation utility that provides 
easy, almost painless 

translation between a large number of Mac 
and PC file formats. If you often need to 
open WordStar 6 files or similarly obscure 
formats, Maclink Plus Deluxe is a crucial 
addition to your software library. 

Unfortunately, version 12 (called 
Deluxe) isn't much of an upgrade from 11. 
The only additional translators are for 
AppleWorks 6, WordPerfect 9, Quattro Pro 
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9, and Lotus 1-2-3 Millennium. Plus, 
Data Viz removed translators for the original 
MacWrite, WordPerfect 4.2, and HTML. And 
while the word-processing program Nisus 
Writer has gone through two major 
updates, Maclink Plus Deluxe still 
translates files into Nisus 4 format. Support 
for 68oXo Macs is a thing of the past, and 
some oddities of version 11 remain-for 
example, when we translated a Word 2001 
file with a WordArt picture into AppleWorks 
6, the picture simply vanished. 

If you're in a situation where you work 

with a lot of files from other formats and 
system types, Maclink Plus Deluxe is an 
indispensable piece of software. lf you use 
version 11, however, and don't need one 
of the Deluxe version's few new programs, 
you can probably skip this upgrade. 
-Mark D. Shuchat-Marx 

good news: Quick, easy translation 
between many Mac and PC formals. 
bad news: Nol much of an upgrade 
from version 11. No longer works on 
680XO Macs. 
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utilities 
Company: Aladdin Systems 

Contact: 800-656-5443 or 831-761-6200, 

www.aladdinsys.com 

Price: $79.95 (SRP), $29.95 (upgrade) 

Requirements: PowerPC or faster, Mac OS 8.1 or later 

(including Mac OS X Public Beta), 6MB of RAM, 15MB 
of free hard disk space, CD-ROM 

A laddin Systems' free Stufflt 
Expander and its shareware 
counterpart, DropStuff, are great 

for the occasional Internet download or 
file-packing job, but people who frequently 
compress files, segment existing stuffed 
files, and make self-extracting archives on 
both Mac and Windows systems need 
something more robust. Enter Stufflt 
Deluxe 6.o-with better cross-platform 
compression, an easy-to-use toolbar, and 
new Mac OS X compatibility. 
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Stufflt Deluxe 6.0 does Windows- and Unix, too. 

Version 6.o has been Carbonized for 
compatibility with the Mac OS X Public Beta 
(and presumably with the upcoming final 
version) , although the Finder-based 
portions of Deluxe will not work in OS X. 

Both Mac OS 9 and OS X users will 
welcome a few other improvements. First, 
a prominent, easy-to-read toolbar replaces 
the tiny floating palette of earlier Deluxe 
versions. Second, Deluxe now tries to 
recover files from broken archives. If you 
suspect a compressed file may be 
damaged, you can examine the file from 
within Deluxe and then attempt to recover 
the data. Also new, the Return Receipt 
feature. e-mails senders automatically 
when recipients receive and expand a 
stuffed file. Plus, the ArchiveSearch 
program in Deluxe can search for stuffed 
files within archives. 

Cross-platform types will appreciate the 
option to translate archives into a variety of 
compression formats, including ZIP for 
Windows (also self-expanding EXE) , and TAR 
for Unix. Deluxe can still break existing 
archives into segments, ranging from 1.4MB 
for floppies to 645MB for CD-R/CD-RW disks. 

Unfortunately, due largely to its 
Carbonization, Deluxe no longer works on 
68oXo Macs. But anyone with a PowerPC
based Mac, especially people who often 
trade files with Windows users, will find 
Stufflt Deluxe 6.o a worthwhile upgrade. 
-Mark D. Shuchat-Marx 

good news: Cross-platform 
compression. Highly visible toolbar. 
Carbonized for Mac OS X. Searches 
wHhin archives. bad news: No 
longer works on 680XO Macs. 

,. 



echo 3068 
hardware ll's .. .it's ... (hic) it's green! 

Company: OnStream 

Contact: 800-759-4621 or 303-772-9000, www.onstream.com 

Price: $499 (SRP); $44.95 per cartridge · 

Requirements: Power Macintosh with built-in FireWire port, Mac OS 8.6 or later, 

FireWire Extension 2.4 or later, 16MB of RAM, 32MB of hard disk space 

0 nStream, a spin-off from Phillips, 

is a company with a single 

purpose-to bring its ADR 

(Advanced Digital Recording) technology to 

market. With its echo 30GB drive, OnStream 

has reached a milestone: Thanks to the 

speed of the FireWire interface, it has finally 

created a Mac tape drive that shows off the 

technology to full advantage. 

Tape drives are the ideal storage 

mechanism for folks who really care about 

backups. They're cheap-at $44·95 for a 
15GB cartridge, you're looking at three times 

as much storage per dollar as you get with 

DVD-RAM, and that's before you take into 

account the 2:1 compression typical of tape 

drives. They're also capacious and easy to 

archive. Their only real defect is slowness

at a peak speed of 2 MBps, they're simply 

too slow for backup dilettantes. Still, if you 

want to back up your drive consistently 

(always a good idea), just run Retrospect 

(the $t50 program comes bundled with the 

drive), stick in a tape, and go to bed. 

While no one in their right mind would 

call tape drives speedy-keep in mind that 

they take just as long to read as to write, so 

you simply can't use a tape drive the way 

Travan FireWire 
2068 Drive 
hardware 
Company: iMation 

Contact: 888-466-3456 or 651-704-7456, 

www.imation.com 

Price: $499 (SRP), $33.99 per cartridge 

Requirements: Power Macintosh with built-in FireWire port, 

Mac OS 9 or higher, 64MB of RAM, 32MB of hard disk space 

T ape drives have always lurked at the 
outer edges of the consumer 

market. Sure, tapes are cheap (at 

$33-99per10MB cartridge, they sell for a 
tiny fraction the cost of Zip disks and a bit 
more than half the cost per gigabyte of DVD

RAM) and have a huge capacity-but tape 

drives have traditionally been expensive and 

slowerthan molasses in winter. The new 

iMation Travan FireWire drive has a price low 

enough and tapes spacious enough to crack 

the consumer market-at least for folks who 

are serious about backups. 

The $499 price of the drive might appear 

high, but it includes a full copy of Dantz 
Retrospect (www.dantz.com) that would 

cost $t50 to purchase separately. 

Retrospect is currently the ultimate in 
Macintosh backup software, and with giant 
tapes that can squeeze in 20GB per device, 

it really shines. If you've ever done a 

backup onto CD-R or (heaven help you) Zip, 

you probably remember enduring a hellish 

process, spending hours slamming disk 
after disk into a drive and trying to keep the 

resulting mess of media organized. With 

20GB tapes, you just set the drive to back 

up in Retrospect, insert the tape in the 

Travan drive, then take a walk. Don't sit 
around and watch-the speed, while good 

you'd use a hard·drive or Zip disk. However, 

the echo is very quick for a tape drive. Our 

test 2.3GB backup ran in slightly less than 

an hour, compared to nearly 90 minutes 

on the iMation Travan drive we also 

reviewed for this issue. Don't let the 

hideous avocado-green case put you 

off-the echo 30GB is one heck of a 

tape drive.-/an Sammis 

good news: Faster. Bigger. Better. 
bad news: The terms laster, bigger, 
and better are relative to other tape 
drives only. 

It's slow, but 
it'll eventually 

put the contents 
of your 20GB drive 

onto a single tape. 

for a tape drive, is still pitiful by any other 

standard. It took us almost an hour 

and a half to back up our 2.3GB disk. 

(Subsequent backups of that drive would go 

faster, thanks to Retrospect's progressive 

backup capabilities). 

If you back up about once a millennium 

and try to call printouts a "backup strategy," 
skip the Travan FireWire 20GB drive-you 

won't find it worth the price. If you've been 

dutifully maintaining dusty piles of CD-Rs as 

insurance against the day your drive packs 

it in, get the Travan drive-and 

relegate those discs to target 
practice.-/an Sammis 

good news: Relatively inexpensive. 
Easy to use. bad news: Like all 
tape drives, ifs slow, slow, slow. 
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Camedia C-2100 
Ultra Zoom 
hardware 
Company: Olympus 

Contact: 800-347-4027 or 631-844-5000, 

www.olympus.com 

Price: $999 (SRP) 

Requirements: Power Macintosh with USB or a serial port, 

Mac OS 8.6 (7.6.1 for serial), 32MB of RAM, 100MB of 

hard disk space, QuickTime 4.0 (for video) 

I f you've been having trouble deciding 
between the expense of a professional 
digital camera and the relatively poor 

lens versatility of a consumer, Olympus may 
have the answer in its new Ca media C-2100 
Ultra Zoom. The C-2100, sporting a 10X 
optical zoom and a decent macro lens, is 
an extremely versatile product. It's a low
end professional camera at a high-end 
hobbyist's price. 

While the C-2100 lacks the resolution of 
other digital cameras in this price range (2.1 
megapixels, versus the similarly priced 3.4-
megapixel Olympus Camedia C-3030), it 
makes up for its smaller pictures with a host 
of other abilities and attributes. Along with 
its impressive 10X optical zoom capability, 
the C-2100 boasts digital image stabilization 

The macro setting got us close ... foo close. 
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Speak softly, but carry 
a big lens. You won't get tired- this 

camera is lighter than it looks. 

and an SLR viewfinder (this lets you look 
directly through the lens, instead of 
requiring an approximation from a 
rangefinder or second set of lenses). Press 
the button next to the cute little flower icon 
on the camera, and you've activated the 
macro mode, which can produce some very 
impressive close-ups. 

The C-2100 provides ample opportunity 
for tinkering with more-advanced 
photographic settings. It offers an easy-to
use batch of presets for action shots, 
portraits, and night scenes-the resulting 
image quality was great. Those souls who 
want to brave the sometimes difficult 
interface can spelunk into the dark recesses 
of the camera's functions to adjust image 
quality through controlling aperture, shutter 
speed, white balance, and the usual 
settings. A 16MB built-in buffer allows you 
to take faster consecutive pictures, and (in 
all but the TIFF-capture mode) provides a 
five-shot, 1.5-fps burst mode. If you want to 
cross the line into video, the Camedia Ultra 
Zoom can even record short Quick Time 
movies (320 by 240or160 by 120 at 15 fps) , 
with or without sound. 

The C-2100 hardware package comes 
with a USB cable (which you'll need if you 
don't have a SmartMedia card reader), an 
8MB SmartMedia card, a remote control (in 
case you want to be part of the action, run a 
slide show, or avoid jiggling the camera), 
and an AV cable for TV viewing. The 
software package includes Camedia Master 
2.0 (also a necessity-along with the 

Any way you want it, 
that's the way you'll get 

it. We came up with 
some neat shots while 

aforementioned USB cable-if you don't 
have a SmartMedia card reader) and Adobe 
PhotoDeluxe 2.0. Ca media Master 2.0 can 
satisfactorily serve as a means of 
downloading your photos from the camera, 
or you can brave its Windows-like interface 
to organize, catalog, and perform simple 
photo-editing functions. 

All said, if you are a photo enthusiast or 
hobbyist willing to spend a grand 
on a camera, this is a versatile 
and high-quality choice. 
-Christopher Imlay 

good news: Great lens versatility. 
bad news: Only 2.1 megapixels. 

A tree grows 
in Brisbane. 



Kidz Stuff 
Clifford Thinking Adventures 
Company: Scholastic 

Contact: 800-724-6527 or 212-343-6100, 

www.scholastic.com 

Price: $19.95 (SRP) 

Requirements: 120MHz PowerPC or faster. System 7.5.3 or 

later, 16MB of RAM, 35MB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM 

D on't let Clifford Thinking 

Adventures' simplistic graphics 
deter you from buying this game 

for kids ages four to six. They won't mind: 
The gameplay is smooth, and the teaching 

is appropriately subtle. 
In this typical scavenger-hunt-style 

game, kids run errands before the big party 
starts for Clifford's birthday. They can 

decorate a cake, play matching games 
white cleaning up the backyard and a 

toppled store display, and follow directions 
to clear up a traffic jam. 

Isn't there a leash law? 

The developer's attention to detail 
overrode our irritation with a few sound 
glitches and CD crashes. The CD continually 

saves the game so you don't lose your 
progress, and the Al actually works-the 

responses change depending on what's 
already happened. There's no annoying 
wait for screens to toad, and the game 
changes enough on subsequent adventures 
to make it fun to play more than once. 

In short, we get the feeling that 
someone made an enormous effort to 
create th is CD, befitting the 
beloved enormous red dog. 
-Carrie Shepherd 

good news: Fun yet educaUonat 
games. la! news: CD could 
play more smoothly. 

Arthur's Camping Adventure 
Company: The Leaming Company 

Contact: 800-358-9144 or 415-382-4400, 

www.leamingcompany.com 

Price: $29.95 (SRP) 

Requirements: 120MHz PowerPC or faster. System 7.5.1 or 

later. 16MB of RAM, 50MB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM 

I n this adventure for kids ages three to 

seven, PBS star Arthur becomes a 
hero on a class camping trip after the 

supervisor twists his ankle and retreats to 
his tent. Arthur and pat Buster embark on a 

mission to collect the parts classmate Brain 
needs to build a signaling device. 

Stealing a canoe is just one of the no-nos 
Arthur commits while camping. 

White the adventure is entertaining, 

the CD is a bit clunky. The list of items to 
collect varies slightly, depending on which 

of three rescue devices (radio, kite, or 
Morse-code signal mirror) kids choose to 

have Brain build, but not enough to 
challenge older players in this age range. 

Attempts to enrich the CD with extras, 

such as a nature notebook that dotes out 
facts on plants and wildlife, seem feeble: 

Our notebook had just three entries after 
we completed the game. The minigames 
are tame as welt. For example, kids guide 
Arthur up a cliff and through a dark 
maze, which requires trial and error 
rather than smarts. 

Overall, the educational aspect 
is nearly nit, and even the 
entertainment value is a bit 
thin.-Carrie Shepherd 

good news: Decent story line. 
bad news: Game won't challenge 
older players. 

Lego Kindergarten My Style 
Company: Lego Media 

Contact: 800-749-2291, www.legomedia.com 

Price: $19.99 (SRP) 

Requirements: 200MHz PowerPC or faster, System 8.1 or 

later. 32MB of RAM, 15MB of free hard disk space, CD-ROM 

L ego bricks are classic toys. Too bad 

this horrible CD-ROM fails to live up 

to its potential. 
Many tasks in this game involve word 

recognition, addition, and subtraction 

tasks too difficult for the recommended age 
range of four to six years. Others are just 
plain dull. In what seems more like an 

exercise in patience than a lesson in 
prepositions, one game tells kids to click 

the bouncing ball that's "over the barrel" or 
" under the barrel." You have to listen to the 

same instructions repeatedly until the ball 

actually does go over or under the barrel. 

Jimmy Nasium (gel ii?) helps kids learn to 
count by fives. He's a good pal of Matty Malics. 

Though the disc is packed with 
activities, many of them (particularly the 

musical ones) didn't work property. Kids 
are supposed to click on the instruments a 

band is playing in the order in which 
they're played, but no music ever starts. 
Another activity has kids moving levers up 
and down to make music louder or 
softer-but again, no music plays. Catts to 
technical support to remedy this problem 

proved fruitless. The system is 
automated, and Macintosh is not 
one of the tech support 
choices for operating 
systems.-Carrie Shepherd 

good news: Classic concept. 
bad news: Poor execution. 
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Find Tactical 
Ops4.3.6 UT 

MOD, a 
Cro-Mag 

Rally demo, 
and Unreal 
Tournament 
4.3.6 updater 
on The Disc. 

Do you remem~ ~m~ 12lurnoment? 

Man down! Man down! 
Tactical Ops Mod Gives Unreal Tournament New Life 

Awhile back, we gave you instructions about imbuing Unreal Tournament 
with new life using files known as mods. Most of the time, these amount to 
new skins, maps, or relics while the game itself stays essentially the same. 

Tactical Ops (hosted at www.tactical-ops.net) , a mod that's currently being 
developed for Unreal Tournament, goes much further than that. It remakes the game 
with all-new maps, weapons, and styles of gameplay. 

In Tactical Ops, you choose from one of two teams: Special Forces or Terrorists. If 
you choose Special Forces, your mission in life is to protect the world by rescuing 
hostages and killing terrorists. If you' re a Terrorist, on the other hand, you get your 
jollies by capturing hostages and killing Special Forces operatives. 

There are tons of modifications in Tactical Ops, which is a multiplayer-only game. 
You won't find rocket launchers lying around, as you might in Unreal Tournament
instead, you have to go back to your base to buy new weaponry, ammunition, 
explosives, and armor. Gameplay is more difficult in Tactical Ops, too-once you're 
dead, you stay dead, although your teammates may complete the job. 

The environments are completely new, and they range from urban 
landscapes to dams. Also new are non-player characters 

(think BOBs from Marathon) who take on the roles of 
assassination victims or hostages. These NPCs 
can try to escape, run away from their captors, 
or even pick up weapons and join the fight. 

Right now, Tactical Ops is unfinished. It's 
currently in beta release, and the date for 
the final version hasn't been set. The beta 
(on The Disc) is a lot of fun, though, and 
well worth trying, especially given its 

price-free. One word of warning: If you try 
to download the latest version ofTactical 

Ops, be prepared to go grab lunch. 
It weighs in (unstuffed) at over 100 
megabytes. -DR 

• Install the Unreal Tournament 4.3.6 updater 
(on The Disc). 

• Install the Tactical Ops mod by dropping 
the file TacticalOps16.umod on the Umod 
installer-it'll guide you through the process. 

• To start a Tac Ops game, start a new 
multi player game and choose Tactical Ops 
from the game-type pop-up menu. 

• Start the game, and you should be faced 
with a choice: Do you want to be a cop 
or a robber? Make your choice and 
start shooting! 



The Rainbow Connection 
Rogue Spear Makes Its First Mac Appearance 

Your neighbors might erroneously think 

some dancers have suddenly taken ill 

when you start screaming "Tango down!" 

whilst immersed in Rogue Spear, the follow

up to Rainbow Six. Just tell 'em to "roger" 

that, 'cause "charlie" might be on your "six" if 

you're not careful! Uh, anyway ... 

Rogue Spear is the latest in the Rainbow 

Six line, and it's finally made it to the Mac, at 

least in beta form. (The final version is slated 

to ship very soon.) lt comes bundled with the 

Urban Operations Mission Pack, and it 

improves upon its predecessors in many 

ways. It adds new weather effects such as 

snow and rain. You can see your teammates 

breath in cold climates, and footprints in 

some snow and mud levels. It boasts a new 

user interface and a lengthy list of new 

levels: t8 single-player and 10 multiplayer 

levels from Rogue Spear, and an additional 

five single-player 

levels from Urban 

Ops. There's a bevy 

of new weapons and 

special items, our 

favorite being the 
sniper rifles (with a 

corresponding set 

of new team 

commands). In the 

Urban Ops mode, 

there's a fabulous new "custom mission" 

section where you can enter any of the levels 

and play a variety of scenarios. 

Rainbow Six is a first-person shooter, but 

success depends on very different skills than 

your average Quake Ill or Unreal Tournament 

type frag-fest. Unlike most games, one shot 

usually kills you and there are no power-ups. 

You' ll find yourself becoming cautious and 

Rogue Spear is 

a must for fans 

of Rainbow Six, 

and an awesome 

alternative for 

Rogue Spear's 
sniper rifle lets 
you get right to 
the point of 
impact. Notice the 
snowflakes
weather conditions 
really matter. 
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howfo 
How to do it all-and live to tell the tale. 

Paint a Photo in Photoshop 
~ by Ian Sammis; art and technique by Judy Mando/f 

• WHAT YOU'LL NEED 

This stutt's for 
the pros. 

It'll take some 
ettort, but you 

can do it. 

The fundamentals, 
if you will. 

• A digital camera (we used a Nikon CoolPix 950) 
• Adobe Photoshop 5.5 or later (www.adobe.com) 
• nik Multimedia Color Efex Photoshop plug-in 

(www.tech-nik.com/english/colorefex.html) 
• Auto FIX Photo/Graphic Edges Photoshop plug-in 

(www.autofx.com) 
• Photography skills 
• Artistic talent 

W hile digital photography is an art form in its own right, many 
digital artists augment their photography with th e broad array of 

bitmap-editing software available for the Mac. To show how you 
can employ these techniques to turn your own photography into a work of art, 

we'll take you through the creation of Judy Mandotrs 1999 piece, Autumn 
Window. Thanks to a comb ination of Photoshop techniques and some 
advanced third-party filters, we transformed Autumn Window from a simple 

photograph into a stunning work of art. 
If you follow this how-to exactly (and if you've got the requisite skills), you'll 

end up with an image strongly resembling Judy Mandotrs style. That's not 

necessarily the best idea. Instead, use the techniques we show you here as a 
guide, but experiment with each step to develop a unique style, one that 

matches your own interests and sense of aesthetics. This way, you'll have more 

fun and your artwork will be the better for it. That said, here's how to transform a 
photograph into a piece of art. 

We'll take you through the creation of Judy Mandolf's 
Autumn Window image. 

J udy Mandotrs artwork combines her talent fo r photography 

with a strong interest in digital manipulation. Using . 
Photoshop, Studio Artist, Painter, and a broad array of filters, 

she has created a highly distinctive style that has made her one 

of Southern California's leading digital artists. Here is a 
sampling of her artwork. 
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1999 



1 The Photo 
While it's possible to create digital artwork from scratch on 

the computer, it helps to start with a good photograph. Digital 

photography is a very broad field, extending wildly beyond the scope 

of this article; if you want digital photography advice, you'll find entire 

publications on the subject. (Beginners should see "3 Tips for Novice 

Photographers," p70, for general advice.) 

For this example, start with a still-life photograph taken in natural 

light. This will make for a softer, less sharply defined image. Judy 

took this photograph at an English castle with a Nikon CoolPix 950. 
While she loved the light and the bowl, Judy found the overall image a 

bit dull. 

2 Clean Up Obvious Glitches 
Marquee tool 

Move tool 

In its raw form, the 
image is a bit dark 
and has a slight 
cyan cast. 

Before you start working on the details, clean up any parts of 

the photo you really don't want to see in the final image. You 

can often clean up by simply copying portions you like and layering 

them over rougher areas. 
Dodge, sponge, and burn tools 

In Photos hop, select the part of your image to replicate with one of 

the marquee tools. Choose Copy from the Edit menu, then Paste the 

duplicate in the desired location. A copy of the selected region will 

appear in a new layer. If the replication is too obvious, choose Flip 

Horizontal or Flip Vertical from the Transform submenu of the Edit 

menu to reverse the selected region-this often does a surprisingly 

good job of disguising a simple copy and paste. 

As an example, consider Autumn Window-the left window was 

originally both overexposed and uninteresting, and the beam that 

separates the windows is badly weathered. To fix up the image, Judy 

copied the right window to the left side, reversing it horizontally (you 

can see how well that disguises the image-did you notice the 

replication until just now?). She also replicated clean portions to 

create a newer-looking, less-weathered beam. 

You don't always have to do fancy tricks with adjustment layers 
and masks-sometimes the simple tools are all you need. 

A mirrored version of the right pane replaces the left one, 
making the window's overexposed portion disappear. 

3 Colors, Crop, and Sponge 
Once you've covered up the most obvious defects 

in the image, it's time to start fixing the 

coloration . Start by flattening the image via the Layers 

palette. To fix the overall brightness level, choose Levels 

from the Adjust submenu of the Image menu. By 

dragging the gray triangle to the left, you brighten the 

entire image; dragging to the right darkens it. To fix color 

casts such as the slightly cyan tint the CoolPix 950 

created in Autumn Window, choose Color Balance from 

the same Adjust submenu of the Image menu, then 

nudge the image away from the color cast. If the image 

looks too cyan, for example, drag the uppermost slider 

away from Cyan and toward Red . 

For more-detailed adjustments, you can use the 
sponge tool to increase or decrease the saturation of 

dark or light portions of the image. To do this, select the 

sponge tool, set the pop-up menu in the tool bar (in 

Photoshop 6) or tool palette (in older versions of 
Photoshop) to Saturate or Desaturate, then drag the tool 

over the portion of the image you wantto alter. Yov can 

see the results in Autumn Window-Judy made the gold 
leaf on the bowl gleaming and bright by setting the 

sponge tool to saturate. She also lightened the dark 
shadow on the underside of the bowl. (Along the way, 

Judy cropped out the remnants of the sign on the left side 

of the bowl, which looked decidedly strange after having 
its top removed in the preceding step.) 

Alter some sponging, the gold leaf on 
the bowl looks crisp and bright, and the 
underside of the bowl isn't so dingy. 

The sponge tool has dramatically 
increased the saturation of the gold 

leaf on the left side of the 'bowl. 
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Moving the gray triangle adjusts the 
image's overall tone. 
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fiOw fo Paint a Photo 1n Photoshop 

4 Add Elements from Other Images 
Now that you've color-balanced the image, you can add 
elements from other images. To add an object, select it 

(see "Uncluttering the Image," Aug/oo, p82, for a fuller 
discussion of how to do this) , choose Copy from the Edit menu, 
bring your new image to the front, and choose Paste. 

When you paste the elements in, they probably won't look quite 
right-their highlights and shadows won't match the image you're 
working on. To fix that, unfortunately you'll need some genuine 
painting skills. If you've got them, use the paintbrush tool to paint 
highlights onto the object so they match the lighting conditions of 
the new image. Similarly, use the burn tool to darken portions of the 
objects that should appear in shadow. The burn tool behaves 
basically like a paintbrush, but it darkens the image. You can choose 
which parts of the image to darken by selecting Midtones, 
Highlights, or Shadows from the pop-up menu in the burn tool's tool 
bar or palette. 

In Autumn Window, Judy wanted to emphasize the seasonal 
feeling of the image, so she added a pair of leaves and a pear. 
Shet took these two images from separate photos, then pasted 
them in. 

5 Stylize the Image 
At this point, you should 
have an image that still 

strongly resembles the original 
photograph, albeit with additional 
elements. Now that you've got all the 
elements in place, you can stylize the 
image. To achieve the grainy, diffuse 
look of the image we' re studying, use 
the Monday Morning filter from nik 
Multimedia's Color Efex package 
($139.95 SRP). lfyou're looking to 
develop your own unique style, 

Here are the leaves in the 
original photograph. The pear 

came from a third photo. 

The pear and the leaves 
came from two different 
images, but with a bit of 
work via the paintbrush and 
burn tool, they look like 
part of the original image. 

J udy Mandolf has been a photographer 
for over a decade. When we asked her 

what advice she'd give beginners, she 
shared these tips with us. 

It's not the camera, it's the 
photographer. 

this is a great place to go nuts 
experimenting with different filters 
and filter combinations. With the application of the nik Color Efex Monday 

Morning filler, the image has taken on an 
approximation of its final look. 

Don't get too tied up with looking for the 
"ultimate" camera. Work on your techn ique 
instead-it'll make a much greater difference 
to the quality of your work than having a few 
more pixels in the final image. 

6 Finishing Touches 
To add the soft pastel border 
on the image, use the Auto 

F/X Photo/Graphic Edges filter ($199 
SRP). Of the hundreds of different 
edges the package offers, Judy chose 
this one for Autumn Window because 
it doesn't cut deeply into the center 
of the image. 

By adding an edge effect and 
sharpening the contrast, Judy arrived 

at the final image. 

Pay more attention to your 
subjects than to technique. 
Getting a technically perfect photo is less 
important than capturing the reason 
you're taking the photograph in the first 
place. Don't get so tied up with minor 
technical details that you lose track of the 
subject matter. 

Develop your own style. 
Don't try to replicate someone else's 
style-you' ll end up with a poor imitation. 
If your work doesn't reflect your own 
interests and personal perspective, it 
won't be nearly as good as it could be, 
regardless of your technique. 

Judy Mandolf, a professional arti st and painter, lives in San Diego. You already know Ian. 
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Turn an IDE Drive into a 
~ FireWire External Drive by Ian Sammis 

• WHAT YOU'LL NEED 
• An internal IDE hard drive 
• An external FireWire drive enclosure (widely available 

from computer stores; typically around $140) 
• Total Recall's Heat Utilities (freeware, 

www.macpitstop.com) or FWB's Hard Disk Toolkit 
PE 4.0.1 ($49.95, www.fwb.com) 

W hen Apple first introduced the iMac in mid-1998, it 
looked for a ti me as though the era of the external 
hard drive had ended. While USB is quick enough 

for keyboards, joysticks, and the like, it's wildly inadequate for 
storage devices that routinely deliver data at speeds in excess of 
120 Mbps (ten times USB's limit). Fortunately, all that changed when 
Apple introduced FireWire seven months later. FireWire can toss 
data around at up to 400 Mbps-easily fast enough for hard drives. 

FireWire drives aren't actually FireWire drives-they're standard, 
inexpensive IDE drives with a FireWire interface slapped on the 
back. For the moment, this is a good thing-it means FireWire drives 
aren't likely to end up in the sort of backwater that low-end SCSI 
drives inhabited in the early 1990s, when most vendors switched to 
IDE. If you can afford the $140 it costs to buy a Fire Wire enclosure (a 

1 Set the Drive to Master Mode 
You can set IDE hard drives in one of two modes: master 
(device o) or slave (device 1). Since your drive will be the only 

device on its IDE bus, set it to master mode by moving the jumpers 
into the appropriate configuration (consult your hard drive's manual, 
your vendor's Web site, or www.thetechpage.com to find out how to 
set the jumpers). 

For the Maxtor 45GB hard drive we used, this jumper 
configuration sets the drive to master mode. 

Finding Enclosures 
T he trickiest part of this how-to is finding a Fire Wire 

enclosure. They' re available from the geekier sort of 
computer store (Fry's Electronics, for example) and from many 
on line dealers-but ask for one in most consumer-based stores 
and you'll get nearly the same reaction you'd get if you asked 
for a phaser rifle. A FireWire-only on line store, www.firewiremax 
.com, offers three different types of FireWire chassis on its 
Other Devices page, for prices ranging from $140 to $180; 
you'll find the same enclosures at many online sources 
(www.cdw.com, www.macwarehouse.com, www.maczone.com, 
and all the other folks who populate the pages of MacAddict 
between Ask Us and Shutdown) . Unless you've got an older 
Mac that didn't come with FireWire, don't buy one of the 
enclosures that come bundled with a FireWire card-the card 
typically adds an unnecessary $40 to the cost of the package. 
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box with a power 
supply, a FireWire interface, and 
cables), you can quickly turn an extra JOE drive 
(taken from a machine you aren't using anymore, for example) into 
an external FireWire drive. While $140 may sound like a lot, it's 
cheaper than buying a pre-built external FireWire drive-particularly 
if you already own the hard drive. Plus, it's upgradeable. 

Power 
supply 

Fire Wire 
ports 

FireWire-to
IDE bridge 



2 Attach the Cables and Install the Drive 
Once you've got your FireWire hard drive enclosure (see "Finding 
Enclosures," p72) , open it up and look inside. The enclosure 

should provide two internal cables-a squat, four-pronged plug that 
supplies power, and a broad ribbon cable that carries the IDE information. 
Plug each of these into the appropriate port on the hard drive. The IDE cable 
should have a small raised plastic key that only allows you to insert it with 
the correct orientation-don't try to force the cable in upside-down! 

Once you've plugged in the drive, attach it to the enclosure with 
mounting screws, following any supplied instructions. 

Make sure to match the key on the IDE cable with the notch on the hard 
drive- if you plug it in inverted, you risk losing the hard drive (at the 
very least, it just won't work). 

3 Install Your Driver Software 
Mac OS, at least as of version 9.0.4, does not come with built-in drivers for 
FireWire hard drives (this will change with Mac OS X). You have at least two 

good options. lfyou have Hard Disk Toolkit PE 4.0.1 from FWB Software, you won't have 
any problems; this package now comes with FireWire drivers. If you want to save 
yourself the expense, head on over to Total Recall's Web site, suffer through its tedious 
registration process, then download its freeware FireWire drivers, Heat Utilities. Once 
you've installed Heat Utilities or Hard Disk Toolkit PE, you should have everything you 
need to mount your hard drive. 

4 Plug It In 
Now all you have to do is turn the drive 
on, plug it into your Mac, and format the 

drive (i f you didn't already)-and you should have 
a fully functional external FireWire hard drive. 
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Maclnto1h HD Remember, while FireWire is hot-pluggable, 
Mac OS is just as averse as ever to having its hard 
drives suddenly disconnected. If you want to 
unplug your FireWire drives while the machine is 
still runn ing, make sure to Put Away (Command-Y) 
any partitions on the FireWire device before you 
pull the plug. 

More important, it should 
show up on your desktop! 

Ian Sammi s is glad this one's done, so he can have his drive back! 

It's hard to argue with 
the price of Heat 
Utilities- basically just 
a tiny amount of 
keyboard wear and tear 
as you fill out the form 
on its Web site. 

When you plug in your 
hard drive, ii should 
appear in your FireWire 
chain in the Apple 
System Profiler. 

F iddlingwith hardware often results in odd errors and glitches. Here are some of the more common problems-and how to fix them. 

PROBLEM: The hard drive appears to work fine, but has about PROBLEM: Your PowerBook sometimes fails to mount the 
half the capacity it should have. Fire Wire hard drive. 
SOLUTION: Check the jumper configuration on the drive to SOLUTION: The early FireWire PowerBooks have a fi rmware 
make sure you haven't inadvertently turned Cylinder Limitation problem that can keep them from connecting properly to FireWire 
on. If you have, the hard drive will intentionally not use a portion hard drives. Go to http://asu.info.apple.com and search for 
of the disk to retain compatibility with older IDE controllers on PowerBook Firmware Update 2.7. Once you install it, your FireWire 
some PCs. drive should appear much more consistently. 

PROBLEM: The drive won't power up unless you plug in an 
external power supply. 
SOLUTION: Although FireWire does supply power, a single 
3 1/2-inch IDE drive requires more power than FireWire chain can 
supply. There are hard drives that are designed to run off of the 
FireWire-supplied power, made by companies like VST (www.vst 
.com). These are built using more expensive, low-power 
PowerBook hard drives. If you absolutely must have a FireWire
powered hard drive, see if you can find a broken VST drive; you 
should be able to replace the defective hard drive with a standard 
2 1/2-inch notebook drive and be good to go. 

If you replace the hard 
drive from a broken 
VST drive with a 
standard 2 1/2-inch 
notebook-style drive, 
you can make the new 
drive bus-powered. 
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ij ~!!u~~3S from Usenet Newsgroups.byJosephO.Holmes 
•MT Newswatcher (www.smfr.org/mtnw) 
•A Usenet account 

0 f course we respect artists' rights to royalties-but you'll 
find plenty of good music out on the Internet that 
artists are perfectly willing to share without insisting 

on royalty payments. For that reason alone, Napster is a 
godsend-or would be, if not for the hassles you'll encounter in 
actually using it. 

Napster users are painfully aware of its shortcomings. Even 
without the upcoming Big Label Ownership and new monthly 
fees, Napster is much better at grabbing individual songs than 
downloading entire albums. Log on to Napster and you may be 
dealing with an overloaded machine sitting on someone's desk 
at work-hence the busy servers and timed-out downloads. And 
the worst problem-Napster is great if you're looking for readily 
available mainstream songs (obtained legally or otherwise), but 
it's not so great for offbeat stuff. Too bad Napster is the only 
game in town-or is it? 

Napster makes the headlines, but it's time to take a look at 
the other major source for MP3s: Usenet newsgroups. Among 
the hundreds out there, over 60 have names that begin with 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3 (affectionately known as absm.*), and 
these groups store a huge collection of user-uploaded MP3 files. 

Unlike Napster, Usenet newsgroups store posted songs and 
text on Usenet servers run mainly by ISPs. Because the posts 
eventually expire to make room for incoming files, the music 
turns over constantly. 

You can request specific tunes and hope a friendly user will 
upload your requests. But newsgroups are also terrific for 

serendipity- you may stumble across any number of great songs 
you'd never know about otherwise. Here's how to boost your MP3 
collection without ever seeing a single "Sorry, all servers are busy" 
dialog box. 

What the Heck Are Newsgroups, Anyway? 
Usenet newsgroups have nothing to do with 

news. Though the Web and email are the 
Internet's best-known services, Usenet is its main 
bulletin board, providing a large, distributed 
message-board system that resembles CompuServe's 
Forums and AOL's Message Areas. 

Newsgroups gather articles (message postings) 
into groups arranged by topic. Want to know how to 
use your new Gaggia espresso maker? Head to 
alt.coffee and post an article-a potential audience of 
millions will see your question. One or two will 
probably post an answer in a few hours or a day. 

While text conversations lie at the heart of Usenet, 
we're primarily interested in binary files. The Unix 
uuencode format lets you encode other types of files 
into text files, so you can post binaries on the text
only Usenet. These binaries form the heart of several 
newsgroups, including absm.*'s various denizens. 
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~ * S j Authors j Subjects j Date & Time 

I> 3 Ke lso Lun ... My Utoe ia Review 11 /7/00 1 :42 PM .. 
l> 3 David Dav ... Can Anyone Recommend a Retailer in the UK 11 /7/00 8 :59 AM 

I> 4 - CoffeeKid CoffeeKid (that's me) on the Dan and Scott ... 11 /7/00 7:14 AM 
scharf@h ... Three new bicvcle comeatible coffee bottle ... 11 /7/00 4:41 AM 
T-Rex Mother Zeolla"s biscotti- -THE BEST 11 /7/00 12 :50 AM 

~ 24 T-Rex TrY- ina to find a decent stovetoD standalone ... 11 / 7/00 12 :28 AM 
_I> 3 T-Rex Re : Standa lone milk steamer HELP 11 /7/00 12:22 AM 

~ 11 - Owen Egan Faema Erika 11 /6/00 8 :09 PM 
I> 3 SusanB Great eseresso from Melitta 11 /6/00 5 :38 PM 

~ ../ David Bur ... Pavoni "Fresco" anv aood? 11 /6/00 1 :36 PM 
I> 6 flaco Newbie Equipment 0 11 / 6/00 11 :38 AM 

-I> 10 - John Miller Tampers : the Italian connection (surreal) 11 /6 / 00 11 :12 AM 
-I> 3 mo__b@ ... Si Iv ia Quest ions 11 /6100 9:27 AM 

I> 10 Chris Havs Coin ions on Starbuck's Aroma Thermal Bre ... 11 /6/00 9 :14 AM 
WING Re : Bono wants his coffee 11 /6/00 8:04 AM 
Nowa ! T iaer flecks o icture? Who? 11 / 6 / 00 4 :58 AM 

I}. 7 Peter Ball ... Is it real? 11 /6/00 1 :50 AM 

l>· 2 groovin4 ... good espresso in Hamilton Ontario? 11/6/00 12:44 AM 
-I> 16 S impson Nicro vac pot , was Dead NY(: Coffee Roaste ... 11 /5/00 9 :50 PM . 
/lo I 1497articles, 1469unread,Okilled ~ 

More self-dubbed experts per square inch than you'll find in the Pentagon. 



1 Got Usenet? 
Most of the larger ISPs, including CompuServe, America 
Online, and Earthlink, include Usenet access with standard 

Ell Tasks ~8 

Internet accounts. Check that letter or email you got when you first 
signed up (the one with your user name and password), or go to your 
ISP's Web page. The newsgroup server's address should follow a form 
similar to "news.earthlink.net." 

Unfortunately, many smaller ISPs don't offer Usenet access. Even 
those that do may not have the newsgroups you want. In that case, 
you should consider a commercial news server. 

w One task active ~ 
Extracting binaries , artic le 7of12, part 12 of19. 

142KB/sec 3€. - -

A top-notch commercial server can easily saturate a last DSL line. 

.... 
-

.... 
= 
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If your ISP doesn't carry any Usenet newsgroups, or if it's missing 
the absm. *groups, consider a commercial news server. For a monthly 
fee starting at around $15, a commercial service gives you a user name 
and password to access its servers and download a fixed amount of 
data (typically 2GB to 5GB). The yearly fee, paid in advance, can 
amount to as little as $9 per month. 

commercial server's business, it typically devotes greater resources to 
its news server than an ISP does. This means you'll encounter very few 
incomplete files; also, the files remain available much longer (typically 
five days to a week) and download much faster (great for cable and 
DSL users) . 

You might consider a commercial server even if your ISP carries the 
absm. *newsgroups. Because Usenet is the be-all and end-all of a 

2 Set Up Your News Reader 

Jeremy Nixon maintains a thorough list of commercial Usenet 
providers, with notes and prices, at www.exit109.com/-jeremy 
/news/providers/providers.html. 

Tasks 

"V 2 tasks active . 
While Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Communicator can 
display and post Usenet articles, these browsers offer pretty . 

rudimentary features, so you're better off with a free dedicated newsreader. 
Mac Orchard (www.macorchard.com), a Web site dedicated to Internet 

software, offers a good list of current Mac newsreaders. Our favorite is MT 
Newswatcher (based on the original Newswatcher by John Norstadt), but they all 
work similarly. MT Newswatcher, a multithreaded newsreader, allows more than 
one download at a time-a feature we really appreciate. 

Extract ing binaries# artic le 10 of 12, part 11of14. 
• If f£ -§ - § : 2. i. { g .f§i I 78.1 KB/sec 1-

' Extt'aotin9 binaries , article 1 of 4 , part 62 of 104. 
64 .7 KB/secse . 

MT Newswatcher lets you download several files simultaneously. 
To get started, open News Servers under the Special menu and fill in the 

name of your news server. Next, under the Authentication tab, insert your user 
name and password (probably the same ones you use for email). Next, create a 
special folder to hold your new MP3 files, then open Preferences and tell MT 
Newswatcher you want to download files to that folder. Once all your info is in 
place, your newsreader will download a list of all the newsgroups the server 
carries-this will take a few minutes, since most servers carry 30,000 to 40,000. 
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Give your 
newsreader lime 
to download the 
thousands of 
group names; 
it'll take a while. 

Don't fiddle with the many settings until you know what you 're 
doing-the defaults will work just line. 

What's in a Name? 
Usenet newsgroups are arranged in a hierarchical tree, with the 

names becoming more specific as you move up the branches. 
Absm.* (alt.binaries.sounds.mp3) is the specific branch that 
interests us: Alt stands for alternative (some smaller news servers 
skip the alt groups entirely; others don't provide them all), binary 

tells you that the group primarily shares binary files rather than 
messages, sounds indicates the type of binary, and mp3 describes 
the type of sound file. The tree goes even deeper to indicate 
particular types of MP3 files. Here's a list of some of the more 
popular absm* groups: 

alt.binaries.sounds.mp3 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.195os 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.196os 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.197os 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.198os 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.199os 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.2ooos 

alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.beatles 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.blues 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.bootlegs 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.classical 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.comedy 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.complete_cd 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.dance 

alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.heavy-metal 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.jazz 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.latin 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.pop 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.soundtracks 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.spoken-word 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.themes 
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3 Find Your Way Around Absm.* 
You'll find MP3 files under alt.binaries.sounds.mp3. You 
don't need to scroll down the list to locate the many 

absm.* groups- just press Command-Ffor Find and look for 
sounds.mp3 (see the sidebar "What's in a Name?", p75). 

Save a set of favorites, including at least the decade groups 
from the 1950s to the present. Create a new Group window, drag 
the names of your favorite groups into it, and save the file. 

Every time you want to check for new MP3s, launch this file. 
The number next to each absm. * group shows how many new 
articles the newsgroup's members have posted. Double-click a 
group to view the new files. 

T I P Like many newsgroups, absm.* 
maintains an FAQ document to answer 
common questions. Download a copy at 

www.top.net/taenus/absmp3faq.txt and read it. Most Usenet 
denizens have little patience with posting questions that a trip 
to the FAQ could easily have answered. 

ICl ~ Supernews Groups~ l!!llEl 
17 groups on 'Supernew s ' ~ 
2 1985 alt .blnaries.sounds.mp3 .... 

770 alt .binaries .sounds .mp3 .1950s -
3138 alt.binaries.sounds .mp3 .1960s 

untitled 

11 groups on 'SuperMws' 

72913 alt.blnarles.sounds.mp3 
2713 alt.blnaries.sounds.mp3 .1950s 3431 O groups on 'Supernews' (6 selected) 
9013 alt .b lnar les .sounds .mp3.1960s 

1366 7 a It .b lnar les .sounds .mp3. I 970s Ill! a It .b inarles.sounds .mp3.nospam 
9693 a It .b lnar les .sounds .mp3 .1980s Ill! alt .b inar les .sounds .mp3 .pop 

17370 alt.b inaries .sounds .mp3.1990s Ill! alt .binar ies .sounds .mp3.prog 
444P.······• !t-.t 1r. .. i..,,,""""'" · ;i.,2000, .... ··· ··~······ · ................... (S.a'll".£lna"ilis.sounds.mp3.rap-hiphop 
563~ ... .clt.b.!!\lr..!ts..t'>l.!!lds.,mp'. ,+,Jt,r......... . ......... - ..... fili .. 'iH''.b[il'iY.'i~s .sounds .mp3 .reggae 
6949 alt.binarles.sounds.mp3.blues 
844 alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.bob-dy lan 11.., ___ -"."llll;..a"'lt"'.b"'ina""r.._ie"'s.s'"o"'iiid"'s"'.l)lp= 3.,.re"qu::.oe;.;st,.s ____ 1 

18422 a lt.blnarles .sounds.mp3.bootlegs 0. a It.binaries .sounds .mp3 .rock 
fill a It .binaries .sounds .mp3 .sound~effeots 

fib a It .binaries .sounds.mp3 .soundtracks 

L.. .·.". .......... · .. : .... : .. ::::. :: .:.: ...... : ..... ::·.:::·-.·:::·· ···:·::::: l iJ:···:··:·:·:·:·:·:··:·:· .. :· ... : ... :·: .. :: .. :: .. :: ... :·: .... :. ! fib~-· .. ::·a,;1~~n·:~;·.:11n~".'.a~rr.:; s .sounds .mp3 .southern-gosp• I 
ies .sounds .mp3.speeches 

_,ll;.-a"°lt.'°'bi-na"'r l-es-.s-ounds.mp3.spoken-word 
~ alt.b inaries.sounds.mp3.themes 
@I a It.binaries .sounds.mp3.vldeo-games 
Ill! alt .binaries .sounds.mp3.zappa 

Ci alt.binaries.sounds.mus lo 
Cl a It .binaries .sounds .pac 
ffi'.I alt .binaries.sounds.patches 

0. a It.binaries .sounds.r adlo 
~ alt .binar ies .sounds.realaudio 

Create a Group window of favorites for easy browsing. 

4239 alt .binaries .sounds.mp3. 1970s 
2978 alt .binaries.sounds.mp3 .1980s 
5635 alt.binaries .sounds.mp3 .1990s 
3084 a It .binaries .sounds .mp3 .2000s 
1115 a It .binaries .sounds .mp3 .beat les 

The Bad News About Segments 
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3435 
1105 
1340 

12094 
2 

108 
1805 
3326 

a It .binar ies .sounds .mp3 .bob-dy Ian 
a It .binar ies .sounds .mp3 .boot legs 
a It .binaries .sounds .mp3 .o lass ioa I 
alt .binaries .sounds .mp3 .comedy 
a It .binaries .sounds .mp3 .comp lete....cd 
a It .binaries.sounds .mp3 .pop 
a It .binar ies .sounds .mp3 .r equest s 
a It .binar ies .sounds .mp3.soundtr acks 
alt .binar ies .sounds .mp3 .spoken-word ~ ... 

I SPs split binary files into segments to meet strict limits on article size. A 
newsreader downloads these segments into one file, but if the segments in 

an MP3 are too large for your news server, you'll end up with an incomplete file, 
and your newsreader won't download it. (The same thing will happen if some of 
the segments haven't been posted yet, but you can fix that by just waiting for the 
posts to finish). 

~ 

The numeral to the left of each group shows how many new 
articles its members have posted. 

One solution is to email the song's sender, asking for a repost in smaller 
segments. Another solution is to pay for a commercial news server-these guys 
pride themselves on providing complete files. 

4 Download a Tune or Album 
Once you've located a tune you can't live without, don't 
open that article-simply select the article or group of 

articles and choose Extract Binaries from the News menu (or 
press Command-B)-the tune will start making its way onto your 
hard drive. 

Before you download, though, check the column marked S for 
segments. Every left-angle bracket(<) you see means the file is 
missing one or more segments and can't download (see "The 
Bad News About Segments," above) . 

If you want a specific tune or album, post your request in 
alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.requests. Use a subject line such as 
"REQ: Artist -Tune. Thanks!". Don't put any text in the body of the 
message, since the subject line says it all. 

Once your tune downloads, you'll need to decode the 
uuencode format. Set your newsreader's preferences to Aladdin's 
free Stufflt Expander, which handles the task automatically. 

You can play the downloaded MP3 file with your choice of 
MP3 player, or burn it onto an audio CD with your CD burner. 

El alt.binaries.sounds.mp3.requests ~~ 

!!!. * S I Au\hors j Su_bj• .. c\s jDa\e & Ti ... 

v 2 JimmyD REQ : A Char l ie Brown Christmas Yesterc ... 
/ . ~Nuffles Rei · REC! · · .b.. 0~arlie 9.-"'"" i..;nr;e,. .. .-. ~~- · Ytsterc 

Phlogls\on REQ : Bin2 Crosbz - Vo ice Of Christmas Disc 2 Track 18 - Li .. . 9 :39. . 
SAL REQ : Christmas SonQS bv Mariah Carev - --Thanks 12:06. 
Ea9er REQ: Donvan - Sunshine Su2erman album ( 1996 audioohile r ... Yesterc 

v' Zieeerneck REQ : Four r are tracks Yester c 
Electronic ... REQ : 1111- Bing Cr osbz - The Voice Of Christmas CD 1 .. 6 :11 ' 
Ea<Jer REQ Donovan : Gift from a Flower to a Garden. Thanks ! Yesterc 

~ 5 * Skunkie REQ Santa Monica Blvd !!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!! 12:54' 
WoodsSta ... Re : Alan Parsons Project , "Tales of MY.sterY. and lmaginatio •.• Yesterc 
c ind~cd Re: An~~~ Al Jo lson? Yesterc 
Angel Anyone Have anY. Under cover Albums .... aka Devot ion. Yester c 
Bamboo Re: Any Sarah Br ightman's "The TreesThey Gr ow So Tall", .. Yesterc .... 

Ii i 108 articles , 106 unread, 0 killed ~ 

After posting a request, check back often. Respondents will probably reply to your 
original message, so keep a lookout for your subject line to resurface! 

With this article, Joseph 0 Holmes's ra nk increased from "pro lifi c" to " incredibly prolifi c." 
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www.vsttech.com 
Iomega, t he Iomega logo, Zip, and The Capacity To M 
trademarks of Iomega Corporation. All other trademarks are 
of ot her respective holders. Iomega patents protected by pa 
applications pending In the US and other countries. Apple, Macintosh, 
the Mac OS logo, PowerBook. and !Book are registered trademarks of 
Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDlsk Is a trademark of Imation Corporation. 

With VST's industry leading line of 
ultra-portable FireWire peripherals, 
you've got the reliability, speed and 
connectivity to do what you want, 
where you want. 

From high-performance, ultra-thin 
hard drives that fit in your hand, to 
the full height hard drives that stack 
on your desktop, VST gives you the 
power you need to keep going. From 
FireWire CD-R/W drives to Zip drives, 
our products will enhance your pro
ductivity whatever you do, wherever 
you are. 

Whether your passion is digital video 
or basketball, VST has the solutions 
you need to get there. Fast. Visit us 
at www.vsttech.com to learn more 
about what VST can do for you. 

Ultra-Thin FireWire Full Height FireWire 
Hard Drive Hard Drive and Zip Drive 

FireWire 100 & 250MB 
Zip Drives 



~ Light Up Your FireWire 
• WHAT WE USED 

• An open FireWire port 
• A FireWire cable 
• A bright LED (1.9-volt forward voltage, 20-milliamp 

forward current) 
• A good assortment of resistors 
• Soldering tools, wire cutters, and a cheap multitester 
• Connection wire 
• 0.063-amp fuse, fuse holder 
• Project enclosure, circuit board, and an Xacto knife 
• A total lack of anything resembling sanity 

I fyou're a certain type of person, the power of FireWire 
probably fascinates you. Not its 400-Mbps transfer rate, not 
the promise of SCSI-like speeds without ID conflicts and 

termination issues-we're talking power, 15 freakin' watts of power 
supplied on a 30-volt unregulated supply across the two pins of the 
FireWire cable furthest from the inward-sloping key. Think what you 
could do with that much power-that's enough to drive a low-power 
motor, for cryin' out loud! 

To get at FireWire's power, we decided to use the FireWire chain 
to power a single bright LED. Our feeble excuse for doing so was that 
it's extremely dark under our desks, and with a FireWire-powered 
flashlight we could see just by shining it where we wanted. Heck, we 
could even plug it into one of the new iBooks to get a nice portable 

light! (OK, we did it because it sounded like fun and we're crazy). 
Before we describe what we did, bear one thing in mind-this is 

completely insane. MacAddict magazine takes no responsibility for 
any damage you do to yourself, your computer, or others around 
you by trying to reproduce our steps. Screw up, cause a short, and 
you risk damaging your FireWire ports, at the very least. lfyou're 
really unlucky with your soldering tools, you might even have a shot 
at creating the first FireWire fire. Now that we've warned you off, 
here's how we built our flashlight. 

1 Part Gathering 
We went to our friendly neighborhood electronics store (if your neighborhood 
doesn't have one, an unfriendly or clueless electronics store will usually 

suffice), and bought an LED and a good assortment of resistors (it's rarely worth 
working out precisely which resistors you need ahead of ti me-resistors are cheap 
enough so that it's easier to just keep a good supply on hand). For the sake of 
elegance, we also picked up a perforated circuit board and a project enclosure. 

It's not worth working out what resistors you need ahead 
of lime-this giant assortment cost us about $3. 

LEDs and Power 
F iguring out how to connect the LED was the trickiest part of 

this procedure. Putting the entire 3ow supplied by the 
FireWire chain across the LED would have burned it out; we 
needed to hook up the LED through a resistor to keep the current 
and power level low enough to avoid burning out the LED or the 
FireWire port itself. 

How did we figure out what resistor to use? We looked at the 
back of our LED's package, which listed specifications for how the 
LED performs. We looked for two in particular: the forward voltage 
and the forward current. 

The forward voltage is the voltage drop across the LED when 
you've got it connected in the correct direction. The forward 
current is the current that must flow through the LED to make it 
light up. In our case, the forward voltage is 1.9V and the forward 
current is 20 milliamps. To use the LED, then, we needed to add 
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Opto-Electrical Characteri•tic• 
Forward Voltago (typ) 1 9V 
Forward Curren! 20mA 
Luminous intensity (typ) 12ooomcd 
Peak emission wavelength 620nm 

Note Longer Load 1s anode (+} 

Here's the pertinent info 
from the LED's packaging
the forward voltage and the 
forward current. II also tells 
us which end is the anode. 

resistors to dissipate the remaining 28.1V with the same current 
(remember, the current has to be the same everywhere in a 
simple loop circuit like this!). Ohm's law, which you might 
remember from high school physics, states that the voltage drop 
across a resistor equals the current through the resistor times the 
resistance. In this case, 28.1V = o.02A * R (where R is the 
resistance). Using our fading algebraic skills, we calculated the 
following: R .. 1.4 kilo-ohms (kQ). 

So we put a 1kQ and a 470Q resistor in front of the LED to get 
it to light up properly without drawing a dangerous current. 



2 Wire Cutting 
We took our FireWire cable and cut it with a sharp pair of wire 
cutters. Inside, we found six individual wires. We quickly 

reasoned that the two separately shielded bundles, consisting of two 
wires each, must be the data lines, leaving the thicker black and white 
wires for power. Stripping back about two inches of cable and using our 
multitester, we quickly confirmed that the white wire was the 30V 
supply, while the black one was the ground. 

3 Circuit Building 
First we used our Xacto knife to cut out a small piece of circuit 
board that would fit nicely into our enclosure. (To cut circuit 

board, you just score it along a row of holes using the knife, 
then break it.) We had to cut two small notches at the 
edges to fit the enclosure's lid. 

Using as little of the circuit board as we 
could manage (so we could position the 
LED near the center of the box), we 
connected the two resistors and the LED. 
For the moment, we just twisted the wires 
together to connect them . 

4 Project Boxing 
We thought for a moment about our soldering 
skills, then returned to the electronics store and bought a 

63mA fuse to protect our Mac, just in case we'd somehow slipped 
a decimal place in figuring out what resistors we needed (see 
"Safety First," below). We then installed the whole thing in our 
project enclosure. We cut three holes in the enclosure: a 1/2-inch 
hole for the Fire Wire cable, a hole for our fuse holder, and a hole 
that let our LED's light emerge from the enclosure. We inserted the 
FireWire cable into the box and soldered the power end to one of 
the fuse holder's contacts, the negative end to the negative 
terminal of the LED. We used a short piece of connection wire to 
hook up the other terminal of the fuse holder to the other terminal 
of the 470-ohm resistor. 

The white and black wires are the 30V and ground 
cables, respectively. The two separately wrapped 
bundles are data lines, which we're ignoring. 

Here we've assembled the meat of the 
circuit-a 470-ohm resistor (yellow, purple, 

red), followed by a 1-kilo-ohm resistor (brown, 
black, orange), followed by the LED itself. Get the 

LED oriented correctly-its positive connector (anode) 
must face the white wire from the FireWire cable. 

After steadying our nerves and working out what we'd tell Apple 
("The FireWire port just stopped working-it was so strange!"), we 
plugged in the FireWire cable and held our breath. Fortunately for 
us, the LED lit up nicely. And there ii is-the completed device 

Ian Sammis didn't need to worry-no fuses were harmed in the making of this how-to. 

I fwe'd inadvertently created a short across the resistors, 
our circuit would have drawn too much power, potentially 

damaging the Mac's FireWire port. Since a quick glance at 
the burns on our fingers didn't reassure us about our 
soldering skills, we decided not to trust skill alone to keep 
our Mac safe. Instead, we built a fuse into our circuit. 

A fuse is usually just a very thin piece of metal that melts 
when the current passing through it becomes too large-this 
protects more-important parts of the circuit. As designed, the 
circuit we built should never exceed about 20 milliamps of 
current (lA equals 1,ooomA). By soldering a 63mA fuse into 
the circuit, we guaranteed that the fuse would blow before 

we damaged our valuable Macs. Put in a fuse to protect your Mac-trust me. 
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So that's what those stupid. vet files are! 

Find Super 
Res and 

onoolon 
The Disc. 

Questions? 
Submit technical questions 

or helpful tips directly via email 

(askus@macaddict.com) or c/o 

MacAddict, 150 North Hill Dr., 
Brisbane, CA 94005. 

Q I occasionally receive a file 
attachment with my emails, named 

vCard.vcf. What is this and how can I view it? 

A Some ideas work, and others just 

don't-and the vCard is a wonderful 

idea that has never really taken off. The 

Internet Mail Consortium (www.imc.org) 

created the vCard format. When you send 

email with a vCard attachment, the recipient 

gets a sort of business card that includes 

your contact information. Then, the theory 

ran, email programs would extract this 

information and create a database of 

contacts. Unfortunately, none of the email 

programs forthe Mac take advantage of 

vCards-and if you look at how these cards 

work on the PC side, you'll see we' re not 

missing much. 

If you really want to see what .vcf files 

look like, download the Mac vCard software 

developer kit from ICM (www.imc.org/pdi 

/sdk-MacOS.sit.hqx). This kit includes an 

application called VersitPDIApp that lets 

you view and create .vcf files. So wonder 

no more-and don't sweat over the odd 

email attachments you may receive from 

time to time. 

S1RlIIUl.UCf 

IBM Corporation 

Networking Software Division 

Dept. C60, Bldg. 002 
Research Triangle Park, NC 
27009 

--------- -- --- ---- - ---- - - ---
===~=® 

Tom Streeter 

Marketing, Versit Project 

+I (919) 543-0222 

See what you're missing ... not! In reality, 
vCard.vcf files are really nothing special
and most aren't nearly this complete. 
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Q Why does the Monitor Resolution 
control strip only show certain 

resolutions? I know my new monitor is 
capable of more resolutions than the 
control strip shows. How can I access them? 

A The connection between your 

computer and your monitor is 

definitely not passive. When you turn on 

your Mac, one of the first things it does 

(after checking RAM and other logic board 

components) is check to see if a monitor is 

attached. Once your Mac finds a monitor, it 

begins a two-way dialogue to find out which 

resolutions and refresh frequencies are 

available. This negotiation establishes the 

recommended resolutions for 

A In typical Apple fashion, the Term inal 

application included with Mac OS X 

Public Beta is more than your standard CLl

Apple tried to integrate it with the Finder as 

closely as possible. The usual Cut, Copy, 

and Paste commands work decently, but 

there's a much better trick. You can just drag 

an item (a folder, document, or app) from 

the Finder into the Terminal window. For 

example, drag a folder into the window, and 

the Terminal will show the full path to that 

folder at the current command line. This is 

very handy for running gnu tar or tar to 

unarchive a downloaded file-just type 

gnutar -xf, drag the file into the Terminal 

window, and press Return. 

your computer. 
Terminal Shell Edit Control Font Window Help • 

Although this process usually /bln/ tcsh (ttypl) 

sets the best resolutions for /1och Yirtua l t1e•ory Statistics: (page size of 't096 bytes) 

your combination of computer 

and monitor automatically, 

sometimes other resolutions are 

available. In principle, both your 

computer and monitor can use 

these extra resolutions and 

refresh rates, but there' s no 

guarantee they will work-in fact, 

some simply won't. 

Pages free: 23955 . 
Pages active: 6525. 
Pages inactive: 12336. 
Pages wi r ed down : 6321. 
"Trans lation faul ts": 156919 , 
Pa ges copy-on-write: 23855. 
Poges zero fl I led: 30457. 
Pages reactlvoted : 0. 
Page ins: 5553. 
Pageouts: 8. 
Object cache : 6482 hits of 7764 lookups (B3X hlt rate) 
[loco lhost : /Users/buz] rooU /Users/buz/l ibra ry/Oesktop/Oownloads/deve\aper. tor I 

To access extra resolutions, hold 

down the Control key while you click 

How on earth would you ever figure out this developer file's 
path? A Terminal trick comes to the rescue. 

the Monitor Resolution Module in the 

Control Strip to see a complete list of the 

possible resolutions and refresh rates. 

Unfortunately, this little trick won't work 

with iMacs, since the monitor and 

computer are preconfigured to allow just 

three standard resolutions: 640 by 480, 

Boo by 600, and 1,024 by 768. 

Some nice utilities can perform the same 

function. A free resolution switching utility 
called Super Res is available from Griffin 

Technology (www.griffintechnology.com). 

Q The OS X Public Beta is great! It really 
is a breath of fresh air, and I can't 

wait for it to go final. 
I do have one concern, however: I like to 

use the Terminal to work with files and 
programs, but it takes lots of typing to 
enter the full path for some files and 
directories. Is there an easier way to enter 
complete paths in the OS X Public Beta's 
Terminal application? 

Q I have an Apple LaserWriter Pro 630 
and it has a problem: Paper jams 

inside the printer before the page comes 
out. Sometimes the printer even crumples 
up the paper, accordion-style. This is 
usually a great printer, but I don't want to 
spend a fortune getting it repaired. How 
can I fix it? 

A You really have to give credit to Apple 

for the LaserWriter series-it's 
amazing that so many of them are still alive 

and pumping out the pages. You can 

network any of these laser printers 

(including your Pro 630)-and with the rise 

of home Ethernet networks, keeping them 

going is well worth the trouble. Luckily, 

these days we understand why things go 

wrong with laser printers. This means you 
can fix most old laser printers relatively 

inexpensively-you just have to know where 

to look. 

One great printer resource you'll find on 

the Internet is the somewhat verbosely 



H as your Mac® seen healthier days? 
Maybe it caught a bug. Is badly congested. 

Or suffers from hardware headaches. Fortunately, 
there's a simple remedy for such ailments .... 
No1ton SystemWorksrn for Macintosh@: 

Norton System Works gives your entire Macintosh 
a complete check-up. Then, cures what ails it. 
Plus, it inoculates your computer against 
Compatible with Mac 0 / S 8.1 or greater. 

-Norton -: ~ 

SystemW9rks 

viruses, while preventing it from getting sick 
in the first place. 

So to keep your Mac out of the infirmary, 
here's our diagnosis: Take the all-in-one cure, 
No1ton SystemWorks for Macintosh. You'll find 
it over the counter at your nearest software 
store, or visit www.symantec.com/mac. 

Symantec and \he Symantec logo are U.S. registered trademarks of Symantec Corporation. Norton SyslemWorks is a trademark of Symantec Corporation. 
Mac and Macinlosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Copyright© 2000 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved. 

symantec~ 



ask us 
named Fixyourownprinter.com (http:// 
fixyourownprinter.com). This site sells repair 
kits to fix many common problems, including 
the 630 paper jam you describe (that 
particular kit costs about $40). Don't be afraid 
to try fixing some of those old peripherals 
yourself-it's easier than you might expect. 

Q My PC-using friends always mention 
ping when they are talking about 

network games. They often ask me if I know 
how to ping servers on my Mac, and say their 
PCs have ping built in. Please, how can I ping 
with my Mac? 

I 

Email in HTML 
Q How do you create the HTML email 

messages so popular today, such as 
the mail I receive from MP3.com? 

A These days, more and more email 
messages are generated in full HTML 

format, making them look like Web pages. 
While most current email programs, such 
as Eudora and Outlook Express, let you 
format your messages as HTML, that really 
just means you can change font colors . 
background colors, and justification. You 
can't create tables, insert graphics, or do 
any fancy formatting. At the moment, the 
best program for creating HTML email is 
Netscape Communicator, wh ich uses a 
combination of Netscape's Composer 
HTML editor and the Netscape Mail 
component. Complex HTML documents 
usually take longer to download and view 
than plain text. You might want to start 
small and elicit some feedback by sending 
HTML email to just a few recipients. 

1 Create your email message in any 
HTML editor, then open it in Netscape 

Composer (Communicator's HTML 
creation module). 

"' .. u• am u1ew men rorm01 1oou uooK111arHS u mmon1ca 

=o/. new ~ ·~ . - - .. F'",,., . ... ~ . I , Locotlon in noulgotor ... OO L ,.=:_ 
Location in Composer ... ()00 l llil 

1;ru 
' Clo1e oo w 

Saue 3€ 5 Page in nauigator.~ 00 0 '.I• 
Saue HL. '11' ' ' I• 

PubU1h ... 
Bookmarlu rne ... 

Get new messages oo T 
Send Un1ent mmages 
Subscribe ... 

SendPoge ... 
Browse Page 

' 
First, open your HTML fife in Composer. 
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A These PC users probably wouldn't be 
bragging so loudly if you reminded 

them that they are using an ancient DOS 
program with their fancy new Clone-o-Rama 
PCs. Despite its origins, the quick-and-dirty 
ping utility on PCs can come in handy. Ping is 
a special network operation that allows you to 
issue a kind of"Are you there?" command to 
other IP devices. In other words, when you 
send a ping packet to an IP address, the 
computer at that address should respond, 
signaling that the connection is alive and 
wel l. Pinging is also useful for testing the 
speed of connectivity between two IP 

2 After you open the HTML document 
in Composer, choose Select All from 

the Edit menu, then choose Copy from the 
Edit menu. 

!JpMW/Oi'Jft://00 

-n.11•11n 1 _.,Jo.t..,.."':.',::'r.":!'..t~:~..:~:;\"'llov.k'io~C01on..ey1111n0"01filoodo 

There it is! Next, you simply copy and paste 
your HTML document into the Mail module. 

3 With the whole document copied, 
open the Mail section of Netscape, 

then paste the page into a new message 
and send it. If you'd rather use a different 
program, mail the page to yourself, then 
forward it from your other email program. 
D •DmS - - -.. ........ . ~~ """"" .... ._..,. " 

~.,,,;~ 

... IZ " !I AAA/? ::1::: •1it"I E .. °"' "" 

tl1"d.olnll~/6'l000 

Now you can send mail like the big 
companies do! 

devices-a fast ping indicates a fast 
connection, a slow ping shows the opposite. 
When you're looking at ping rates in your 
favorite network games, remember that low 
numbers are better-they mean the ping 
packet took a fairly short time to return. 

Many Mac utilit ies can ping; a quick 
search on Versiontracker.com should give you 
plenty of choices. One of our personal 
favorites is the free OTTool from Neon 
Software (www.neon.com) . So ping away! 

~Trwport•onbl : llol>tf-.1. 

""leT1•----, TI:l'/P 

,,......ws:-----
Thltt'l.cntHI! : "29:1.1211 
l!ou\tf' ; Motlll 

H!tvol'lc R.-. : 
t~t : 

Yonioll ; N 

~,;:::~ : -( 
lttll'lali : 
~: 2 
Roultr : ... 2 

2 

c 

OMryOltS : -

,.. o-. ... [)oe<tMlll 
iterfldid*ltlw61•~1:1111 

EJ~1J llr trtfll. 
~s RectWet: s 

-··1-~ ""' a /Ott: 11 
.. a ... • 

~CE) 

Looks like the MacAddict Web address is alive and 
well-if it were down, we wouldn't be able to ping it. 

Q There are so many cool peripherals 
around today, and I would love to get 

some for my Mac. The problem is that they 
are all USB, and my aging Power Macintosh 
6100 has only serial ports. ls there an 
adapter or internal card that will let me use 
USB on my 6100? 

A Just a few short years ago when Apple 
introduced the iMac, USB stuff was rare 

and in short supply. One of the first USB 
necessities was an adapter to use ADB and 
serial port peripherals on the iMac. 
Nowadays, it's getting hard to even find a 
printer for older Macs. You can, however, add 
USB to many older Macs, letting them take 
advantage of the vast numbers of USB 
peripherals available. To add USB to a 
computer, you need an available PCI slot on 
your computer. Unfortunately, the 6100, 7100, 

and 8 100 series used an older type of 
expansion slot called NuBus-and there 
aren't any Nu Bus USB expansion cards . 

If your computer does have a PCI slot, 
however, and you would like to add a USB PCI 
card, you have lots of options. You don't even 
need a Mac-specific card-any PC USB PCI 
card should work just fine. All you have to do 
is download and install the free USB Adapter 
Card Support software from Apple (search for 
it at http:/ / asu.info.apple.com) . 

Buz Zoller is a technology support specialist for a 

schoo l distri ct in Texas. 



Don't get caught in the DARK 
with your PowerBook! 

Convenientiy lights up your 
keyboard and surrounding paperworR! 
Powered by the PowerBook's USB port. 

For use In PB 2000, IBooll, PB G3 Series, G3, 3400, 2400 l 1400' 
MobileStor 6G 6GB 3~..,, s179 
Mobilestor 10G 10GB 3~..,, s199 
MobileStor 20G 20GB 3~ ..,, _ s299 
MobileStor 30G 30GB 3~..,, $499 
Included FREE in every MCE MobileStor 

hard drive upgrade solution is the complete 
MCE PowerBook Hard Drive Installation Kit 

wllich-anilus1ra1edlnst!lationmaooal,andalaltteWOPriafB1DOlsand 
brackelsllOOledfortteproperlnst!lation~!""'"""MCEMobileS1Dr han1-kit 

CardBus Upgrade Seruice Peiiioo& 
=1~tti;" USB, fireWire, 10/100 Ethernet, expanded Uideo w~t• 3400/83 

High-speed details._1 ____ .,. 

I l!lllll#i PC Card adapten; t~:\ -
~V#RATOC Systems au::;:i~°i:!rB'::;/2 ./' · .. ~417 
CBFW2 FireWire CardBus pc-cartl- $129 ;£! 
CB31 PB Ultra SCSI CardBus PC Card $129 
CB32PB UltraWide SCSI CardBus PC Card $259 

PowerBoolc & 
iBoolc Memory 

Upgradesll 
See our web site for latest pricing!! 

WORLD'S SMALLEST 
PoWERBOOK AC ADAPTER! 

FOR PB 2000, IBooK, PB G3, 3400, 2400, 1400 & 2300 
S~IAlLER l)fAN APPLE'S 
SMALLEST ADAPTER!! 

Klear Screen 
PowerBook Screen Cleaner 

G3 Processor Upgrades 

- for your PowerBook 
1400, 2400 & G3 Wall Street 
\©N N® r i! PowerLog1x 

I NTEl?#A~ 

Macworld Visit MCE at 
conference & Expo Macworld Expo 

San Francisco 2001 ! 



~ 
TECH 

With APS Tech FireWire Plus, you don't have to choose. 
APS Tech is proud to offer a breakthrough interface solution. FireWire 
Plus technology gives you FireWire (IEEE 1394) and USB support on 
one device, so you don't have to choose between interfaces. 
Delivering cross-platform, dual support and automatic configuration, 
FireWire Plus is the ultimate, universal connectivity solution. Look for 
APS Tech FireWire Plus products in this ad and order yours today. 

,, . 
0 usa-s = lll/VER$Al$ERIALIUS FlreWlre dS3&9.95 

APS &OGB FireWire ~Hard Drive 
• Easiest connections ever - hot-swappable, 

no terminator or device ID 
• Ideal for personal video storage and editing, 

large-scale imaging/graphics 
• FireWire (IEEE 1394) and USB interfaces 

APS 20GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 
APS 40GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 
APS 60GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 
APS 75GB 7200 RPM FireWire Plus Hard Drive 

APS Pro2 

APS 4.7GB DVD-RAM FireWire 
• Rewritable DVD discs for archiving or digital 

video storage 
• Back up 4.7GB (9.4GB compressed) with 

FireWire interface 

APS Pro2 

$499.95 
APS SJ 18GB Internal Configuration 

Ultra160 LVD SCSI 15,000 rpm 
• 15,000 rpm LVD drives offer you 

fastest reliability and performance, EVER 
• Average seek times as fast as 3. 9ms 

APS ST 9GB Ultra160 LVD 7200 $229.95 $299.95 
APS ST 18GB Ultra160 LVD 7200 339.95 409.95 
APS ST 18GB Ultra160 LVD 10,000 449.95 519.95 
APS ST 18GB Ultra160 LVD 15,000 499.95 569.95 
APS ST 36GB Ultra160 LVD 10,000 699.95 769.95 
APS ST 73GB Ultra160 LVD 10,000 1,219.95 1,299.95 

Drives listed above carry a five-year warranty. 

Model RPM *Internal APS Pro 

APS ST 9GB 
APS ST 18GB 

7200 
7200 

$239.95 
349.95 

Drives listed above carry a five-year warranty. 

$299.95 
419.95 

APS 4.7GB DVD-RAM FireWire Pro2 
APS 4.7GB DVD-RAM SCSI Pro2 

$749.95 • Internal configuration does not include a mounting 
649.95 bracket. Intended as a replacement internal SCSI drive. 

~ Drives on these pages are covered by the APS 30-Day lm!I Money-Back Guarantee. 

Visit our closeout page at: 
www.apstech.com 

USS-s 
UMIVERSAL SElllA LIUS 

~ $229.95 
APS Pro2 

APS CD-RW 4x4x24 USB 
• Convenient USB interface, perfect for 

iMacs, G3s, G4s, other USB computers 
• Hot-swappable to switch among workstations 
• Winner, MacAddict "Spiffy!" Award, July 2000 

APS CD-RW 12x10x32 SCSI Pro2 
APS CD-RW 16x10x40 SCSI Pro2 

APS CD-RW 8x4x32 FireWire Plus Pro2 
APS CD-RW 12x1 Ox32 Fire Wire Plus Pro2 
APS CD-RW 16x10x40 FireWire Plus Pro2 

$299.95 
379.95 

$279.95 
329.95 
389.95 

USS-s $189.95 
UlllV£RSAL$ElllA11US 

APS Pro2 

APS 20GB USB Hard Drive 
• Ultimate combination of compatibility and 

convenience 
• Hot-swappable, no SCSI or IDE setup hassles 

-, 



.,,,.,,..,. 
""'*• APS HvperDAT® IV lVD 

APS AIT Plus Ultra Wide Pro2 
• 35GB (native), 70GB (compressed) backup 

for video, 3-D, graphics workstations 
• Fast transfer speed of 

up to 3.6MB/s (native) 
• Longer, higher density tape for 

effective corporate 
network backup 

• DDS-4 20GB native 
capacity 

$1,099.95 
APS Pro2 case with Retrospect software 
for Mac and PC 

Canon ZR10 Digital 
Video Camcorder 
• 10X optical/200X digital zoom lens 
• IEEE 1394 (FireWire) terminal 
• Analog line-in for 

preserving originals, 
making copies 

$899.9 
(Ca ll for current price) 

Canon Optura Pi 
Canon ZR10 
Canon Elura2 
Canon Elura2MC 

Model 

Sony Monitors 

F-Series Monitor 21" Sony GDM-F500R 
G-Series Monitor 19" Sony CPD-G400 
G-Series Monitor 21 " Sony CPD-G500 

LaCie Monitors 
LaCie electron19blue II 
LaCie electron22blue 
LaCie blue eye 

Sony LCD Displays 
SonyMultiscan CPD·M15115" 
Sony Multiscan CPD-L 181A 18" 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

$899.95 
CALL 
CALL 

Price 

$1,759.95 
639.95 

1, 199.95 

$599.95 
1,199.95 

599.95 

$999.95 
2,569.95 

• These products are not covered by the APS 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. 
Products are covered by their manufacturer's warranty. 

$1,649.95 ' 
APS Pro2 case with Retrospect software for Mac and PC 

Sonv CvberShol osc-sao 
• 1.3 megapixel Super HAD™ image sensor 
• 3x optical zoom, 6x precision digital zoom 

Model 

Sony Digital CyberShot DSC-S30 
Sony Digital CyberShot DSC-S50 
Sony Digital CyberShot DSC-S70 
Sony MVC-FD73 Mavica 
Sony MVC·FD85 Mavica 
Sony MVC-FD90 Mavica 
Sony MVC-FD95 Mavica 

laCie electron19blue II 

Price 

$499.95 
599.95 
799.95 
499.95 
699.95 
799.95 
999.95 

• 1600 x 1200@ 85Hz with 0.24mm dot pitch 
•Advanced 

flat screen 
technology 
completely 
eliminates 
distortion 

$599. 

Model 

APS HyperDAT® Ill (DDS-3) LVD Pro2 
APS HyperDAT® IV (DDS-4) LVD Pro2 
APS DLT8000 LVD 
APS AIT Plus Ultra Wide Pro 2 
APS AIT II LVD Pro2 
APS AIT Autoloader Ultra Wide 
APS AIT II Autoloader LVD 
APS DDS-4 Autoloader LVD 
Ships with Retrospect software for Mac and PC 

Price 

$799.95 
1,099.95 
3,899.95 
1,649.95 
3,299.95 
3,199.95 
5,299.95 
3,499.95 

Bacl< UPS-Pto 

APC Surge Station Pro 8 
APC Surge Station Pro 8 w/ 2 Tel 
APC Net 8 Surge Station 
APC Net 8 Surge Station w/ Net P 
APC BackUPS Pro 280S APC 
APC BackUPS Pro 420S APC 
APC BackUPS Pro 650S APC 
APC Back UPS Pro 1 OOOS APC 
APC BackUPS Pro 1400S APC 

• These products are not covered by the APS 30.Day Money·Badc Guarantee. 
Products are covered by their manufacturer's warranty. 

$32.95 
37.95 
33.95 
47.95 

134.95 
199.95 
269.95 
389.95 
499.95 

~~'A°A :~~~ti t:C~ ~~: :;;:,~~°f,~J;~~e:i~t~~h!:b,~~da:r~~/JJ~~~0e71;:1:er. 
registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective holders. 

• S~b/:s"/:;'yub~~~':3iasedse~rately. 
· :se:;~:nza~':Cciu-::::1!a~~~ whkh 

will be serviced by APS for 01'1(' year. APS 
warrants APS braOded enclosures. brad.els 

1;'li:da1re"g/i::i~rt,:1~ft~rar 
discretion. replace ot repair products found 
to be defectwe according to the specific 
terms of the warranty accompanying the 
product. 

• Refusedorderssubjectto20% 
restocking fee. 

Call 800 - 443 - 4299 ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~--=-===---.;=-=-=-----=:....=...;:~--=..;;;:;:..=_=--~~~~---jT'EC:ll1~~-

\ ) . )• ) 1lill\ Corporate Sales 18001 395 -5811 • lnternational 15031 844- 4600 Advanced too~ for digital visionaries" 
.. · - · 5am -10pm, Mondav- Fridav, &am -Bpm Saturdav- sundav. Pacific Time 



Sonnet Tempo 
ATA/66 PCI Card 
Connect up to 4 I DE 
Hard Drives to your sys 
Fast- Up to 66mb/s! 
Easy- Just plug and play! 
Affordable- 30gb IDE only $139! 
Includes 12" IDE Cable 
and 3 Year Warranty. 

Ft REWIRE 

.n::.o<-..,.·~ 

PCI002-2-2 
SoDinm; br iBook. 
iMac 233/266/333 

and G3 P<7NerBool< 
32 MB -$27~ 64 MB -$4~ 
128 MB ·-··--·----------·--· .. --... ·-----------$77~ 
256 MB ·----·-·----·---------$15~ 
512 MB For PBook 1000 fireWire (Pismo) ONLY ·---............. -$34~ 

PC1002-2-2SDRAMs for 
PowerMac G3/G4. ~~ 
G4 Cube & 

iMac 350-500 

256 MB CLJ SPECIA ' • • • 
for G3 Beige, G3 Blue&White, & G4 'Yikes!" ' 1 

256 MB forG4Sav.toothlAGP, &iMacJSO&higherONLY _ ... -$139~ 
512 MB for G4 SawtoothlAGP, & iMac JSO & higher ONLY --·$339il 

PC I 33Mhz. SDRAM Available. 

Let Your legacy Mac 
use FireWire today! 

OWC FireWire Ha 

--FireWire 

PCI FireWire Cards J11111 r :for 

Sonnet USB+FireWire Combo Card $1379.J. 
Orange Micro USB+FireWire Card --$12'1'.J. 
Orange Micro 2-Port FireWire Card-$~ 

FireWire For LapTops As Well 
NewerTech FireWire2Go 
2 Port PCMCIA Carbus 
FireWire card for 
PowerBook G3 Series 

;;o• OWC Mercury FireWire Drives 
: feature quality design with the 

FireWire fastest FireWire bridge available. 
owe Mercury FireWire Drives 

5400 RPM 9-9.Sms Access Time w/Cables & Software 
20GB .. $23995 40GB ...... $26995 
60GB .. $36495 SOGB ...... $43995 

owe MercuryPro FireWire Drives 
7200 RPM <9.msAccessTime w/Cables & Software 

20GB .. $27895 30GB ...... $26995 
40GB .. $30995 60GB ...... $43995 
7SGB .. $56495 
OWC External 
FireWire Drive Case 
3.5"/5.25" Universal $159 

~S~·e&~i:en~~f1~~j~~~E 
FireWire Cable, power 
cord, and driver software. 

iMac 333MHz 
2Mb Ram 6 Gb HD 24X CD 

Keyboard & Mouse 
56KModem 

CD I CDR I DVD 

CD-Rom Drives in stock from only:_ .. _ .. _$17M'-
CD-RW Drives in stock from only: .... -... $ I~ 
DVD Drives in stock from: ----··-- .......... $129 

Visit our website or call for our full line! 

am a Bx Recordable I 
Bx Re-Writable/ 
24x Read Only $24900 int / $29""fl'l- ext · -==-~-
External Version includes Toast 4. 1.x, Power & SCSI Cable. Complete Kit 

Yamaha IDE CD-RW Bx Recordable I 
5 4x Re-Writable/ 24x Read withAdaptecToast ......................... $16'1'-

Yamaha IDE CO-RW I 6x Recordable I nnos~ 
I Ox Re-Writable/ 32x Read Int retail Kit with software $277= 
OWC Mercury Yamaha FireWire CO-RW 
Bx4x24x External Solution w/Toast 4.1 ......... --... -....... _.$2999--kt 
FireWire Ext. includes Toast 4.1.x, Power & FireWire Cables . Complete Kit 

LAPTOP DRIVES 

PowerBook Hard Drives 
for iBook, 
PowerBook G3, 1400/5300/ 
190/ I 50 Duo 2300/2400 
10.IGB IBMTravelstar 12mm $16521 
20.0GBToshiba 95mm .... ............................... . _ $229il 
20.0GBIBMTravelstar i.smm_ ___ _$234il 
32.0GB IBMTravelstar nmmlMbucheBuffer. __ $44929. 
** some computers require slim model 2.5" Drives 

--FireWire 

Buy any OWC Mercury 
FireWire Product and 
get a PCI FireWire 
2 Port ieee1394 
controller 
for only 



168PIN DIMM 
2k Refresh 70 or 60ns (specify) 

SV EDOSV 

8MB $Sil N/A 
16MB $2922- N/A 16MB $26li 
32MB $54li $64li 32MB $54li 
64MB $104li $1~ 32MB $36~(4k) 
I 28MB $157'il $ IS7'il .__ ___ _ 
Call for current RAM Prices 1-800-275-4576 
30PIN SIMM 4 MB $12 
Works with legacy Macs like the llsi, Quadra, 
SEJO, Classic, etc. 

Mac Video RAM 
256k PMac 71 OO/Quadra800/650 ...... ---·--·-·-·-·_$19ll 
5 I 2k PMac 8100/Quadra's/LCL ................. _ .. __________ $2'.W. 
I MEG PMac Tll73f75f76/85/8600 & Compat ·-·------ .$28ll 
4 MEG Gl Video SGRAM ·-·------------·-·-·---·-·------$1 Jll 

ZIF Upgrades for GJ Beige, . 
GJ/Blue & Whites, 
& G4 'Yikes' PowerMacs. 
OWC Mercury 
G3/400Mhz IBM Copper w/1024K Cache -.............. $229 
MetaBox joeCard lillJ met@-~.Q~ 
Zif G3/SOOMHz w/1024k Cac~ .......................... $33995 
Zif G4/400MHz w/ 1024k Cache - ............... .... ..... .. $33995 
Newer Tech n ) nl!!llll'!r t:Prhnolo91.,1' 

MaxPower Zif G3/500Mhz w/ 1024k - ................ .. 136495 
MaxPower Zif G4/400Mhz w/I 024k . .................. 3 9650 
MaxPower Zif G4/500Mhz w/1024k - .................. 73900 

XLRB Zif CARRIER G3/G4 lets you use one of 
the above processors or the one you have in a 
?D0/750017 600/8500/8600/9500/9600s; 
WGS 7350/8550/8650/9650; 
PowerCenter/Wave!Tower; . 

5 UMax S900/J700 .................................. 0nly.$1199-

n ) nl'!llll'!r f'Prtinnln94; 

NewerTech MaxPower . 
G3/300MHz with I 024K Cache 
For 6 I xx PowerMac 
and Performa Only. 

True 50-pin Narrow Hard Drive 
Internal: $99ll 

~Seagate External: $159'12 
External includes SCSI cable, power 

cable, terminator and formatting 
software. 

9.1 GB IBM UltraStar 7200rpm 
UltraSCSI Low Profile..Jnt$16~ I Ext$~ 
46.1 GB Maxtor 7200rpm 9.Sms 
ATA/100 IDE .................................................................................... $17~ 
61 GB IBM DeskStar GXP 7200rpm 
ATA/100 IDE............... . .................. $28925 
81 GB Maxtor DiamondMax 5400rpm 
ATA/ I 00 IDE. ........................ ... ............. .. ........... .. .. ....... ........ ............. ... ............... $31929 

See our website or call for full line of IDE and SCSI Hard Drives 

G3/G4 Upgrade 
PCI Cards for PowerMac 
7D0/7500/7 600/8500/8600/9500/9600s; ~ 
WGS 7350/8550/8650/9650; 1 

PowerCenter/Wave!Tower; UMax S900/J700 
l®NN@I 

Sonnet Crescendo '"" ,,, ,. 
G3/400MHz with 512k Cache - .............................. 119895 
G3/500MHz with 1024k Cache- ........ .. ....... .... ..... 39597 
G4/450MHz with 1024k Cache - ......... ................... 49495 

n ) neLUe.r trrt1noln9t.11 

Newer Tech MaxPower IMacos x Compalihlc l 

G3/400MHz w/ 1024K Cache - .............................. 1299°0 
G3/500MHz w/1024K Cache - .............................. 38995 
G4/400MHz w/1024K Cache - .............................. 37795 

MetaBox JoeCard li!lll met@_~ 
G3/400MHz w/1024K Cache - ................ ............ 125495* 
G3/500MHz w/1024K Cache - ...... .. .................... 34995* 
G4/400MHz w/1024K Cache - .. .......................... 34995* 
*Not compatible with PowerMac 9600/9650. 

Visit http://www.fasterMacs.com 
to see these and other upgrades available. owe makes 
it easy! Just select your computer model and our site 
will display just the upgrades that are correct for you! 

IMAC UPGRADES 

iMac Upgrade Bundle Save $34.95! 
Newer Tech - n>"a~ar•P~""'"•'•' 

iMaxPower ' I Macos x Compatible I 
G3/466MHz 
AND 
GameWizardVoodoo2 
8MB Video Card for iMac 
for Rev A & B 233MHz/266MHz 

computers only. 
*!>rice after $150 Newer Tech Rebare 

Game Wizard Voodoo II 8Mb Video Card .. $8495 
Add real gaming power to any Rev.A o r Rev.B 233/266mhz iMac. 

G3/G4 Upgrades for iMac 233/266/333MHz 
J>) neu.er- rhnolng" ' IMacOS X Compatihle j 

NewerTech iMaxPower 
G3/466MHz with 1024K Cache -................... ....... $349* 
G4/433MHz with 1024K Cache -..................... ..... $549* 

*Price after $150 NewerTech Rebare 

GJ/G4 Upgrade Cards l®NN@I 
for Nubus PowerMac 
6100/7100/8100/8150/9150/ 
Radius; Performa 61 IX Series 

s~:n~;'C;~;~;;,ci~"""' ••·~~i 
G3/300MHz.with 1024K Cache -.......... .. ... ..... $24900 
G4/270-360MHz with 1024K Cache -.......... $49500 

NewerTech MaxPower 
G3/400MHz with 1024K- ...... .. .......................... $29900 

k l®NN@I 
Sonnet Ban er '"" ,,,, 
G3/350MHz with 1024k - .................................. 124750 
G3/400MHz with 5 I 2k - ................................ .. .. .. 24 750 
G3/SOOMHz with 1024k - ...... ...... ........................ 58900 

GJ Upgrades for 
Powei-Book 1400 Series 
Sonnet 
G3/333MHz with 5 I 2K .... .. 
G3/400MHz with 1024K ............ .. 

OtherWorld Computing 
224 West Judd St, Woodstock, IL 60098 
~ Internacional: (8 15) 338-8685 

. 8 5 -



For More Information Visit 
www.promax.com 

For Review See: www.xlrByourmac.com 
and www.macsonly.com 

High Performance 32 MB 
DualHead VGA Display Card 

For G4 Macintosh • AGP 

Now Shipping 

See at MacWorld 
Expo 200J ·Booth #4J7 

Videomaker Expo West 200l 
Booth #600 

Includes Composite and 
S-Video NTSC/PAL Output Cable 

Features: Dua/Head VGA Display Card • 32 MB SGRAM • 300 MHz RAMDAC 

Single Card in AGP Slot • G4 Macintosh Only: 
•Saves a Slot When Connecting Two Monitors 
• Connect Two VGA Computer Monitors or 
• Connect One Analog VGA Monitor Plus 

One NTSC or PAL Studio Monitor 

Double Your Desktop For Larger Viewing Area: 
• Extend One Application Across Two Monitors 
• Have Two or More Applications Open at Once 
• Use Control Panel to Select Which Monitor Boots 
• Set The Relative Position of Each Monitor 
• Set Resolution of Each Monitor 
• Set Number of Colors of Each Monitor 

NTSC/PAL Connections Furnished: 
• S·Video and Composite Video Outputs 

Resolutions Supported: 
• Up to 2048 x 1536 -Millions of Colors (32 bpp) at 85 Hz 

Memory on Board: 
• 32 MB of Fixed High-Bandwidth SGRAM 

RAMDAC: 
• 300 MHz RAMDAC 

256·bit DualBus: 
• Unique 256-bit DualBus Combined With 128-bit 

Memory Bus Results in Fast Graphics and The 
Acceleration of QuickTime/QuickDraw 30/0pen GL 

Adds Productivity to These Applications: 
• Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere, Media100, Avid, 

Photoshop, ProTools, and Others. 

Price subject to change without notice. Delivery subject to availability. Trade names are the property of their respective owners. 



Only The ClubMac Fi reWire CDRW drive 
offers you speed, convenience FlreWlre 

s359 and reliabi lity all at a great 
price. Fast 12x writing, 1 Ox 
re-writi ng and 32x read 

The ClubMac FireWire Drive is an external hard drive with 
capacities presently rang ing from 10GB to 75GB. 

C104 5530 

BURN-ProoF™ 
,,. . 
0 
= 

tim ~l !lm 

*Burn-Proof is a licensed 
technology of 

Sanyo Electronic Ltd 

C/ubMac CDRWs include FEATURES 
25/50 SCSI Cable, Power • 12X Write • 160ms Avg. 
Cord. Terminator. One • 1 OX Re-Write Access Time 

make th is drive ideal for _ ---,,. ..._ 
arch ivi ng and exchang
ing al l types of data 
including MP3's! 

FEATURES 
• 12X Write 
• 10X Re-Write 
•32X Read 
•Tray Loading 
• One Year Warranty 

• 20GB of native/4 B com- • Double the transfer 
pressed capacity with full back- speed of DDS-3, 
ward read and write compatibil- DDS-4 can back up 
ity to DDS-1 8. 64GB per hour. 

Not only can you stack up to 63 drives, but 
ClubMac FireWire drives are ful ly hot swap
pable and mount seamlessly on your desktop 
when plugged into a FireWire port. 

CM FireWire HD 10GB ......... s199 
CM FireWire HD 20GB . . $229 
CM FireWire HD 30GB $269 
CM FireWire HD 45GB . s329 
CM FireWire HD 60GB .s499 
CM FireWire HD 75GB . s599 

Blank Disc and CD • 32X Read • Up to 2400K 
authoring sol/ware. • 2MB Data Buffer Read Speed 

5104 1302 Sony 4-8GBDDS·2 DATOrive .......................................... 5669 llo.:l&.1.1.1:.l.QI~.,. 
5104 1304 Sony l 2·24GB DDS·3 DAT Drive ...................................... 5789 

C104 4029 12X/1 OX/32X CO-RW with Software ......... .. 5359 5104 1306 Sony 20-40GB DDS-4 DATOrive' .................................. 51099 

@TDK V:erba1im. 
12x 74 Minute -8 CDR Media 

100 pack $6995 
VO 01H!1 

Sales 
24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week .. (800) 217-9208 
Customer Service 
M.f6am-7pm, Sat. 8·12 Noon PST (800) 551-6398 
Inquiries & International Sales 
24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week .. (949) 768-8130 

24-Hour Fax ........................... (949) 768-9354 

Corporate/Educational Sales 
M - F 6am • 6pm PST .............. (800) 258-2621 
Technical Support 
M - F 6am - 6pm PST ............. (800) 854-6227 

E-Mail: ClubMac Sales ...... cmsales@clubmac.com 
Customer Service ... custsvc@clubmac.com 
Technical Support ... .techsup@clubmac.com lllillllllliiiEEDBlil!miliiiili• 

Mail: ClubMac ...... 7 Hammond, Irvine, CA 92618 



A102 1852 450MHz/64MB RAM/20GB HD/RAGE 
'--------- - 128/10-100BASE-T Ethernet/56k modem 
'$30 installation fee applies. Offer only valid for G4 Cube on this page. Offer expires 1/31101. 

HP 
HP DeskJet 970CSE InkJet..... . ................... '299" 
HP DeskJet 350CBI Portable Moc ........................ '329" 
HP DeskJet 842C ............. ........ .... ................ '149 .. 
HP DeskJet 1220Cse 11 "x17" .......... .................... 5499 .. 
HP DeskJet 952C .. .. . . .... .. ..... .. ... .... ... .. '249 .. 
Canon 
BJC-85 Portable Ink Jet USS ........................ ..... 5299 
eJC-3000 1440dpi Ink Jet USe ................................ 599 
eJC-S450 INK JET lOPPM USe .............................. 5149 
eJC-e200 COLOR PRINTER MAC/WIN ... ..... ........... . '299 
MULTIPASS C555 PRINT/ FAX/ SCAN USe ................ 5199 
MULTIPASS C635 PRINT/ FAX/ SCAN USe ................ '249 

Epson ~~IJ~s 
Stylus 980 2880dpi Inkjet USe ...... '199' 
Stylus 980N 2880dpi Inkjet w/ ENET ......................... '449 
Stylus BeD 288Ddpi Color Ink Jet USe ............ ..... 5149 
Stylus 777 2880dpi InkJet USB ...................................... ...... '99 
Stylus Photo 2000P use 6-Color Photo Printer.. .. ..... '899 
Stylus Photo 870 6-Color Photo Printer.. .... ...... ..... 5249 
EPL-5700i loser Printer 8ppm use ................ ......... '349' 

'After $50 Mail-in Rebate. Ends 1/31/00 

Brother 
Hl-1240 Loser 12ppm 2Me 600dpi ............................... .. '299 
Hl-1250 Loser 12ppm 4Me 1200dpi. .............................. 5399 
Hl-1270N 4Me 12ppm 1200dpiW/ ENET ........................ '499 
MFC-8300 loser Multifunction USe 3 In 1 Fox/Printer. .... '399 
MFC-8600 Loser Multifunction use 6 In l Fox/Printer .'499 

MONITORS 

• 17" Diamondlron CRT 
(16"visible) 

• .25 Dot Pitch 
· •Max Res. 
~ 1600x1200@85Hz 

Apple 
17• Studio Display {M7770ZM/A) . .. . . ... . .. '499 
15" Flot Panel Display{M7928ZM/AJ ......... .. '999 
Sony 
ElOO 15/14".24-.25AGP 1280x1024@60Hz ........ .. 5198 
E21017/16'.24-.25AGP1600x1200@60Hz . .. . .. '339 
E40019/18'.24-.25AGP1800x1440@60Hz ............. '539 
E500 21 /19.8'.24AGP 2048x I 536@65Hz .. . . 51049 
G500 21/19.8". 24AGP 2048x1536@75Hz . . ..... 51149 
F500R 21 /19.8".22AGP 2048x1536@75Hz .. . . 51799 
FW700 24/22.5".23-.27AGP 2304x1440@80Hz .. .. .. 52429 

Microtek 
ScanMaker 4700, 42bit , Moc/PC ............................ 5239 
ScanMaker V6USL, 42bit 8.Sx 14,USe, ... ....... ......... .. 5129 
ScanMaker 5700, 42bit Oual format FireWire/ USB .. 5549 
ScanMaker 8700,42bit Dual format ......................... 5999 
Epson 
Perfection 1640su, 42bit USB 
Perfection 1640su Photo w ms.Ada fer 

..JIMPIY'fUr 

NEC/Mitsubishi 

• 22" Flat CR {20"visible) 
• .24mm AGP 
•Max Res. 
1BOOx1440@70Hz 

AccuSync AS50 15/13.8'.28mm, 1024x768@70Hz... . ... 5159 
FE70017/16'.25AGP 1280x1024@66Hz. . . 5279 
Diamond Plus 73 17/16".25AGP, 1280x1024@60Hz . '289 
AccuSync AS9019/18".26mm, 1600x1280@76Hi .......... '329 
Diamond Plus 9119/ 18' .25-.27AGP, 1600x l200@60Hz . 5489 
Diamond Plus 200 22/ 20".24mm, 1800x1440@72Hz . '949 
Diamond Pro 2040u 22/20".24mm, 2048x1536@75Hz ..... '1129 
Viewsonic 
EF70 17 / I 6' .25AGP 1280x1024@60Hz. .............. .. 5229 
PF77517/ 16".25AGP 1600xl200@60Hz .. . ... 5365 
PF790 19/ l 8".25AGP 1600x I 200@60Hz ............ 5469 
GS815 21 / 20 ".25mm 1600x1200@95Hz ............. 5849 

UM 
Power. 
2100X 
SCSI 

11''x17'' 
Urn ax 
Astra 6400, 42bit FireWire w/Trans. Caver ............. 5199' 
Astra 3450 42bit USB wjlrans. Adapter ........... .5 129 
Power/oak Ill 42bit USBwjTrns.Adp. Full Phatoshap 5999 
Power/oak 1100 Dua FireWire w/Full Photoshap . .51199 
'After $50 Mail-in Rebate. 
Agla 
Arcus 1200 42bit Multi Plate ....... .............................. 5799 
SnapScon E50 42bit wjlrans. Adapter. ... . . .. 5179 

n ) neLUert:ech 

MAXpowr G3 SOOMHz PCI ..................................................... 5399 
MAXpowr G4 400MHz PCJ ....................................... ............ 5399 

~ 
Crescendo G3/ PCl 400Mhz.... . ................... ' 299 MACh Corrier G3 SOOMHz pCf .......................................... '579 
Encore G4/ ZIF 400Mhz ............................................ 5399 MACh Speed G3z SOOMHz ....................... ...... ....................... 5499 
Crescendo G4/ PCl 450Mhz ...................................... 5499 MACh Carrier G4 400MHz PCI ............ .. .. ............................. 5549 

l;~~~ CALL 1-800-217-9208 
~rf FOR A FREE CATALOG 
~;' ~ ~ 

APPLE BRANDED PRODUCTS are no! returnable. If you e.xperience problems wi1h your Apple purchase contact Apple at 1-800-SOS
APPL WARRANTIES: All i1ems manufaclured by ClubMac are returned 10 ClubMac for warranty repair. All o1her items car1y manulac
lurel's war1anty. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: All producis manu1actured by ClubMac car1y a 30 day money !lack guaran1ee C!ubMac 
ex1e11ds all ottier manufacturers· return policies to its cus1ome1s Non-Club Mac p1oducts cairy 30 day money back guarantee when spec
ified. RETURNS: Call !or RMA number! Any product that is returned WITHOUT an AMA numres will be refused. ALL PRODUCT INFOR
MATION ANO PRICES ARE SUllJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. 



C033 1011 All Digital Cameras below are tlSlJ•s 

I NIKON 
N0431010 COOLPIX 800 2.1 MP .................... 1549 

• N043 1018 COOLPIX 880 3.34 COMPACT ....... 1699 
CANON MINI av CAMCORDERS N043 1012 COOLPIX 990 3.34 MP . . . . 

1929 

A102 1877 350MHz Indigo iMac 
64MB/7GB HD/24x CD-Rom/56k modem. 

400Mhz iMacDV 
A102 1870 Indigo iMac DV 400MHz/64MB 
10GB HD/24x CD-ROM/56k modem. C033 1013 ZR-10 MINI DV ... . ..................... 1765 CANON 

C0331012 OPTURA Pl MINI DV .................. 11,265 C0331006 POWERSHOT S10 2.1 MP ............. 1499 A102 1871 Ruby iMac DV 400MHz/ 
POWERSHOT S20 3.34 MP ............. 1599 64MB 1 OGB HD/24x CD-ROM/56k modem. C033 1017 ELURA2 MC MINI DV ................. 11,399 C0331014 

C0331016 ELURA210X/40X MINI DV ........ 11, 199 C0331015 
C033 1010 GL13-CCD20X/100X DV ......... 12,299 EPSON 

POWERSHOT ELPH S100 2.1 MP .. 
1499 tFree 64MB ram val id only on 350Mhz and 400Mhz 

iMacs listed on this page. Oller expires 1/31/00 or whi le supplies ~~'"'h'T'!'~· 
C033101 1 XL1 PROFESSIONAL DV .. ......... 13, 799 E0431041 PHOTOPC 3000Z 3.34 MP ............. 1899 

Gacall~ 11. 1111/ 
IJS8•s ~~8WJ;1 
GAME CONTROLLERS 
AirStick 
USB 
Mid Air 
Programmable 
Joystick 

llWI 
Mouse in 

a Box® 
Optical Pro USB!PS/2 

AWESOME UTILITIES! HOT GAMES! 
ALADDIN Alpha Centauri ............ ............. $29.95 
Stufflt Deluxe V6.0 ........................ $29.95* Baldur's Gate .. .. ....................... s46.95 
CASADY& GREENE ChessMaster 6000 ................ ... s35.95 
Conflict Catcher V8.0 .... .. .... .... .. ..... 

172 .95 Diablo II ...... .............. ....... .. ...... s59.95 
c.DNNECTIX . m.;.wB 1199 95 Deus Ex ......... .. ...... .. ...... ......... . $39.95 
Virtual PC v4.o Wm 98 .~?. .... .... .. . • F/A-18 Korea Gold s29 95 MICRDMAT .... ........ .. .... . . 
TechTool Pro V3.0.2 .. .. .. .... .. .... .... ... 189.95 Fly 2K ............ ............ .......... .. ... 

129.95 
SYMANTEC Madden NFL 2000 .......... ... ...... s19.95 
Norton AntiVirus V?.0 ..................... 139.95* Majesty .. ........ ........ ......... .. ....... $39.95 
Norton Utilities V6.0 ............ .. .. s48.95* Quake Ill .............. .. .. .. .............. s49.95 
GREAT GRAPHICS TOOLS! Rainbow Six .................... .. ....... s39.95 
ADOBE SimCity 3000 ................ ... ........ $49.95 
Illustrator V9.0 upgrade .......... 1139.95 Sin Gold ............ .. .. ............. ...... $29.95 
Photoshop V6.0 upgrade ........ 

1
189.95 Star Wars Racer .. .... ....... ......... $19.95 

MACRDMEDIA The Sims ...... ........................... $49.95 
~~~~~:n5ci 0v~PJ~apdgeraciii:::: : :::3~ :~:~~ Tomb Raider IV ..... .... ... ........ .... :39.95 
QUARK Unreal Tournament .... .. ........ .... 39.95 
QuarkXPress V4.1 .. ...................... 1765.95 Virtual Game Station ................ $19.95* 
'Price shown alter rebate. Call for details "Price shown alter rebate. Call tor details 

last. $30 installation fee applies to the free ram offer. 

450Mhz iMac ov+ 
A102 1872 Indigo iMac DV + 
450MHz/ 64MB/20GB HD/DVD-ROM 
56k modem. 
A102 1873 Ruby iMac DV + 
450MHz/ 64MB/20GB HD/DVD-ROM 
56k modem. 
A102 1874 Sage iMac DV + 
450MHz/ 64MB/20GB HD/DVD-ROM56k modem. 

Starring At 

1195 
366MHz iBook/64MB RAM/10GB HD/24x CD-ROM. 
A102 1859 Indigo A102 1867 Keylime 
466MHz iBook/64MB RAM/10GB HD/DVD-ROM/56k m~m. 
A102 1860 Graphite A102 1868 Keylime 

•$30 Installation fee. Applies on all iBook Memory Offers. Expires 1/31/00. Offer val id on all 
iBooks listed on this page. 

"Get a 150 Mail-in Rebate from 1- 1 
HP and a '50 Mai l-in Rebate ~ 
from App le when purchased 

wi th an iMac or iBook 
listed on this page. 

Offer good 11 /27/00 lhru 2/4/01 

CIC 

NO SURCHARGE 

Sales 
24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week .. (800) 217-9208 
Customer Service 

24-Hour Fax .... .. .... ................. (949) 768-9354 E-Mail : ClubMac Sales ...... cmsales@clubmac .com 

M·F 6am-7pm, Sat. 8-1 2 Noon PST (800) 551-6398 
Inquiries & International Sales 
24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week .. (949) 768-8130 

Corporate/Educational Sales 
M - F 6am - 6pm PST .............. (800) 258-2621 
Technical Support 
M • F 6am - 6pm PST .. .. ........ . (800) 854-6227 

Customer Service ... custsvc@clubmac.com 
Technical Support .... techsup@clubmac.com •llil•ilfl::[Em~aill!tfiiiiilillll 

Mail: ClubMac ...... 7 Hammond, Irvine, CA 92618 



Apple® iMac'" 
Starting At 

'7 488 
We have an iMac 

for everyone. 
Whatever your taste in colors, need for speed 
or entertainment preference, Apple's iMac line 
is sure to have a model that pleases you. All 
feature faster video cards for great graphics 
and game playing. iMovie 2 and FireWire 
ports on the iMac DV models make it easy 
to turn home video recorded on digital video 
cameras into digital events. And the DVD
ROM drive on the iMac DV+ and DV SE 
models adds to your entertainment options. 

Model iMac iMac DV iMac DV+ iMac SE Now available separately at Mac Zoner 
Processor 350MHz 400MHz 450MHz 

Hard Drive 7GB 10GB 20GB 

RAM 64MB 64MB 64MB 

Optical Drive CD CD DVD 

Fire Wire No 2 Ports 2 Ports 

AirPort Ready No Yes Yes 

iMovie 2 No Yes Yes 

ti Appl~Care s794ss s994ss $129498 

1Moc Indigo #124912 Indigo #124913 Indigo #124915 $14996 Protection 
#722602 Pion Ruby #124914 Ruby #124916 

Sage #124917 
Business Leasing Available. Call 1-800-61 1-9751 for details. 

Award-winning satellite 
speakers and subwoofer 
Harman Kardon SoundSticks 
3-Piece Audio System 
#127797 $199.99 

Turn your iMac into a 
digital photo studio 
ixla Photo Easy 
Dual Cam Edition for Mac 
#117281 149.98 

Add a convenient, 1.4MB 
floppy drive to your iMac 
VST USS Floppy Drive 
with Mac Color Kit 
#112789 $89.98 

SOOMHz 

30GB 

128MB 

DVD 

2 Ports 

Yes 

Yes 

$149498 

Graphile #124918 

Snow #124919 

.__ 
#124979 $59.99* 

Apple Pro Keyboard #124980 $59.99* 

"FREE with new iMacs. Now avai lable separately for iBooks. PowerBooks, 
and other USS-equipped Macs! 

Upgrade Your iMac For IMac Jsot4DDMHz 
or iBook! 

~ 
#674339 64MB $29.99• 
#123842 128MB $69.991 

#715574 256MB $179.99" 

For IBook 

#715586 64MB $39.99. 

*After $15 mfr. mail-in rebate. Low Zone price: $44.99. tAfter $20 mail-in rebate. 
Low Zone price: $89.99. ttAtter $35 mail-in rebate. Low Zone price: 5214.99. 
Offer expires 12131/00. 

n ,.. 
Mac Zone Exclusive Offer! 

$130 ~~Wa~ 
#124655 REBATES! $149.98* 

..__(, 
' After $80 mfr. mai l-in rebate with 
purchase of a UMAX Astra 3400, 
42-bit scanner and Lexmark Z52 
Color JetPrinter. $50 Zones rebate 
Low Zone price $279.99. 
Offer good through 1/31/01. 

Tax season approaches. 
Intuit Quicken 
Turbo Tax Deluxe for Mac 
#127143 $49.95 
·After mfr. mail-in rebate. 
Limited time offer 

Credit cards are not charged until the order is shipped. Most products ship the same day (barring system failure, etc.). Shippinp options include Ground, 2nd Day and Overnight delivery. Freight is based on aver
age product weight. Handling extra. Insurance available. Special orders may require special shipping and handling charges. Cal for international shipping rates. Prices and product avaifability subject to change 
without notice. Specials and promotions may be limited to stock on hand. Not responsible for typographical errors. All products sold by Multiple Zones Inc. (MZI) are thi rd party products and are subject to the 
warranties & representations of the applicable manufacturers, including but not limited to Y2K compliance. Accordingly, MZI makes no representation or warranty with respect to Y2K compliance of product sold. 
• 2001 Multiple Zones Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violati on of applicable laws. Ap p le~ the Apple logo, Macintosh" and PowerBook" 
are registered trademarks of the Apple Computer, Inc. 

'-... 



, 
Apple® 
iBook™ 

Starting At 

iBook 
or 

iMac 

ac Zone Exclusivel 

+ 

E 12811 

Epson 
777i 

Printer 
Up To 

=t 
- FREE 
- 128MB 

Memory 

s50 Instant 
Rebate! 

8149498 
On computers in this ad. 

Offer good only lor orders made by phone. Only one instant rebate per 
computer. Nol val id with Apple/Epson Printer Free Memory oiler. 
Available tor a limited lime only. Call !or details. 

Model iBook iBook SE 
Processor 366MHz 466MHz 

Hard Drive 10GB 10GB 

RAM 64MB 64MB 

On-chip cache 256K 256K 

Optical Drive CD DVD 

FireWire/USB 1 Port ea. 1 Port ea. 

AirPort Ready Yes Yes 

Et hernet 10/100BT 10/100BT 

Modem 56K 56K 

ti Appl~Care $149498 $179498 
1Book s2299s Protection Indigo #124939 Graphite #124940 

#722603 Plan Key Lime #124977 Key Lime #124978 

Business Leasing Available. Call 1-800-611 -9751 for details. 

A workstation for all 
your mobile computing 
Targus LapPac5 

Desktop-quality 
printing for the road 
Canon BJC-85 

$100 Price Drop! 
Fits in your pocket 
Canon S100 Elph 
Digital Camera Notebook Case 

#503773 $59.99 
USB BubbleJet Printer 
#687476 $299.99 

Corporate bids welcome! 
Fax to 1-888-239-2591 
I A NASDAq" COMPANY Ticker Symbol: M ZON I 

#117017 $499.99 

Source Code 
MA021 

Go wireless. 
With an AirPort Card in 
your iBook and the AirPort 
BaseStation connected to 
your phonejack, you can 
surf the Web from your 
couch, your bedroom, or 
anywhere else up to 150 
feet from an AirPort Base 
Station - even through 
brick w alls. 

Base Station #11 5919 $294.98 
AirPort Card #115920 $99.98 

Ultra-compact 
DV camcorder 
Canon Elura 2 

·~ 

#124368 ~ 
Call for Price 

Call to place your order. Offer subject 10 change. While supplies last. 

You're an anti-terrorist 
agent on a quest to track 
a conspiracy to the top 
Aspyr Deus Ex 
#701823 $49.99 

Materialize in the Star 
Trek Voyager Universe 
Activision Star Trek Voyager 
Elite Force 
#741352 $49.99 

Free your gaming from the 
confines of the desktop 
Macally Motion Sensing 
Mid-Air USB Joystick 
#662246 $34.99 

.. - - -. rr -'-;/ ...._,,._,,,.,. 
~ '."':'. ·~-· 
' .. 
" -L.' >' ; 
I ) I )l 1\ 1{) 

~I f[), I ' I 

Return to a world of dark 
fantasy as the struggle 
against evil continues 
Diablo I I from Blizzard 
#117284 $54.99 

Turn your Mac into a 
thrill-packed PlayStation 
Connectix Virtual Game Station 
1.4 with FR EE Game 
#700657 $44.99 

Feel the action as you 
engage your opponents 
Mace Group iShock USB 
Programmable Gamepad 
#106162 $29.99 

Order by Phone Today Order Online 

1.800.304.0286 maczone.com 



' • 
, ___ 

Model Cube 64 
Processor 450MHz 400MHz 

Hard Drive 20GB 20GB 

RAM 64MB 64MB 

_\\ ~ Apple® Power Mac 
1 \_94'" Cube 

"' .. ~ 

64 Dual 64 Dual 
450MHz 500MHz 

30GB 40GB 

128MB 256MB 

64 Dual 
500MHz 

40GB 

256MB 

Apple 
Cinema Display 
22· diagonal Flat-Panel 

ONLY 

#124925 $399998 

Power Mac 
G4"' Dual 
Apple Studio Display 
15" diagonal Flat-Panel 

Optical Drive DVD DVD DVD DVD DVD-RAM 
ONLY #124924 $99498 

Fire Wire 2 Ports 2 Ports 2 Ports 2 Ports 2 Ports 

GB Ethernet 10/100 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Backside 1MB at 1MB at 1MB at 1MBat 1MB at 
Cache 225MHZ 200MHZ 225MHZ 250MHZ 250MHZ 

Was $179498 $159498 $249498 $319498 $349498 

A~~le Rebate ·$300 ·$300 .$500 ·$500 

tlAppleCare $149498t $159498 $219498* $269498* $299498* 
G4 $22596 Protecrion #124926 #124920 #124921 #740288 #124922 

#722601 Plan "Mfr. mail-in rebates expire 12/31/01. tAfter Apple rebate and Apple display purchase. Expires 12131/00. 
While supplies last. Business Leasing available. Call 1-800-61 1-9751 for details. 

Transparency adapter & 
1600 x 3200 resolution 
Epson Perfection 1240U 
Photo USB Scanner 
#124650 $299.99 

Eye-popping 30 for the 
greatest games ever 
ATI Radeon Graphics 
Accelerator Card 
#126501 $279.98 

Wide format printing 
Epson 2000P Photo Printer 
#116462 $899.99 

Sony Cybershot 
DSC-S30 Digital Camera 
#117019 $449.99* 
•After $50 rebate. Low Zone price: 
$499.99. See zones.com 
for details. 

Apple Studio Display 
16" viewable Natural Flat Diamondtron 

ONLY #124923 $49498 

Power Mac G4 400, 450, 500 
#674339 64MB $29.99' 
#123842 12BMB $69.99" 
#715574 256MB $179.99 1 

•After $15 mfr. mail-in rebate. Low 
Zone price: $44.99 ... After $20 mfr. 
mail-in rebate. Low Zone price: $89.99. 
tAfter $35 mfr. mail-in rebate. Low 
Zone price: $214.99. 

Store images on 
inexpensive floppy discs 
Sony Mavica MVC-FD90 
Digital Camera 

Gain the flexibility of 
digital & analog recording 
Sony DCR-TRV900 Digital 
Camcorder with 3 CCD 

#694143 $799.99 #111848 $2299.99 

Credit cards are not charged until the order is shipped. Most products ship the same day (barring system failure, etc.). Shipping options include Ground, 2nd Day and Overnight delivery. Freight is based on aver
age product weight. Handling extra. Insurance avanable. Special orders may require special shipping and handling charges. Gair for international shipping rates. Prices and product availability subject to change 
without notice. Specials and promotions may be limited to stock on hand. Not responsible for typographical errors. All products sold by Multiple Zones Inc. (MZI) are third partv products and are subject to the 
warranties & re11fesentations of the applicable manufacturers, including but not limited to Y2K compliance. Accordingly, MZI makes no representation or warranty with respect lo Y2K compliance of product sold. 
0 2001 Multiple Zones Inc. Alt rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Apple~ the Apple logo, Macintosh" and PowerBook" 
are registered trademarks of the Apple Computer, Inc. 



tlAppleCare 
$3"1196 PowerB?ok 

&,~ l'1olet11on 
#722604 Plan 

Model 
Processor 400MHz SOOMHz 

Hard Drive 10GB 12GB 

RAM 64MB 

Optical Drive DVD 

FireWire/USB 2 Ports/ea 

Modem 

Backside 
Cache 

56K 

1MB 

L2 

Was s249498 

Price Drop 
Low Zone Price $249498 

Apple Rebate .s200 

128MB 

DVD 

2 Ports/ea 

56K 

1MB 

L2 

Apple® 
PowerBookM 

PPICI 
Dl'OP 

SOOMHz 

20GB 

128MB 

DVD 

2 Ports/ea 

56K 

1MB 

L2 

$349498 

.ssoo 

-

Final Cut 
Pro 1.2 

ONLY 

- #114885 $999
99 

FREE video-based .\ I 
training series for ~,.j_~ 
Final Cut Pro! " 
Ask for item #124984 
*FREE with ~urchase of Final Cut Pro. 

Upgrade Your 
PowerBook! 

For PowerBook 400/500 

Mac Zone 
Exclusive! 
Instant 
Rebate! 

On computers in this ad. 
Oller good only for orders made by phone. Only one instant rebate per 
computer. Not valid with any other Mac Zone otter. Available for a 
limited lime only. 

FREE 
~~128• 
MIEllORY! 

with Apple computer purchase. 
Call to place your order. Otters subject to change. While supplies last. 

Mac Zone1 the source for Mac 
enthusiasts1 has everything 
you need: call today! 

,;.: , 

·i 
•':I r · ~ c1ean_e_ '"' -~·· -- -:: 

. 

The world-standard 
image-editor 
New Version 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 
#117291 $189.99 

s229499* s259499* s279499* 
64MB 
128MB 
256MB 
512MB 

$109.99 
$199.99 
$429.99 

The camera-to-Web 
streaming media solution 
Terran Cleaner 5 

The professionals' 
desktop publishing toolkit 
QuarkXPress 4.1 

#124941 #116009 #124942 
• After Apple mail-in rebate. Expires 12131/00. While supplies last. 
Business lease Available: 36-month, fair-market value lease based on approved credit. Other leas
ing options available. Leases require a minimum order of $1000. Call 1-800-611-9751 for details. 

The stylish, flexible, 
powerful organizer 
Palm lllxe 
Connected Organizer 
#126529 $249.98 

Inexpensive and super
reliable backup! 
Fuji 80min. 16X 50-Pack 

#113568 $19.99 

Corporate bids welcome! 
Fax to 1-888-239-2591 
I A NASDAq• COMPANY Ticker Symbol: MZON I 

FREE Iomega Zip 250 
2-pack of unformatted 
media with drive 
Iomega Zip 250 USB Drive 
#119675 $179.99 

Source Code 
MA021 

$1299.99 
#740321 $579.99 #128395 $769.99 

Revolutionary interface The smart way to develop Your own Mac digital 
studio for underst50 
IXLA PhotoEasy DualCam 
Edition for Mac 

boosts read & write speeds Web apps and graphics 
QPS 12x10x32x FireWire CD-RW Macromedia UltraDev 4/ 
#113595 $369.99* Fireworks 4 Studio 
"After $30 mtr. mai l-in rebate. #128340 $629.98 
Low Zone price: $399.99. 

Order by Phone Today 

#117281 $149.99 

Order Online 

1.800. 304.0286 maczone.com 



Includes iMovie 2! 
Advanced Features: 
e Up to SOOMHz 

. PowerPC G3 processor 
e Up to 128MB RAM 
e Up to 30GB Ultra ATA HD 
e Slot-loading CD or DVD 
• Two USB ports 

400MHz 
400MHz 
450MHz 
450MHz 
450MHz 
SOOMHz 

iMac DV 
starting as low as 

$799 
#951155 

(350MHz Indigo) 

lOGB 2 
64MB lOGB CD 2 
64MB 20GB DVD 2 
64MB 20GB DVD 2 
64MB 20GB DVD 2 
128MB 30GB DVD 2 

30GB DVD 2 

iBook 
starting as low as 

$1~94 

s799 
Yes s999 

2 Yes 1999 szs 
2 Yes s1z94 137 
2 Yes 11294 137 
2 Yes 11.294 137 
2 Yes s1494 s42 
2 Yes 11.494 s42 

Sleek and Portable: 
• 366 or 466MHz PowerPC 

G3 processor 
e 64MB of SDRAM, 

expandable up to 320MB 
• Preinstalled iMovie software 
e 24X CD-ROM or 6X-speed 

DVD-ROM 

12x1 Ox32 FireWire 
CD-RW Drive 

Record, erase and rewrite 
CDs again and again at 

Compatible with all 
lOOMB and ZSOMB 

Zip disks! - -""' . 12X write and lOX rewrite. - . _, $34999 
.~ After $30 mfr. :i'aft!J",ebate. Hurry! End~~ll~~( 



Order Any Item in 4 Easy Steps 
"'I. Go to www.macmall.com r--""-'= _=_=_.c:'\1m'i--..,, 
2. Click on "Shopping Cart" CATALOG -Fi' 
3. Enter part# in "Catalog Express" EXPRESS 
4. Click on "Proceed to Checkout" -..n:r:i.i.9 1 

:an us for details or visit www.macmall.com 

The Processing Powerhouse: 
• Up to two SOOMHz PowerPC G4 processors 
• lMB of backside level 2 cache 
e 64MB SDRAM (supports up to l.SGB) 

Apple Power Macintosh 64 

starting at $1,594 #951068 
Own this Power Macintosh 64 
for as low as s45/month with the 

New MacMall EZ Payment Plan! 

#951068 400 64MB ZOGB DVD-ROM 56K 
#950986 450 Dual 128MB 30GB DVD-ROM 56K 
#952964 500 Dual 256MB 40GB DVD-ROM 56K 
#951067 500 Dual 256MB 40GB DVD-RAM 56K 

Elegant Performance: 
• 450MHz PowerPC G4 Processor 
e 64MB SDRAM (supports up to l.SGB) 
• 20GB Ultra ATA/66 hard drive 
e DVD-ROM drive with DVD playback 
• AT! RAGE 128 Pro graphics card 

Apple Power Mac 64 Cube 

only $17 94 #951069 
Own this Power Mac 64 Cube 
for as low as s50/month with the 

New MacMall EZ Payment Plan! 

2 2 Yes lOOOBT 11,594 s45 
2 2 Yes lOOOBT 12,494 170 
2 2 Yes lOOOBT S3J94 sg9 
2 2 Yes lOOOBT 13,494 198 

your price 

$999 

The G4 Cube is cooled 
without a fan so it 
runs in virtual silence. 

On/er Any Time/ Open 24 Hours! Order Today by 10p.m. EST-Get It Tomorrow by 10:308.m.I 

macmall.com 1-800-965-3282 
AOL Keyword: MacMall Mention our PriorifJI.. Code: #ZllllAD., 2., 

Coolpix 990 
Digital Camera 

only 

sgg 79
?57105 

2.2GB SCSl/USB Ext. 
ORB Removable 
Media Drive 

only 

$1699~954141 
After $10 MacMall instant rebate, 

Canon ZR10 
lOX Canon zoom lens and 

powerful 200X digital zoom 
for extremely detailed shots. 

only 

$76995 
#59847 

Palm mlOO .L 
Handheld 1 

• 

Keep track of all your · 
appointments, addresses and to-dos. 
Even use it to jot notes as fast as 
with a pen and paper. 

only s14999 
#951523 

~ VideoFX 
~ Capture Card 

Easily connect any video 
source to your Mac and 
capture, edit and print! 

s9999 
only #56616 

Discover the mysteries of Diablo II 
and return to the world of dark 
fantasy! Full multiplayer support, 
including Internet play. 

$A499 
only "':t #951075 

Upgrades for your @>VIKING 
Apple® PowerBook G3! w COMPONENTS 

#57816 64MB PowerBook FireWire '129" 
#57817 128MB PowerBook FlreWlre '249" 
#57818 2S6MB PowerBook FireWlre '509" 
Have your RAM professionally installed by one of our factory
tra ined technicians for only $30. Ask for #2214. See page 7 or visit 
our Web site: macrnall.com for more Viking memory. Prices are 
valid at time of press & are subject to change due to market fluc
tuations. Please call for most rurrent pricing. 



Source for Mac™ Computer Solutions! 

with 450 or 500MHz Dual G4 Processors 

Au<horized Rcscl~r 

Up to 128MB 
RAM UPGRADE 

FREEt 

FREE*64MB 
RAM UPGRADE 

Ask for item numbers 
AAP11 54 and INSTL 10. 

FREE' 128MB 
RAM UPGRADE 

Ask for item numbers 
AAP1155 and INSTL10. 

FREE' 128MB 
RAM UPGRADE 

Ask for item numbers 
AAP1155 and INSTL10. 

The dual processor Power Mac G4s deliver twice the 
firepower of previous G4s, enabling you to race through 
large image rendering, build dynamic Web sites, and 
even do professional-level video editing. These are the 
machines you want when running Adobe Photoshop, 
lnDesign, and QuarkXPress. Call to order yours today! 

400MHz/G4 processor 
(single processor) 
64MB SDRAM (exp. to 1.5GB)/20.0GB Ultra ATA/66 
Hard Drive/1 MB Backside Level 2 Cache/DVD-ROM 
Drive/56K Modem*/1 GB Ethernet $ 

CPU1646 ....... .. ........... ................ 1599 
450MHz/G4 Dual-processor 
128MB SDRAM (exp. to 1.SGB)/30.0GB Ultra ATA/66 Hard 
Drive/1 MB Backside Level 2 Cache per processor/ DVD
ROM Drive/56K Modeml/1 GB Ethernet $ 

CPU1647 .................................... 2499 
500MHz/G4 Dual-processor 
256MB SDRAM (exp. to 1.SGB)/40.0GB Ultra ATA/66 
Hard Drive/1 MB Backside Level 2 Cache per 
processor/56K Modeml/1 GB Ethernet$ 

CPU1637: with DVD-ROM .............. 3199 
CPU1648: with DVD-RAM .............. $3499 

====~:;;;;;;:;;:;;==~ ... 15" Apple Flat Panel Display 

Power Mac 64 Cube 

17" (16" viewable) 
Natural Flat 
Diamondtron 
CRT/Resolutions 
up to 1600 x 
1200@65Hz/ 

sold separately. MON1093, 
only $999. 

Miraculously engineered to fit into an 8-inch cube and suspended in a 
crystal-clear enclosure, the built-in Velocity Engine helps the G4 processor 
reach speeds of more than one billion calculations per second. 

Power Mac G4 Cube 450MHz 
450MHz PowerPC G4 Processor/64MB SDRAM (exp. to 1.5GB)/ 
20.0GB Ultra ATA/66 HD/DVD-ROM Drive/56K modeml/ 
Harman Kardon Speaker System 

CPU1657 ....... .......... $1799 Business Lease only $52/mo,§ 

15" Apple Flat Panel 
Studio Display 

22" Apple 
Cinema 
Display 15" viewable size/ 

16. 7 million colors/ 

;;==== ===! 

Item #MON1094 .......... $499 
Business Lease only S Business Lease only $116/mo.§ 

Our sales representatives are ready to take your order 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We accept most Manufacturer's warranties apply and theretore Micro Warehouse makes no product warranty, either 
major credit cards. We offer overnight delivery to most areas for in-stock items ordered weekdays up expressed or implied, including without limitation, any warranty of merchantability Of fitness for a 
to 12:00 midnight (EST) (or 11 :00 pm (EST) if ordered via warehouse.com). CT, IL, NJ, OH, and TN particular purpose. 
residents, please add applicable sales tax. Shipping and handling charges apply. 

Please contact one of our sales representatives or visit the Gusto mer Service section of our web site at ~~~di~~~:~i~~ "::~~~~;:; ~~c~~~~i~~ ~e:;e~!:~r~~~r~e~~~~v:n~o\~ea~~s throughout 
warehouse.com. to review our 30-day defective product return policy. Certain products must De returned 
directly to their manufacturers. Micro Warehouse is not responsible for any typographical or photographic tGapable of receiving data up to 56Kbps. Actual send and receive speeds may vary. 
errors in this advertisement Prices, policies and item availability are subject to change at any time. 



Order online at: www.warehouse.com 

FREE* 64MB RAM 
UPGRADE! - • 

Apple iMacs PLUS HP · 
DeskJet 648C Printer* 10~5as s799 

For Free 64MB RAM ask for item numbers AAP1150 and INSTL 10. 
For HP Printer, ask for item number PR16278. 

Apple iMac 350MHz 

This entry-level iMac is the one you want for surfing the 
Internet. You get a fast processor, a large hard drive and a 

~ Harman Kardon Odyssey Audio System! 

350MHz PowerPC G3 processor/64MB SDRAM/ 
7.0GB hard drive/24X max. varable 

Only$799 lndigo -
a1so available in 
400MHz and 450MHz CD-ROM Drive/56K Modem' • Indigo: CPU1649 

Apple iMac DV 400MHz 
The iMac DV takes you beyond the 
Internet and into the home movie 
business featuring iMovie 2! 

400MHz PowerPC G3 processor/ 
64MB SDRAM/10.0GB hard drive/ 
24X niax. variable CD-ROM Drive/ 
2 FireWire ports/iMovie 2/56K Modem' 

Apple iMac DV+ 450MHz 
450MHz PowerPC G3 processor/ 
64MB SDRAM/20.0GB hard drive/ 
DVD-ROM Drive/2 FireWire ports/ 
iMovie 2/56K Modem• 

Only 
$999 

each 

• 
Indigo: 
CPU1650 

also available in 
350MHz and 450MHz 

Only 

$1299 
each 

• Indigo: CPU1652 • Ruby: CPU1653 • Sage: CPU1654 

FREEt128MB RAM UPGRADE! 
With the purchase of any PowerBook! Ask for 
rtem numbers AAP1 156 and INSTUO. Installation fee required. 

Apple PowerBook G3 
400MHz G3 processor 
64MB SDRAM/10.0GB HD 
DVD-ROM Drive/56K Modem' 
14.1' Active-Matrix Display 
Item #CPU1641 ........... $2499 

500MHz G3 processor 
128MB SDRAM/20.0GB HD/ 
DVD-ROM Drive/56K Modem• 
14.1' Active-Matrix Display 
Item #CPU1642 .......•.•.•.••.••.............................. ~999 

• 
Ruby: 
CPU1651 

also available 
in 450MHz 

Apple iMac DV Special Edition 500MHz 
Only 

$1499 
SOOMHz PowerPC G3 processor/ 
128MB SDRAM/30.0GB hard drive/ 
DVD-ROM Drive/2 FireWire ports/ 
iMovie 2/56K Modem' each 

• Graphite: CPU1655 Q Snow: CPU1656 

FREE* 64MB RAM UPGRADE! 
iBooks PLUS HP DeskJet 
648C Printer* as low as $1499 

Apple iBook G3 366MHz G3 processor 
64MB SDRAM/10.0GB HD/24X max. variable CD-ROM Drive 
56K Modem*/12.1' Active-Matrix Display 
Indigo: Item #CPU1643, $

1499 Key Lime: Item #CPU1658 .....• 0nly 

466MHz G3 processor -
Special Edition 
64MB SDRAM/10.0GB HD/DVD-ROM Drive/ , 
56K Modem*/12.1 " Active-Matrix Display • 
Grap~ite: Item #CPU1644, $1799 Key Lime: Item #CPU1659 ••.............. 

•free 64MB RAM with any iMac, iBook or Power Mac G4/400 20GB HD featured on these pages. Free 64MB RAM upgrade AFTER MacWAREHOUSE $100 mail-in rebate. 
Price before rebate is $129.95. Installation fee of $29.95 is required. Rebate coupon is available at www.warehouse.com/rebate/macv.iarehouse or call us at 1-800-390-0706 to request one. 
Offer not valid on the purchase of Tangerine iBook, reconditioned iBooks, reconditioned iMacs or reconditiooed Power Macs . Offer expires 1/31!01. MacWAREHOUSE reserves the right to 
terminate this offer at any time. 

jfree 12BMB RAM with any PowerBook or Power Mac Dual Processor featured on these pages. FREE 12BMB RAM AITTR MacWAREHOUSE $200 mail-In rebate. Price before rebafe is 
$229.95. Installation fee of $29.95 is required. Rebate coupon is available at www.warehouse.com/macwarehouse or call us at 1-800-390-0706 to request one. Offer not valid on purchase of 
reconditioned PowerBooks or Power Macs. Offer expires 1/31/01. MacWAREHOUSE reserves the right to terminate this offer at any time. 

ittewlett-Packard Desk.let 648C color printer at no cost to you AFTER mfr's $50 mail-in rebate AND Apple $50 mail-in rebate with purchase of any iMac or iBook. Offer valid on 
purchases made befween 11124/00 • 02/04/01. V•n www.warehouse.com/rebate/applebun<fle f0< mail-in rebates or ""I us at 1-eG0-390-0706 to request one. Offer not valid oo purcha<eS of 
recon<frtiooa<f equipment Offer good while supplies last 

§leases are only available to business customers with approved credit oo product orders where at least one product totals $750 Of mOfe. Lease payments are based on a 48-month Lease. 
call today to see how you can qualify. Lease terms are subject to change. 

1-800-981-9192 :w:i;;::: -·· 
ONLINE h ml Get your order the next business day - call for in-stock' 

: WWW1 ware ouse.co ma items weekdays by midnight{ET} or order Online by 11:00{ET}. 
•Products must be in stock in our Wilmington, Ohio Distribution and Configuration Center. 



Your one-stop source for Apple® Macintosh® - over 30,000 items on sale at better than mail order prices! 
It's pretty simple: we know a lot about Mac® stuff, and we care about our customers. 

Blowouls & Specials [--;.;' Want a Cube? lndig! or Ru~ We stock Mat:5 at the lowest prices eve~ 
Contour Design anli-~arpal tray .. .. $9.00 Price too high? I Mac DV 450 Save Your Peripherals! Great pricelperformance! 
Black Ink for SfyleWnter Pro .... ... $9.00 How about· only $1088 - Save " 1579 
500 sheet feeder for LW 8500 ..... t19.00 • 1 Fu!~. contlgured pre-owned Macs" 1Mocs stm1m~ at , .. .. 
Envelope cassette for LW 8500 19 00 $1299' * Over $200. 6100 senes, sturting at.. .. .. .$99 PowerBook® 400,s, ~arting at · 686 

. . ... · • -. - ., 6200 senes, sturting at . . . 179 PowerBook® 3400s, sturting at . 749 
Apple plamtalk microphone .. ... .. $12.00 ·- - Other Incredible Macintosh values 6300 senes sturting at .. 219 PowerBook" 5300's, sturting at . 399 
Gravis Fireblrd ADB Flight Cont .. $29.00 Proteot alt your Macs I . ~ IMac .. 333 32/6 Gb/CD' .. .. $688.00 Graphite IBook'" G3/366'.$1369.00 6400 senes: sturting at . . 286 PowerBook" G3's, sturling at . .. $t388 
OG 400W 3 piece speaker set .. ... $29.00 with 8 3 year warranty • IMac" 350 64/6 Gb/CO' .. .. $709.00 Graphite IMac" G3/400* .. $1069.00 6500 senes, sturting at . . 390 Powe1Base Towe~. sturting at. . 249 
Curtis Model 9500N Surge Prot.. .$29.00 from AppleCarel ~ PwrBook G3/500128/1 2' .$2499.00 64/450128/20/DVD/Zip' .. $1599.00 7100 senes, sturting at . 127 Uroox Towe~. stu~ng at.. .. 4

9
19
9 Fuser oil for Color LaserWrller ... $23.00 7200 senes, sturting al .. . . . 146 PowerComputing 1oweri, sturting at. 1 

Norton Antlvlrus 6.0 OEM ..... .. .. .. $29.00 *Factory refurbished by Apple Ask about getting FREE 7300 senes, sturting at . . . . 385 Foctor~ Refurbkhod Macs~ 
I t 56k d t 81 &whit $39 00 A k b t th 

• 
RA t 7500 senes, sturting at · .. · 266 1Moc" fj3/266 32/6/24x CO ~629 

n . mo em or ue e.. . s a OU our 0 er FREE 64 MB of 7600 series, sturling al . . .. 297 'Moc" G3/400 64/10 /DVD . 868 
Open Box Apple Battery tor PB .. .. $49.00 rockin' Lacie deals! . ~~ "' 8100 senes sturting at 196 G h le iMac" 128/13/DVD · i· 069 
Ret Um~ 1220U use scanner ... $59.00 ,_::-.:.::'";! " RAM with our ,,. . . ... 8500 senes'. sturting at " .: .. . 393 iB~L 300 3¥,3.2/CO .. : . . 1249 
Mac OS 8.1 full retall ..... ... ...... $59.00 I:;,. .. ,,- Lacie SCSI CD·RW 16x10x40x ... $389.0D systems! elJll ~ "9 8600 senes, sturting at · .... 4~1 Gmphite iBook' 366 64/6/CD . 1369 
Internal 1 Gb S~SI. drive ........... $88.00 

1 
Lacie OVD·RAM 4.7/9.4GB ....... $696.0D • 

1 
~~~ senes, =ng ~ .... .. · · M PowerBook" G3/250 32/4/CO. 1549 

Ret Epson 740 mk1et printer ...... $89.00 ·~ Lacie 10Gb PockelDrive F!rew .... $395.00 With no Bull. 5200 ;1 senes': slurling al: ..... 229 ~f~~~ ~:1rn1ck ... · lm 
~~ , .!!!9 Lacie 20Gb PocketOnve Firew .... $695.00 Beige G3 s, sturti~g at.. . ... ..... .. 799 G4j500 25{;2f;ov™ . 1678 

Th P • ••• B Ill'' B di Blue&Wh1teG3s,sturtingat ......... 949 k C 8WCr ax 8 U un CS ~~~~~.~.:::::::: :: ::: : :m~~ Alwoys~i:~il~~~;1~; 1~~J°rchec 
• No complicated reseller rebates • No special terms or conditions • No "get this if you buy this" 

• No hidden charges •No hooks, installation fees or, well, any other bull! 

The G4 Bulldozer II Bundle The IMac"' Bullseye Bundle 
Ref 64/450 upgraded to 192 Mb of $1999 Refurbished Blueberry IMac~ $799 

RAM, 20 Gb Drive, DVO·ROM, 56k, Zip upgraded to 128 mb of RAM, 6 Gb 
drive, 1T' Princeton 25mm display, After Canon Drive, CO·ROM, 56k, Canon After Canon 

Canon BJC·2100 Inkjet printer. printer rebate BJC·2100 Inkjet printer. printer rebate 

Tiie IBaok"' Bullfithter Bundle The PowerBaok• Bulldoe Bundle 
Refurbished Powerbook® upgraded to $

2929 192 mb of RAM, 12 Gb Drive, DVD· 
ROM, 56k, Graphite IBook Carry Case, 
Portable Canon BJC·85 Inkjet printer. 

Local: (503) 624-1827 • Fax (503) 624-1635 
email: sales@powermax.com 

Prices subiect to •without notice. Prices reflect cash lflSCOUnt. Credit mid onleis 
stJ:tUY veiffied against fraildulent use. Wilh use of credit mid as pa'y!llent customer acknowl· 
edgeS that some producfs are su~ to final sakl. ~prices are limited to stock on hand. 

AB brard or product names are Je!Jislered IJademMts of their respeclive holders. 

T d U We'll take your Mac" OS ra C p G4 computer in trade toward 
~: G3 the purchase ot new 

6~i;n4"!?' Wilh product. Call one ot our 
.,,~:~· expert Mac·· consullants 
~ PowcrMaxl for full details! 

• Personal Financing • Fast P.O. Approvals • 
Business Leasing •Weekly specials on our well site 

'- • Order on line or call one of 1111 uperls! 

~ [ZJ[9]. 
--i G4s & Cubes H DV iMacs™ H iBooks™ H PowerBooks® H Blue & White G3's H Beige G3's H Software f-

on. Fun. 

~ 



Shop Formac! =- Formac 
-----·--· .... 
www.formac.com 

Visit our website for the easiest and most convenient 
way to buy the best products for your Mac. Visit us at MacWorld Expo SF, 

Booth 4250 and 4251 Or call us at l-877-4F01mac. 

FbeWhe FS 1042-0 

Formac dvdramTM 
The FireWire DVD RAM 
Solution for your Mac 

• Incredible 9.4 GB data capacity at lowest 
cost per megabyte. Up to 100,000 
Rewrite cycles! 

• Ideal for desktop publishing, multimedia 
archiving and presentation 

• FireWire interface, hot-swappable and 
bus powered 

• Maximum data transfer rate of up to 22 MB 
per second makes it a removable hard drive! 

Professional Line 

ProTV Stereo TM New! 

The TV /FM Tuner and Video 
Capture PCI Card for your Mac 

• Capture sound files, stills and QuickTime 
movies up to 30 frames per second 

• Receive up to 125 TV channels while surfing 
the web or working on your finances 

• Connect easily via antenna, cable, 
S-Video or Composite 

• lncludes Adobe® Premiere® LE 

Formac studio TM New! 
A video producer's dream come ttue! Capture, edit and create your own 
movies - at FireWire speeds! 
• Convert Analog to Digital Video and vice versa: Edit and store your VHS movies in the digital domain. 

Share digital video with family and friends with analog VCRs. 
• Provides input and output for Composite Video, S-Video, Stereo Audio and FireWire 
• Hardware CODEC delivers industry-leading 28 Mbit/s DV compression! 
• Real-time and frame-accurate editing in native DY - the video format of the Pros! 
• Receive up to 125 channels with built-in Stereo TV/FM Tuner (NTSC). Convert TV into native DV! 
• Record Audio in CD-quality (48 kHz, 16 bit) , built-in loudspeaker for recording control 
• FireWire interface, hot-swappable and bus powered 
• Includes Adobe® Premiere® LE and web streaming tools 

Formac cdrw™ New! 
The FireWire CD-RW 
Solution for your Mac 

• High performance: 
I 2x/l Ox/32x or 
16x/10x/40x drive 

• Burns complete 6SOMB 
disc in under 5 minutes! 

--""'"'"'''. 

• FireWire interface, hot-swappable 
and bus powered 

• Fully compatible with all CD-ROM, 
CD-R, CD-RW, and audio CD formats 

• Includes Adaptec® Toast® 4.11 
FlreWire FDA 1010-0 

Holiday Special! ProFormance 3 TM plus Bundled with ProCyber 30 Glasses 

The Fastest PCI Graphic -~~~~;-:;:., 
Accelerator for your Mac 
Award Winner! 

"Gives PhotoShop users a boost!" 
- 4Mice MacWorld 12-99 

"By far the fastest 2D card I've ever used! " 
- MacGamers Ledge 4-00 

"The fastest card in the test. Test winner! " 
- MacUp 7-99 

"The best-value graphics card on the market!" 
- MacUser 8-99 

"Amazing Performance. Its power will keep you happy!" 
- MacAddict 11 -99 PNGA 94-3C 



18" Pro 
"Plug N Play" 

(PF790) $509 
See our complele selection 
on our websile under the 

the ·Monitors• listing. 

Digital Cameras 

SONY Tak;:"' 
• Hi-speed auto focus, 

floppy storage, 640 x 480 
pixels (MVC-FD73) $495 

• LCD display, 6X Digital Zoom lens, 
floppy storage, 1280 x 960 pixels 
(MVC-FD85) $695 

USB & 1394 Stuff 

USB 4x4x6 CD Rewritable for PC or Mac 
(CRXIOOFJX2) $309 

USB 2SOMB Zip Drive w/Software 
(Z!P250USB) $169 

USB to SCSI Adapter 
(USBSCSI) $69 

USB External Hard Drives w/Cable: 
lOGB or l SGB (USBIO/!SGB) $165/$179 
20GB or 30GB (USB20/30GB) $205/$229 

1394 PCIIMAC BOAHD KIT 
(70HTLJ3941) 

1394 HUB (70HTL00030) 
1394 Repeater: (70HTL00020) 
1394 15 Ft. Cable: 6pin to 4pin 

(70CAB13943) 
1394 15 Ft. Cable: 6pin to 6pin 

(70CABl3942) 

$89 
$89 
$45 

$28 

$30 

Hard Drive 

Quant um. 
18.4 GB $409 
SCSI Ultra 160 Ext. $539 
Int. (TY3 l 8400LW) (TY318400LWX) 

CD-Rewritable Drive 

YAMAHA 
8x8x24 SCSI CDR-W Da!O-..,;;;r;;i 

w/Mastering Soft. & l disk 
Int. (YCRW8824S} $215 
Ext. (S disks + ISA conlroler) (YCRWBB24SX) $255 

Hard Drive 

~ 65)> Seagate ' 

9.2 GB $259 
. 

SCSI Ultra 160 Ext $389 
Int. (ST39204LW) (ID9204LWX) 

250MB ZIP Drive 

250MB • 

ZIP Ext. [)_ 
Drive 
(ZIP 250) Just $149 

SCSI Mac or PC 

2SOMB disks 
$17 each 
(ZIP2SOC) 

-----="-==A-=R=D:::.....:;;D..:..:R:..:...IV::....:E:..:...S::...._~) C..__--=H-==A-==R..:.:D::....=D..:..:R:..:...IV:....;:E::....:S:...____,,) we have more than 90 power backup t);,0["4( 
soluttons and can creale cus1om con!lg- ~· \j0J-: 
uranons to suit vour networking and dala • 

11 1 1 , 

MegaHaus is THE industry leader. Since 1987, we've 
been providing unlimtted technical support & ma n
ufacturers warranties on all products Questions? 
Call us. We're here to eam your business. 

Quantum (Call for deals 
ULTRA 160 SCSI on our externals) Int. 
9. IGB 7200 4MB XC309100LW r 9.2GB 10,000 8MB TY309200LW 265 
18.3GB 7200 4MB XC318400LW 323 
18.4GB 10,000 8MB TY318400LW 409 
36.7GB 7200 4MB XC336700LW 589 
36.7GB 10,000 8MB TY336700LW 64S 
73.4GB 10,000 8MB TY373400LW $1195 
IDE ULTRA ATA166 
10.0GB 4SOO 128K QML10000LD $Call 
10.2GB 7200 2MB QMP10200LM 

r2 IS.OGB 7200 2MB QMPlSOOOLM 113 
20.0GB 4SOO 128K QML20000LD $Call 
20.SGB 7200 2MB QMP20SOOLM $129 
30.0GB 4SOO 128K QML30000LD $Call 
30.0GB 7200 2MB QMP30000LM $169 
40.0GB 4SOO 128K QML40000LD $Call 

ULTRA 160 SCSI 
9.!GB 7200 4MB 07N3120 r 9.lGB 10,000 4MB 07N3220 39 
18.2GB 7200 4MB 07N3110 S3 
18.3GB 10,000 4MB 07N3210 SS 
36.4GB 7200 4MB 07N3100 S89 
36.4GB 10,000 4MB 07N3200 S7S 
IDE ULTRA ATAJlOO 
lS.OGB 7200 2MB 07NS637 1112 
20.0GB 7200 2MB 07NS638 133 
20.SGB 5400 Sl2K 07N3924 

Im 30.0GB 7200 2MB 07N5639 
4S.OGB 7200 2MB 07N5640 219 
61.4GB 7200 2MB 07N3933 375 
76.8GB 7200 2MB 07N3935 495 

e2S WESTERN DIGITAL .cau 10' WO 
• F1rew1re drives! 

IDE ULTRA ATAJIOO 
10.0GB 5400 2MB WDlOOEB 

Im 15.0GB 5400 2MB WD150EB 
20.0GB 5400 2MB WD200EB 118 
30.0GB 7200 2MB WD300BB 169 
40.0GB 7200 2MB WD400BB 198 

OJ 
FUJITSU 
IDE ULTRA ATAJl OO 
10.2GB 7200 2MB MPG3102AH r 15.3GB 7200 2MB MPG31S3AH 123 
20.4GB 7200 2MB MPG3204AH 133 
30.7GB 7200 2MB MPG3307AH 143 

IDE ULTRA ATAJlOO 
10.0GB 2MB 7200 M51025H3 : 109 
1S.3GB 2MB 7200 M51536H2 115 
20.0GB 2MB 7200 M52049H4 13S 
30.?GB 2MB 5400 M93073H4 135 
30.0GB 2MB 7200 MS3073H4 158 . 
40.9GB 2MB 7200 M54098H8 20S 
46. lGB 2MB 5400 M94610H6 159 
61.4GB 2MB 5400 M96147H8 249 
81.9GB 2MB 5400 M98196H8 315 

05)J seapate 
ULTRASCS 

(Call for deals 
on our externals) Int. 

9.2GB 7200 2MB ST39216N i229 
18.4GB 7200 2MB ST318416N 339 
ULTRA WIDE SCSI 
9.2GB 7200 2MB ST39216W ~29 
18.4GB 7200 2MB ST318416\V 39 
ULTRA 160 SCSI 
9.2GB 7200 2MB ST39236LIV 219 
9.2GB 7200 4MB ST39236LWV 229 
9.2GB 10,000 4MB ST39204LW 2S9 
18.2GB 10,000 4MB ST318404LIV 37S 
18.4GB 7200 2MB ST318436LW 33S 
18.4GB 7200 4MB ST318436LWV 349 
18.4GB lS,000 4MB ST3184SlLIV 499 
36.7GB 10,000 4MB ST336704LW 609 
36.7GB 10,000 16MB ST336704LWV 649 
73.4GB 10,000 4MB ST!73404LW ll099 
73.4GB 10,000 16MB ST173404LIVV 1119 
IDE ULTRA ATA166 
10.2GB 7200 2MB ST310210A $9S 
1S.3GB 7200 2MB ST31S320A rs 20.4GB 7200 2MB ST320420A 119 
30.6GB 7200 2MB ST330630A 16S 

Visit our website under www.megahaus.com/sea 
for the hottest deals on Seagate drives. 

( 2.5" IDE LAPTOP ) 
6.0GB 9.Smm Toshiba MK6014MAP rs 10.0GB 9.Smm Toshiba MK!Ol6GAP 1S9 
20.0GB 9.Smm Toshiba MK2016MAP 263 

5.0GB 9.5mm IBM 07N4391 r 10.0GB 9.5mm !BM 07N4390 1S2 
20.0GB 9.5mm IBM 07N4388 269 
32.0GB 12.5mm IBM 07N4138 479 
6.0GB 9.5mm Hitachi DK23BA60 rs 10.0GB 9.5mm Hitachi DK23BA10 159 
20.0GB 9.5mm Hitachi DK23BA20 24S 
\Ve also carry desktop publishing laptops. CALL. 

~JAKE I'I' llE!IOVAHU~ 
Turn your drives into 

~ 
removables with these 
high quality DataPort'" 

• drive cartridges and 
frames. Ultra Security. 

DataPort VI - COMPLETE KIT - P/aljnum Finish 
Includes 1 frame, I cartridge, mounting screlvs, & 2 keys. 
Ultra SCSI $108 (DP2200SMJ 
Ultra Wide SCSI $128 (DP2200UWM) 
Extra Cartridge/Frame Kits also 
Ultra SCSI $61/$54 available in 

Ultra Wide SCSI $75/$61 a Black Finish 

Visit our website at: megahaus.com/dataport 

With all the talk about drive shortages, you'll probably 
l ind It at MegaHaus - so call us - we are #1 in the US! 

backup needs. CAil us. a a. ---- ------- -

c ___ ----'C::....:D;;__:_;R;...:;:O_M __ __,) c ___ __.:;;.C=D_..;:M=E...;.D_ l_A..;.__) 

Teac 
Plextor 
NEC 
Toshiba 
Plextor 
Kenwood 

• SCSI Internals • 
CD532S 32X 85ms 
PX32CS (caddy) 32X 8Sms 
CDR3010 40X 85ms 
XM6401B 40X 8Sms 
PX40TS 40X 85ms 
UCR415 52X 90ms 

• WIDE SCSI • 

$72 
$130 

1
69 
64 
89 

$143 

Plextor PX40TSUW 40X 8Sms $99 
Call About Our SCSI External Drive Deals 

Teac 
Mitsumi 
Creative 
Kenwood 

• IDE• 
CDS40E 40X 85ms li43 
CRMCFX48X 48X 65ms l 
SBCD52 S2X lOOms 0 
UCR421 72X 90ms $ll0 

• CD CHANGER • 
Pioneer 24 X6 Disc Ext. SCSI (DRM6324X) $395 

We appreciate your business! 

C..______:.T.:....::A._PE....;......;..B_A_C_K_U_P___,) -Iii- Ila.- BeSafe 
• 4rnm DAT • Back Up! 

24GB 66MB/min Seagate STD2lllllON 1413 
4-8GB 30MB/min Seagate SIT28000N 21S 
4-8GB 66MB/min Seagate DDS-2 STD28000N 509 
4·8GB 90MB/min Sony SDT7000Af 19 
4-8GB 60MB/min HP Ct599AI · 95 
12·24GB 144MB/min Sony DDS-3 SDT%00AI S79 
12·24GB 120MBlmin HP DDS·3 CJ554AI 689 
20-'IOGB 288MB/min Sony DDS-4 SDTllOOllAI wow! 819 
48·96GB 66MB/min Seagate DDS-2 STJA96000N $1S99 
72-144GB 120MB/min HP6tapeloadDDS.3C5M8A $1S99 

• EXABYTE 8mm DAT • 
7-14GB 120MBlmin ELJANT820 11169 
2Q.40GB 360MB/min EXB8900 .1879 
14~280GB180MB/min EZl7SWK 4499 

• QUANTUM DLT • 
2040GB 180MBlmin DLT4000 $128S 
40·80GB 600MB/min DLT8000 $36S9 

Check out the hot tape media deals on our website. 

( ZIP, JAZ & OPTICAL) 
Iomega 

lOOMB Zip Int. SCSI/Ext. USB $89/$99 
250MB Zip Ext SCSI for PC or Mac 1149 
2GB Jaz Internal SCSI 299 
2GB Jaz External SCSI 339 
!GB Jaz disk 24/S-9/10+ $80177/7S 
2GB Jaz disk 2·415·9110+ $8S/80177 

Sony Magneto Optical 
5.2GB SCSI-2 Int. 4MB buffer (SMOF551) $1399 
5.2GB SCSI-2 Ext. 4MB buffer (SMOF551X) $1539 

5.2GB optical media (SMAXS.2) 14/5-9/10+ $83/80177 
Para Llamadas en Espanol: 

1-800-786-1174 

Nobody Beats MegaHaus on CD 
Media Pricing •••• NOBODY! 

CD RECORDABLE MEDIA 
12X Max Speed 5/20/50/100 Pack 
[CDR74B·5/20/S0/100] $5/$18/$42/$78 
80 MINUTE MEDIA 
12X Max Speed 5/20/50/100 Pack 
[CDR80·5/20/S0/100] $4/$13/$32/$59 
CD REWRITABLE MEDIA 
4X Max Speed Budget 5/20/50/100 Pack 
[CDR74WB·S/20/50/100] $6/$24/$56/$104 
4X Max Speed 5/20/50/100 Pack 
[CDR74W-S/20/S0/100] $12/$45/$107/$199 
CD-R PRINTABLE SURFACE MEDIA 
12X Max Speed Budget 5/20/50/100 Pack 
[CDR74PB-5/20/S0/100] $41$15/$35/$66 
12X Max Speed 51201501100 PacK'--
[CDR74P-S/20/SO/IOOJ $7/$26/$62/$115 
CD RECORDABLE PLATINUM MEDIA 
12X Max Speed 5/20/50/100 Pack 
[CDR74PA-5/20/50/IOOJ $6/$24/$57/$106 

C...__=s=c -=s-=-1 -=c-=D;.;:.R=--w.::.=.....;'s:;___) 
Yamaha Bx8x24 Rewritable • 
Packet write, 4MB buffer, tray loading. 
Int. [YCRW8824SJ /Ext. [YCRW8824SX] $2191$269 
Sony tOx4x32 Rewritable• 
Packet write, 4MB buffer, tray loading. 
Int. [CRX J4SSJ I Ext. [CRX14SSXJ $275/$335 
CenDyne 12x4x32 • 
Packet write, 4MB buffer, tray loading. 
Int. [CDICD00028] /Ext. [CDICD00028XJ $309/$369 
Hewlett Packard t 2x8x32 ReWritable • 
Packet write, 4MB buffer, tray loading. 
Int. [C4S06AJ /Ext. [C4S06AXJ $329/$389Plextor 
12xlOxJ2 Rewritable• 
Packet write, 4MB buffer, tray loading. 
Int. [PXW1210TSB]/Ext. [PXW12IOTSBXJ $335/$395 

C ___ .....::S::....:O::..:F.....::T:.....:W=A=R=E:::._~) 
Macromedia Dreamweaver V3.0 
for Mac OS 8.1 or later (DWMJODOJ ) $295 
Macromedia Flash V5.0 
for Mac OS 8.5 or later (FLMSODOJ) $369 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 3.0 
w/Fireworks 3.0 Studio 
for Mac OS 8.1 or later (WBM30DOI) $399 
This is just a sampling of our sof tware. Call us 

or visit our webstorefor complete listings. 

1 -800-475-7531 ~ . 2201 Pine Drive, Dickinson, Texas 77539 
~ (281) 534-3919 Fax: (281) 534-6580 

Sales lines open: M-F 7-8, Sat 9-3, CST 

www .megahaus.com 
Secure Ordering • Daily Specials• #1 Drive Store on the Web! 

fiiiiiii"l 1"11!111 Prices & specifications subjed 10 change 111ithout nolice. ~charges are norwe
~ · ltn1a!U. Retumsmustbeinnewoonditionandlnorigiialpactta!Pll. Oelacedltemsmay 
nocbe1n.nallle. t~1ehn:lsonsortwara 01 specialOfders ~emsnocisadilad.)Alrell.rdsSlbjed1015% restottilg 
lee. All1ademarksarer~9fedll'adernalllsotlheirrespectivecomparies . Personalchedlsheldl«ciearance. We 
reseive lhe right 101efuseanysale1111 any reason. Boodle price good My~ sold at ad pilce. All warranties !isled are 
manutacturetswarranlyOft/. FOf CO!f91eta terms and poicies, see OUf "A'ebsi!e's ctiedtoul stand.C2001 MagaHaus, Inc. 



• 450-MHz PowerPC 
• 128 MB RAM 
• 9 GB SCSI HD 
•CD 
' Keyboard & Mouse 
• 16 MB ATI Rage Pro 
Video Card 

B.RANDNEW! 
We st(J(~ p~rts for new ~.,~ vint~9e N\~($! 

Monitor Blo-wout! 
PowerComputing 
17" Monitor 

ONLY 
$169! 
Factory Refurbished 

Voxon 14" and 
15" Monitors 

HP Deskjet 
890 

ONLY $249 

Apple 11x17 Color Inkjet Printer NEW, #M9500 ... $249.G3 logic board, No Processor, No ROM Apple 17" Studio Display NEW.......... ..$299 Quadra 660AV NuBus Adapter. 
HP Deskjet 890 CM, NEW .... $249 7200190 logic board, refurbished . . . ....... $179. Apple 14" NV refurbished .. •. . . .... $129. Quadra 610 Nubus Adapter . . 
Apple StyleWriter 1200, relurbished . . .$$149.LC logic board, relurbished . . . .$49. Apple 14" Multiscan, refurbished ... $119. llsi Nubus adapter with math co-processor .... 

Apple Stylewriter 1500, lactory refurbished . . .... 149. Apple 15" Mulliscan, refurbished ......... .. ... ............... $119 ~~· ~· ~·~-~·ii••······· Apple StyleWriter 2400, refurbished . . ..... $129. LC II logic board, refurbished . . . .$99. l!I 
LaserWriler llnl, refurbished w/Toner .......... $199. Mac LC Ill logic board, refurbished, exchange .... $129. Apple 15" AV, faclory refurbished .. .. .............. ............ $199· ATI XClaimVR RAGE II 2MB wilh FREE TV Oplion .$149. 
LaserWriter Ill w/5MB RAM, refurbished . . .$549. Pertorma 630 ,No Processor, refurbished . . .$49. Apple MultiScan 1 r, refurbished .............................. $179· E-Machines DoubleColor SX Nubus Card NEW .. .. $29. 
LaserWriler Ilg w/5MB RAM, refurbished .. $649.Quadra 950 logic board, refurbished .......... $179 Apple 20" Multiscan, refurbished · .$599. RasterOps 24MX NEW, 24-bit Nubus . . .. $149. 
Texas Instruments Micro Laser Pro E NEW ...... $449. Radius lntelliColor/20e, factory refurbished ....... $999. 'PowerMac HPV Card (1 MB) . 

Voxon 14" Multiscan NEW .................... $99. 'PowerMac AN Card (2MB) .. 

~im!mliii~:lliii•••••••~as;ll•lmlililiil~liil:lW~•· Voxon 15" Mulliscan NEW ................... $129. ••••••••P•p!IPlll,..11'1• 
..... $149. Pentium 100-MHz, refurbished ............. . 

· · · · · · · .$99. Pentium 166·MHz, 12" PCI card, refurbished 
586 100-MHz, r PCI card, refurbished 



Herman Miller 
Aeron Chair 

HEAVEN: 
a side 
view 

800-883-9697 
www.sittingmachine.com 

AfacMmedia We/J O~ §tudl.o an4 $2891 
All Adobe Tit les Call! Electriclmage $639 MS Office 200~all ! 
Coda Finale 2001 $199 Filemaker Pro 5 $148 Norton Utilities $59 
CodeWarrior Pro 6 $109 Fireworks 4---$98 Painter 6 $199 
DenebaCAD $249 Flash 5 $98 Sibelius $229 
Director 8 $329 Freehand 9 $98 Tech Tool Pro 3 $79 
Dreamweaver ~98 Iomega Call! Vectorworks 8.5 $329 

Lightwave 6 $789 Wacom 6x8 $284 

'/ / tlwt IM onlute ft>1t nw/te dllV~. ~. 
I/~ olUl.f.llM. and 24/vt o~. 
'.:::::i F.4k' IP'§ & PO'§ TO , l-K00-294-4035 S/2-450-0263 

l. Fastest, most successful data recoveiy service available. 

2 . Recommended and certified by all drive companies to 
maintain all hard drive warranties. 

.,,, .,_._ 3. Advanced , proprietaty recoveiy techniques. 

4. 24-hour, m1Site, and weekend services. 

5. Retrieve recovered data instan tly 
with DATAEXPREss~ 

6. Featured in Mac Addict, Macworld , 
MacWeek, PCWorld, InfoWorld; 
also by CNN, BBC, Forbes, and others. 

Si11ce 1985 ''We Can Save It!" 7. Federal and State Contracts. \V\vw.drivcsavers.comi 

.r:::. Visit DriveSavers at MacWorld San Francisco, Booth 540 : 
~lq-Q.R!_V_E~~~,_1!::1~ ·-~0Q~~.Mf'.Bl!::l_KfLS_B.h~..:.1.!'l.9.Y~l_O..L~2~9~~j 
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G3 350 &WG'C0/16M 
Gl-350 121/12G'CMIP 
G3 400 W'DYD 
G3 450 12'm WIDE DRIVE 
G4350 64/18561( 
G4 400 64/lllfJ DVD 56K 
G4 400 6412«JDYD 56K 
G4 450 256/27G DVD-RAM ZIP 

2599 3COMl'llmVllX I 
3899 3 COM l'llm VII 95 
2799 3COMl'llmVX 98 

799 ~::; ~ic CliarMne 19 
16

: DESIGN KEYBAORD 105 ADB $49 

1-888-MACSALES 
Buy • Sell • Repair • Parts 

1-888-622-7253 
www.macs4sale.com _, 

Apple Laserwriter Pro 630 
• Compa tible with all Macs & !Macs Sale ! 
• Ethernet • Appletalk • Parallel $ 3 49 
• High resolution 600 DPI 

• Toner with purchase $39 • 

*Computer Bundles PowerMac Computera 
*PowerMac 7100 24,fill/Q) $199 PMac 5215/ 75 32/lGB/ffi $249 
*PowerMac 7200 16,fill/Q) $229 PMac 6100/ 66 24/230/Q) $129 
*PowerMac 7500 16/lg:>/ffi $299 PMac 6200/75 32/lGB/Q) $159 
*PowerMac 7En) 32/lg:>/ffi $379 PMac 7100/ 80 24/500/Q) $179 
*Power Mac 8600 32a@/ffi $549 PMac 7200/90 32/500/Q) $229 

with 14" monitor, kyb & mouse PMac 72f1J/1'2JJ 32/500/Q) $249 
or upgrad to 17" for $50 more... PMac 8l00/ 100 32/500/ffi $279 

Powerbooks PMac 7500/ 100 16/500/ffi $ 299 
iBook 300 64/3g/CD/56k $999 PMac 7300/ 100 32/2(13/Q) $399 
PB 14CXX:s/16616/.?g!CD~ $699 PMac 7En)f12.()* 32/2(13/Q) $399 

LW Select 360 6000P1 

PMac 8500/132* 6411GB/ffi $499 
$ l 59 PMac 8600/'lfX)* 64/2(13/Q) $599 
$299 PMac 8600/ 'EJ* 6411GB/ffi $649 

LW Pro 630 6000P11 Ethernet $349 PMac 9ff!J/2/.Xf l.28AC8{D $999 

Laser Printers 
PLW LS 300DPI 

Clearance items 
Laptop• from 
Computer• from 
Monltor1 from 

G3/ 233 T=- 3211GB/ffi $749 
G3/ 2.66 Desktop 6411GB/ffi $749 

$39 iMac 350 32/6gb/ffi/56k $699 
$49 
$39 • Nole Audb Vklro in/ rutp:rts 

oil or visit otu· website nl: www.mucs4sole.eom for lolest prices m1d sp cltlls . 

School PO's Welcome. Prtces reflect a 3% cash Discount All sales Dnal. 
All Products are used or rebuilt. Warranty period varies on products, 



G acally 

ebkey· 
USB WIRELESS MULTIMEDIA KE BOARD 

G acally" 

~oITStick 

Macally is proud to 
G acally . .. 

pt1net bring you the latest USB 

and FireWire peripherals for 

Mac users. Our full line of products 

are specifically designed to improve your 
G acally 

productivity. Please visit our website to see ptiJr® 
what Macally has to offer. We work hard to 

prov ide you with the best peripherals for your Mac. 

G acally 

hockll" 

G acally'" 
www.macally.com 

Call us for dealers near you 1.800.644. 1 132 

~ 
PCIFireWire/USB 

PCI to FireWire and USB adapter 

All trademark or registered trademarks ore the property of their respective owners 
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Storage Drives 
Surge Supressors 
USB Accessories 
VRAM 

UPGR!Dl YOUR MA( ~IMPlY! We've got Mac 
CPU Upgrades 

~@NN®I . 
Jl~Plr 1 .. Hl 

DMS has 
Sonnet CPU 
upgrades for 

~e;~~i;1~tk. ~GllERL&Gll 

DATA MEMORY SYSTEMS 
24 Keewaydin Drive 
Salem, NH 03079 
Fax: 603-898-6585 

We accept corporate,educational and govern
ment purchase orders with prior approval 

1 Mt Call Us Or Click Us! 
' It'll be fun, we promise. 

(925) 689-9488 •' Fax (925) 689-9487 

Mac·Res·Q® iBook 
Blowout! 2 Gig SCSI SCSI! G3PB 

$n99! 
PM 85oo's 

$399! 
BW G3's Beige G3 I 

$99! $49! $899! $699! I 
300 Mhz • 
64 I 6 Gig I CD 

Tons of More Stuff@ 
www.macresq.com 

Parts! Power Book Logic Boards Start 
Parts! PowerBook Color Screens Start 

PowerMac Logic Boards St::irt 
Parts! Mac Power Supplies Start 

@Only $149! 
@Only$99! 
@ Only$29! 
@Only $19! 

Version 6 
Only $19! 

Checkout Our Independent 
Customer Ratings! 

l~'A1;1i1 ~~~zrate.com· 
h tomer cer tified 

iMac's On Sale! 
Only $s99! 

Norton Utilities 5.0 

Only $49 ! Retail Box 

333 Mhz 

Globa Vi age V1 eo FX- -
Input Video From Your I 

C"Uideo Camera to any USB 

Mac! .Only $.49l__J 

I 
·:1 
ii 
I 

11\ 

8~8-8--4-4-7--3-7_2 .......,..,,.8 j 

...J I 

Important Stuff: 15% re-stoEking fee on functional r eturns • No returns after 3 0 days• All item s are refurbished unless noted as new• Prices Subject To Change . ' 
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raac con tral 1 
Remote Control for PowerPoint, Quicklime, DVD, CD, & MP3 Soltware!· 

"Flawlessly controls every 
supported application ... " 

- MacAddict Feb 2000 

USB Twin SeritJI Adapter 
Add 2 Mac serial ports-to your USB Mac 
• For use with tablets, PDAs, cameras & many printers 
• Two ports for the price of single port solutions! ($79) 

Macworld 

'''' USB PDA AdC1;pter' 
Connect Palm organlzers'10: yo'ur USB Mac or Win98 PC ($39) 
USB 4-Poft Hub\~\: .:_., 
Connect more USB device? to your USB Mac ($39) 
Keyspao usa car~, :;;· · 
Add 2 USB ports to your PGI PowerMac ($39) 

KEl'SPAN 
Come visit us at 

Macworld San Franslco 
Booth fl 1148 

Jan 10·13, 2000 

www.keyspan.com 
(51O)222·01 ~1 

FireWire •Ethernet• 56k V.90 
Apple DVD CDROM included! 

MORE iMAC DEALS 
iMac 333 -3216 (;H/CU/E/56k ~······--···-··· .. -· 619.99 
iMac 350 -f>:V(j GIJICD/J.:J56k ........................... 699.99 
iMac 400 DV SE-1mn GU/l)\IDfEJSlik ... 999.99 

S900 Base Config 16/0/0/0 604e ............. 299.99 
S900 604e 1612GB/CD/Vld/EtherNet ...... 399.99 
S900 17" Monitor Bundle I ElOO Ultra 
24/2GU UW /CD/Vid/ElherNct IOOTx ....... 499.99 

SUPERMAC PIRTS IN STOCK 
Apple Original 
. HARD DRIVES 

Seagate Barracuda ·' 

-l j • • p ) ' 
..!..,j , t:J !::) -?'- 7 

External Drf~~/cables add $50 
1 GB SCSI Hord Drive-Internal (P) .... 39.99 
2 GB SCSI Hord Drive-Internal (NJ .... 69.99 
4 GB SCSI Hord Drive.HH lnL (P) ... 119.99 

B~: ~;'Egri~~~;~~~i1c;;'i~~-·iNi·:::::: .. 1~:i; 
40 GB EIDE Hard Drivc.Jnternal (N)l49.99 

OTHER GRUT DEALS 

24 MB RAM • SOOMB HO • COROM 
ElherNet • Floppy Drive 

Keyboard • Mouse • Bulll·ln Monitor 

IBOOK G3/300 Mhz 
lnclud9s notebook bag 

~ '\ 
~ 

32 MB RAM • 3.2 GB HD 
USS • Ethernet• 56k V.90 

MORE iBOOK DEALS 
illook 366 SE-64/6Gu1co1FJS6k ······-····· .. 1549.99 

USB Prlntan & Cables 
Apple Original CORUM 
CDROM Drives are MacOS Bootable 

and use Apple Original Driver Software 

99 8X SCSI 
CD ROM 

MORE CDROM DEALS 
2x Apple SCSI CDROM-Intemol (Pl .. 19.99 
12x Apple SCSI CDROM-lnternal (P) .. 99.99 
24x Apple SCSI CDROM-lnternol <P> 129.99 
6x Apple DVD ATAPI -lnternol (N) .. 149.99 
Bx Apple DVD ATAPI -lntemol (N) .. 169.99 
32x Apple ATAPI CDROM-lntemol (N) 99.99 

ixMicro Game Rocket 16MB VRAM 

~di~~,ph~:!'.k·.2t~1risW1ll"Msr .... 99
•
99 

R!~r:. ¥.t~;d~~~1,~j~~<Gj ................ 59•99 

24MB RAM+ 8VRAM -PCI {N) ................ 89.99 

Compute11 SellVices 
4323 Anthony Ct. #1 Rocklin, CA. 95677 

~G-o-v-'t_&_S_c_h_o_o_I P-0-'s_A_c_c_e-pt-e~d IM F · 7 5esrS t 10 5e•r1 
CALL for EOUCATIONALQuotes On- rl - , 8 -

AU Prices lociude 3% cash discount All It.ems are Used or Refurbished unless olhelWise indicated ALL SALES F l~ 
~ , ~ 
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G4·500 256/27gb/DVD-RAM/Zlp/56k 

G4-400 12a12ogb/DVD/56k web 
PowerBook G3-500 12a12ogb/DVD/FWJUSB/56k web 
iBook~ G3·300 12.1 32/6gb/24X/56k Tangerine 

with FREE Battery and 128 mb RAM Upgrade 1,299 

FireWire 7200 RPM HD 30/40/60gb 360/399/599 
Seagate 18.4gb Barracuda 68pln uw SCSI 349 
Seagate U160 SCSI Cheetah 9.2/1 8.4gb 239/359 
Seagate U160 SCSI Cheelah 36. 7gb 579 

G4/Yosemite/G3/iMac'" 

168 Pin DIMMs 
16 mb $ 21 

32 mb Ta .£ ~A .e,42 
64 .l/YVY~82 
128 mb 139 

iMac'"/iBook~/PBG398/99 

64 mb 
128mbiMa 
256 mb "1.1 
s12mb·BoOA-

$ 32 
64 

144 
375 

SIMMs 72 & 30 pin 

FinalCul" 1.2 w/FREE 64mb PC1DD '999 
Mac"OS 8.1 CD only 49 
Norton Antivirus 6.0 69 
Norton Utilities 6.0 94 
Microsoft Office 2001 449 

USED MAC/HD BLOWOUT! 
7100/66 16/230/CD $145 
7200/120 16/500/CD 225 
Quantum 2gb SCSI Internal 59 

... The Memory market is extremely volatile . Please call or check our website for the most up-to-date prices. 

WE BUY, SELL & TRADE MACS! AppleCare• 
and Apple® Software 

Available. Call! CALL (800) 80-WE-BUY for a quote 

MacSolutions, Inc. 11933 Wilshire Boulevard, West Los An':Jeles, CA 90025 Fax: (310) 966-4433 
University E School P.O. 's Welcome Note : AU prices are subject to cha nye . Limited to stock on hand. • 1122 

Secure Online Orderin! or Call Toll-Free (800) 873-3RAM 

www.macsolutions.com 

1·800·4·MEMORY 
!LAPTOP • DESKTOP • CAMERA! 

MEMORY 
WE CAN BEAT 

ANY PRICE 
ON ANY MEMORY 
FROM ANYONE 

PERIOD!!! 
SHOP FIRST, THEN CALL US 
NO RE-STOCKING FEE - MAJOR BRANDS 
BRAND NEW PARTS - FREE TECH HELP 

SPECIALS ON THE WEB 

WWW.18004MEMORV.COM 
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32/64MB __ $45/69 
128MB ___ $109 

I PowerBook 1400 I 
24/32MB __ $89/109 
4BMB $169 

"t h CALL Toll Free 1 ·888·808·6242 er I e ( Phone: (Bl 8)244-62~2 FAX: (Bl 8)500-7699 

www.er1tech.com 
INTERNATIONAL. INC. e-mail:eritech@sprynet.com 



Easily Connects Any ADB Device 
To USB·Equipped iMac or PC Computer 

The innovotive iMote USB to ADB odopter allows users to eosily con nect 

their existing ADB peripherals to iMocs, Moes with USB cords, and PCs 

with USB. The iMote is compatible with ony ADB device including mice, 

keybaords, trackbo lls, trackpads, hordwore dangles, and AppleVision disploys. 

Retoil price $39 

80 fesslers lane• Nashville, TN 37210 
615.255.0990 

info@griffinlechnology.com 
www.griffintechnology.com 

The gPort universal 

seriol adopter is the 

perfect componion far 

your new blue G3 computer. 

Designed from the ground up with 

the G3 in mind it supports every serial 

device that works on your older Moes. 

GRIFFIN 
TECHNOLOGY 

• Easy to install • Economical • Cost Effective 

With the new G3s Apple has made a bold move to faster 

and more universal i/o interfaces. The gPorl provides o 

great transition far people with existing serial equipment. 

Retail price $4 9 

one touch 
sit to stand! 

catal og BBB 302-DESK 

Work the vvay 
youvvant, 
anyti1T1e you 
vvant. 

The Biomorph EXO desk has 
a foot-activated lever for 
instant sit-to-stand height
adjustment to suit users of 
all sizes and ages. 

The EXO desk is one of four 
fully adjustable desks, 
chairs and ergonomic space 
solutions. Configure your 
perfect set-up and order 
now online. 

bio1norphdesk.co1n 
e rgonol71ic con7purer,urnirure direct 

Biomor h is• re is1arod trademark of S.Barlow·lawson ©2000 Ground Su on E ui mont IUSI Ltd .. Now York, NY 10004 



1-800-53)-9005 
Fax Bids: (31 O) 475-7744 or 

e-mail at SALES@COMPU-AMERICA.COM 

10435 Santa Mo nica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90025 

Check out: our New "Web Sit:e! 
WWW.COMPU-AMERICA.COM 

Government University and Fortune 1000 P.O.'s are welcome/ Business Leasing is Available/ 
International Orders Please call Tel:(310} 446-1771 We are open Mon-Fri, 8am-6pm PST 

G4/ 500 Dual 256/40G/DVD-RAMJ56K .2879 
64/450 Dual 128/30G/DVD/S6K •• •• .2099 
G4/SOOMT •• 256/27G/DVD/ZIP • • •••• 2099 
G4/4SOMT • • 256/27G/DVD/ZIP •••••• 1999 
G4/4SOMT •• 128/20G/DV0/56K/ZIP •• 1749 
G4/400MT •• 128/20G/DVD/56K/ZIP •• 1599 
G4/400MT •• 64/20G/DVD/56K ••••• • 1249 
G4/400MT •• 64/10G/DVD/S6K , ••• •• 1149 
G4/40-0MT • • 64/1 0G/CD/S6K •••••• • • 1099 
G3/3SOMT •• 64/1 0G/DVD/56K .• •• •. 1099 
G3/400MT •• 128/12GIG/24XCDnlP •• • 1049 
G3/4SOMT • • 128/9GIG/CD/SCSI . • •. . . 1199 
G3/400MT • • 64/6G/DVD •• •• •••••• • • 849 
G3/3SOMT • • 64/6G/DVD ••• . •••• . • •• 849 
G3/3SOMT • • 64/6G/(D • •••• . ••• .•••• 799 
9600/300 •. , 64/4G/24XCD . ••• , ••• • 1199* 

I-MAC G3/SOOSP 128/JOG/OVD/S6K 
l·MAC G3/4SO DV+ 64/20G/DVD/S6K 
l·MAC 63/400 DV 64/10G/CD/56K ....... 949 
l·MAC 63/400 Gnphite 128/13G/DVD/56K .1049 
l·MAC 631350 64nG/24XCD/56K ........ 749 
I-MAC 63/333 32/6G/24XCD/56K ....... 649* 
l·MAC 63/266 32/6G/24XCD/56K ...... . 549• 

I-Mac all 1W01S tue in stock! 

Starring at 

110DXi/1100AXi 
3100Xi/31500Xi 
2100M/2100TN 
4000N/4000TN 
40SON/40SOTN 
4SOON/4SOODN .. 2199/3199 
4550/4550N/4SSODN ... CALL 
5000 . . . . . . ... . 1329 
SOOON/SOOOGN . . 1799/ 1999 
8000N/8000DN .. 1799/2099 
8100N/8100DN .. 2549/2999 
8500/SSOON ..... CALUCALL 
8500DN .... . ......... 5575 
8550/85SON . . . . . .. .... CALL 
85SOD6/8550DN .....• CALL 

Save -AppleWorks Training Products 
AppleWorks 6 for Dummies ...... .. $15.99 Getting Started w/ AW Spreadsheets 19.95 

AppleWorks 6: Missing Manual .... 14.99 MacAcademy AW 6 Videos ... .. .. ... 39.95 

Apple Works Journal (10 issues) .... 39.00 MacAcademy: Quick Start 

AppleWorkShop 6 for Teachers .... 29.95 Your iMac CD .... ........................ 19.95 

AW 6 Button Bar Wall Chart ...... ...... 9.95 Macworld Apple Works 6 Bible ..... . 27.99 

AW 6 Keystroke Wall Chart ...... ........ 9.95 Macworld Mac OS 9 Bible ............ 29.95 

Both Wall Charts ... ... ........ ... .. ..... 14.95 200+ Updaters for OS 9 .... .. ... .. .. ... 14.95 

AW 6 Reference Sheets (25) ...... .... 19.95 Macintosh Batteries ... .. .. ... ............ .... call 

AppleWorks 6 Step by Step ..... .. ... 19.95 U.S. s/h first item .. .... .... .. .... ..... ...... .. .5.00 

Getting Started w/ AW Databases .. 19.95 Additional items@ .. .. ... ... .. .... ... .. ... . .3.00 

- Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. -

AppleWorks Users Group; (888) 781 -AWUG; Fax: (734) 454-1965 
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webSavant® 
Guide for Newbies™ 
If you're new to the Web and 
want to learn how to create 
your own great looking Web 
sites, look no further! This 
virtual guide on CD has a 
user-friendly interface and 
uses non-techy jargon that 

webSavanl® 
Learn to build Web sites like 

the pros! Four CD-ROMs 
explain in detail how to create 
engaging Web sites from the 
ground up, covering HTML, 

JavaScript, audio, video, 
animation, CGI scripts, 

PDF, Flash, tips and tricks, 
and much more. Perfect 

for all skill levels. 

makes learning quick, 
easy and fun. 

www.websavant.com :- · :c: - ~--: :'? 866-4-SAVANT 



1 NEW VERSION 

\ REUNION®7 
Reunion 7 is the perfect tool to 
organize your family history. Plenty of 
,-oom for na mes, dates, places, stories, 
notes, tidbits, and 
;ources. Include 
• II yo ur favorite 
pktures, sounds, 
and home movies. 

,.Automatically 
build multimedia 
web pa g es to 
share your family Uolllm:l.U.lt..Tal:ll 
history on the 
Intern et! Print large, colorful tree 
r.:l"'l".,....'1:1 charts, timeline charts, 

and fan charts for family 
reunions . Fun and edu

""'-"•""'_,,._,.. cational for the w hole 
family. Reunion 7 includes ,.1111 80 new features 

• and enhancements! 

Leister Productions 
PO Box 289, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 
phone 71 H97-1 378 fax 717-697-4373 

e-mail: info@LeisterPro.com 
web site/demo: www.Le isterPro.com 
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I Mac, 
G41G3 
Repairs from $99 

G3 Wallstreet 
Battery 
$99 

New Year ..• 
New Designs! 

G4 400 64/10GB/CD $999 

All Parts Genuine Apple 

(fk wag r,t JikxJJ 6~ 
• SELL YOUR MAC 8r RELATED ITEMS 
• NO SELLERS LIST/NB FEES 
• NO BIDDINB FEES 
• PROXY BIDDINB 
• BEST DEALS IN THE NATION 
• NATIONAL DEALER SPECIALS 
• PERSONAL AUCTION NOTIFICATIONS 

1111•1c 
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When style meets fashion , you know we can 't be far away. 

Get a Grin 
What the Way You Hold Your iBook Says About You 

W ith its purselike handle and unconventional clamshell 
design, the iBook has inspired more commentary on its 

fashion than on its specs. But it's a little known fact* that how 
you hold your iBook says something about your personality. 
Match the way you hold your iBook against these examples. 

112 1 MacAddict I FEB/0 l 

• By fact, we mean joke. 

The Hold: The Bandit 
Defining Characteristics: 
A solid grip and quick stride, 
matched by watchful eyes and 

dark clotbes. 
What It Means: What did he get 
for the holidays? Your iBook. 

The Hold: The Power User 
Defining Characteristics: A one
handed grip at arm's length, and 
a confident, take-no-guff stare. 
What It Means: You're a confident 
iBook user, taking charge of your 
life. No one's going to challenge 
you about your choice in laptops. 

' \Jew, ~h111 Al'l'l£ ON 1He 
((ef;ot!ND At-lo M1(.{{osof1' 
MA 1:1rJG i'i~i<: tJ.A<- ('RP?, 
f. Jus1 f~L- t,jj(.f ••. 

The Hold: The Nancy Boy 
Defining Characteristics: 
Nervous, shifty eyes and a 
two-handed grip on the iBook 
holding it at chest level. ' 
What It Means: You're about to 

·get your iBook stolen by the 
schoolyard bully. Better take a 
firmer grip-try The Paranoid. 

The Hold: The Paranoid 
Defining Characteristics: Both 
arms wrapped around iBook, 
clutching it close to your chest. 
What It Means: They really are 

out to get you. By holding a 
polycarbonate shell in front of 
yourself, you stand a chance of 
blocking a bullet. Now go hide. 

The Hold: The Junkyard Dog 
Defining Characteristics: 
Powerful jaws, thick neck, and a 
viselike grip. Saliva dripping on 
clamshell case. 
What It Means: You're actually a 
dog who believes the rumor that 
iBook handles are made from 
cow tendons. 

( 



Medicine For Your Mac 

T[HTDOLPRO 

Nothing can ruin your day faster than a sick and ailing 
computer. And while Macintosh is one of the most reliable 
computers in the world, sometimes things can go wrong. 
That's why we invented TechTool Pro. TechTool Pro is 
the super-utility that can find and isolate almost any 
problem on your computer. No other utility in the world 
comes even close to covering as many aspects of your 
Macintosh as does TechTool Pro. 

But diagnosing computer maladies is only half the battle. 
Besides repairing drives, recovering data and checking 
the health of your Macintosh components, TechTool Pro 
can now help protect you against virus problems and 
software conflicts. TechTool Pro can also keep your Mac 
running at its peak between problems. The program 
optimizes your disk drive to make your computer run 
faster and more efficiently. Our RAM panel even allows 

•••• . \facWorkl 
Aug. 1999 

MacHome 
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Product Award 

you to see the inner configuration of your memory 
without needing to open the case. 

Do all these features make TechTool Pro complicated to 
use? Not at all. The MultiTester feature allows you to give 
your computer a full checkup with one click of your 
mouse. TechTool Pro even creates graphic, easy-to-read 
and understand reports. Now you can know the state of 
your computer without having a degree in computer 
science. 

Eve1y day, more and more Macintosh professionals are 
choosing TechTool over other system utilities. In fact, 
even Apple Computer includes TechTool Deluxe with 
every copy of their AppleCare™ Protection Plan. Simply 
put, TechTool Pro 3 is the most complete and powerful 
troubleshooting and repair utility available for your 
computer. Why would you settle for anything less? 

Micromat Inc. 
800-829-6227 
707-566-3831 

FAX: 707-566-3871 
info@micromat.com 
www.micromat.com 

© 2000 Micro mat, Inc.All rights reserved. Tech Tool is a registered trademark of Micromat, Inc. Macintosh and AppleCare are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 



THE GRAPHIRE TABLET SYSTEM 

CORDLESS MOUSE: 3 buttons, 3 times 
more accurate, never requires cleaning 

PEN: Pressure sensi ti\·e with built-in 
eraser - create natural art strokes, edit 
photos and add signatures 

SOFTWARE: New Power Suite bund le 
with Photoshop' LE, Painter Classic: 
Sensiva'" and PenOffice'" included 

THE MOUSE IS DEAD. LONG LIVE THE GRAPHIRE. 

J\llore control, accuracy and flexibi lity than you thought was possible. Powerful Photoshop LE and Painter Classic software included 

to digitally enhance your photos. Available in many colors and, best of all, at a revolutionary price of just $9995 . The Graphire 
visit 

changes everything. www.wacom.com/deadmouse 800-922-2585 
CflJI 

-'02000 \%1..'0m lt.-chnology Corpor.irion. \\'acom is :i rcgis1cn..-<l 1r.1dcmark nnJ Graphire is R trudcnmtk of \\'rKum Comp.1.ll}' Lid. All rights rc:->en·cd. AU oth~r tr.ukmark.~ pro1~rry of their n."'Spcctivc owners. 


